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“It is not righteousness that ye turn your faces towards East or
West; but it is righteousness - to believe in God and the Last
Day, and the Angels, and the Book, and the Messengers; to spend
of your substance, out of love for Him, for your kin, for orphans,
for the needy, for the wayfarer, for those who ask, and for the
ransom of slaves; to be steadfast in prayer, and practice regular
charity; to fulfil the contracts which ye have made; and to be
firm and patient, in pain (or suffering) and adversity, and
throughout all periods of panic. Such are the people of truth, the
God-fearing.”
(Holy Qur’an, 2:17)
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Introduction

Islam is at war today as much with itself as with outside forces.
Niyaz Fateh{puri@ (1884-1966), an accomplished South Asian scholar
and socio-religious reformer, had foreseen this and showed the way
out three quarters of a century ago. He spent a lifetime battling the
forces of obscurantism and fundamentalism. He had predicted that
if unchecked religious bigotry and intolerance would erupt into
what we see today, a violent clash with people of other religious
persuasions as well as within different Islamic sects. If he were
alive today, he would have indeed earned the right to say, “I told
you so!” The Shia-Sunni violence, for instance, that we see today
in Iraq and occasionally in Pakistan could very well engulf the whole
of Middle East and South Asia in no time.
Less popular but just as widespread is the conflict over various
interpretations of Islam: the fundamentalist versus the moderate
version of Islam. Just like in the time of Fateh{puri@, there are some
people who believe religion is set in stone, and there can be no
debate, there is just one right way of doing things. On the other
hand, the average Muslim is grappling with a lot of new questions
relating to living in this modern world, and as part of Western
civilizations. They want to live an Islamic life, but maybe not a
strict orthodox interpretation of it. They want to do what is Islamic
and rational. They want to believe in God and have faith, but on
the other hand, they don’t want to stop questioning on religious
matters. Fateh{puri@ had indeed foreseen this dilemma.
Muslim world lags far behind the West and even parts of Asia
in terms of economic and technical advancement. Is it because of
the religion or inspite of it? Is it because Muslims are so orthodox
and religious that they reject things modern and advanced, or is it
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because they ignore their religion’s pronouncements to reason, think
and read. Does reasoning too much lead to rejection of faith, or
affirmation of it? These questions are indeed circular and lead
nowhere, and each will pick the argument that already agrees with
his/her thinking. This book intends to showcase a scholar’s views
that show the way forward.
Niya@z Fateh{puri@ was well-known in the intellectual circles of
South Asia for his poetry and literary criticism, before he started
publishing his magazine, Niga@r. The magazine had been started
primarily as a literary journal. It maintained a literary focus
throughout, not only was it popular for Fateh{puri@’s poetry and
literary criticism, but was a forum for a lot many other litterateurs,
both known and unknown. However, from the very beginning his
unique religious views also started coming forward. Be it
sectarianism, questions of co-existence with other religions, rights
of women, or more esoteric questions of the nature of divinity in
Islam, he used to initiate debates and invite scholars of different
points of view to contribute to his prestigious monthly magazine.
The one standard that he pursued all his life was judging every
issue on the criterion of rationality. Faith, in his view, did not mean
going beyond reason.
Throughout Fateh{puri@’s life, he tirelessly advocated his belief
that religion needs to be re-interpreted in the light of new knowledge
of the time and place that Muslims find themselves in. Modernists
of the time have been much blamed for being influenced by the
West and for trying to modernise or Westernize Islam. Although
the influence of the onslaught of new ideas at the time is undeniable,
Fateh{puri@ insisted on using Islamic sources to prove his way of
thinking, and quoted from the Qur’an liberally. He spoke as a
religious man, which came not only from his deep knowledge and
study of the religion but from his firm conviction in it.
The re-interpretation that Fateh{puri@ wrote about was to be based
on accepted religious sources, but according to the present situation,
and with critical thinking. He carried out a crusade against the
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ulama@ whom he considered responsible for the stagnation in Muslim
religious thinking, and which in turn, was making them suffer even
in social and economic spheres. Tariq Ramadan has put Fateh{puri@’s
basic argument for reform and change very succinctly. He says,
“To be believers and pragmatic, this is the first liberation that is
hoped for.”1
This book hopes to be a contemporary analysis of the most
significant topic of the day and uses the philosophy and analysis of
one of South Asia’s most influential writers to validate the theory
that predicted today’s events; more important, a deconstruction of
the thought processes of Niyaz Fateh{puri@ allows a discussion of
possible solutions to the problems and conflicts that face Muslims
today, both within and without. What makes his ideas and arguments
unique is that he speaks from a deep knowledge of Islam learnt
initially from the clerics themselves in a madrasa in his early life.
He thus knew the thought processes of the obscurantist ulama@ well,
having seen them from close quarters. He could also argue with
them using their own language and idiom. This is one significant
factor lacking in most of those moderate and rational Muslims today
who seek to engage the obscurantists and fundamentalists; they
use a Marxist or a Western liberal language to debate religious
issues, and thus cut no ice with the common Muslims. This is making
them ineffectual to the larger Muslim ummah (community) which
is their main constituency. Niyaz Fateh{puri@ can still come to their
rescue.
Fateh{puri@ was living in very turbulent times. In the West and
to a certain extent in Asia, the traditions were increasingly being
questioned; new ideas and philosophies were emerging. With the
acceptance of Darwin’s model of evolution from lower forms of
life to higher more advanced forms, a new form of social values
came into being which considered the new or “modern,” to be the
most desirable. The West propagated that all beliefs contrary to
human experiences and observation must be discarded. Since
religious rites, ceremonies and beliefs could not stand the test of
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being objective and scientific proven in laboratory experiments,
they were to be discarded. Anything pertaining to the domain of
faith was ridiculed as superstition. This was an age of extreme
rationalism; even God’s existence was questioned, Friedrich
Nietzsche very famously declared God to be dead.
Niyaz Fateh{puri@, however, even though he can be accused of
looking at the “modern” as progressive and desirable, as was the
fashion at the time, never reached the extreme conclusions of the
Western thinkers. He put every religious belief under the
microscope, but his belief in God and the religion only grew stronger.
He strongly believed that Islam contained within it the answers to
all rational queries, and using reason only affirms one’s faith. The
first chapter of his book Man-o Yazda@n is entitled “Whether God
exists,” and in this he reiterated his firm conviction that every act
of nature gives testimony to the fact that He does.
Fateh{puri@ looked at everything critically, whether from Western
or Eastern sources, and formed his own view. Many Muslims
consider Islamic Laws (shariah) to be unchangeable, and that they
are meant to be followed as they stand. He asked them that as it is
undeniable that there was a time in Islamic history when Islamic
Laws (shariah) as are present now, did not exist, what was it like
when Imam Hanifa or Imam Shafii2 were growing up: were they
not practising Muslims in the absence of the shariah? Also, there
always have been a number of schools of law, even as there are
now. So the fact that the Qur’an can be seen in different ways was
never controversial throughout Islamic history, why is it now that
Muslims look at any re-interpretation of the sources as antagonistic.
He considered that to be a sign of defeatism.
What Fateh{puri@ was asking for at that time was a middle ground
– material progress with the domain of religion/spirituality intact.
Religion could dictate one’s life but in positive ways translating
into good deeds, not just prayer (even though it is good in itself).
The need for God has not evaporated in today’s world, which has
walked on the path of material progress and rejection of religion
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for quite some time now, and in so doing achieved quite a bit of
prosperity. It is just that people are no longer satisfied with religious
rituals, they have to mean something: the need for a ‘why’ has
come up which the religious leaders have not been able to satisfy.
Hence, the rejection of religion, but the search for alternative ways
to realize spirituality, faith and ultimately God continues.
Such a middle ground can be found in Islam, according to
Fateh{puri@, if one looked at it rationally. Nowhere does Islam glorify
asceticism or poverty. In fact, a minimum amount of prosperity is
considered essential, for a person to practice religion free of bodily
concerns. Islam does not force its adherents to choose between the
material and spiritual, it envisions a society in which people are
able to fulfil both functions. They work for material progress for
themselves and their society, while also remembering God at least
five times a day. The Prophet (pbuh) was himself a successful
merchant and salesperson. Islam envisions a welfare state, where
there is free trade and where some people will obviously be richer
than others, but through charity (zaka@t), wealth would be redistributed in the society, so that the poor are not too poor.

FATEH{PURI@ AND HIS TIMES
Fateh{puri@ arrived on the scholarly scene of the subcontinent at
a very turbulent time in its history. He was born and brought up
during the colonial era, was witness to the freedom struggle and
lived in both independent India and Pakistan. He lived through not
only the most politically active period, but also the most
intellectually charged atmosphere. Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n (18171898) had already inspired many to pursue a modern education in
English, and to think afresh on everything, including religion. He
was also the first one to criticize the ulama@ publicly for keeping
Muslims away from progress. Following his tradition, many other
scholars wrote on similar issues; Shibli@@ Nu’ma@ni@ (1857-1914),
Chira@gh ‘Ali@ (1846-1895), Sayyid Ami@r ‘Ali@ (1849-1928) and Alt{a@f
Hussain H{ a li@ (1837-1914) were among the most famous.
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Muh{ammad Iqbal (1877-1938), the philosopher-poet, also called
for progressive thinking; in fact, his poetry still continues to inspire.
As such Fateh{puri@ found a ready audience for his radically rationalist
views; he and his magazine were very popular.
This was also an era of journalism. A number of journals came
into being during the time, even though many of them were later
discontinued. Almost every intellectual of the time was publishing
a journal to propagate his/her views. Maulana Abul Kalam Azad’s
(1888-1958) Al-Hila@l, Maulana Muh{ammad Ali Jauhar’s (18781931) Hamdard and Comrade, and Sayyid Abul ‘Ala Maudu@di@@’s
(1903-1979) Tarju@ma@n al-Qur’a@n are only some of the more
noteworthy publications in addition to Niga@r. In fact, Fateh{puri@
was the one who suggested to Maudu@di@ that he concentrate on
writing and begin a career in journalism.3
The importance of the use of print is undeniable with regard to
Fateh{puri@, since it was his only platform for reform. He did not
found an educational institution like Sayyid Ah{mad, or a socioreligious organization like the Jama@t-i Isla@mi@ of Maudu@di@ . The
magazine was his mission. It was indeed an accomplishment in
itself that he was able to sustain his magazine for more than four
successive decades, in the face of so much controversy and criticism.
He had to move to Lucknow from Bhopal in 1927 because of
opposition of the ulama@, and even in Lucknow he saw many
hardships and lack of funding, but he continued publishing. Finally,
taking the magazine to Karachi in 1962 in his old age, where it still
continues to publish.

CHALLENGES OF MODERNITY
This book is based on a textual analysis of Fateh{puri’s own
writings on religion and society in the socio-political context of
the colonial and post-colonial periods. The context of Fateh{puri@’s
writings has been defined by Jamal Malik very aptly. According to
Malik, there was a concerted attempt at “traditionalisation of India”4
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by the British from the 1750s to the 1850s, resulting in selective
appropriation of Indian ideas on one hand and obliteration of Indian
creativity on the other. A picture of stagnant India was drawn that
was divided in castes, religions and races.

However, an important aspect of these discussions was
the criticism of contemporary reformers and pietists of
their own Muslim/Hindu society…The reformers
postulated doing away with folk-religious rites and
appropriating God’s message individually and
independently through the revealed text. This meant
emancipation of the self from immediate and direct ties
of authority on the one hand and reconstruction of Islamic
society by laypersons on the other, thereby referring to
early Muh{ammadan time. This was ijtihad in the widest
sense, and expressed the desire for newness.5
Fateh{ p uri@ started writing when India had already been
“traditionalised,” and he saw his community as stagnant, since it
did not live up to the modern image of “progress”. He wanted to
bring vitality to his society and change it for the better. However,
for this progress to come about, he did not believe in imitating the
West or blindly accepting its philosophy, but believed that it could
be brought about by the religion of Islam. This position of the
modernists has been criticised for being defensive of Islam, and for
trying to make Islam more palatable for modern consumption. In
Fateh{puri@’s case, however, this criticism is not valid. It can be
definitively stated that he and some of his contemporaries were
inspired by Islam, and were trying to re-vitalize it by bringing in
new ideas.
Malik contends that two separate and opposing streams of
thought can be seen during the time. The first stream of thought
was that of the functional elite, who fostered the study of theology
(kala@m) and law (shariah), which were congruent with state law.
These people did not want any major changes in how the society
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worked. The other stream of thought meanwhile stood for
independent reasoning and stressed the role of vernaculars.6
Fateh{puri@, since he is seemingly part of the latter group, challenged
the religious elite, represented by the ulama@, and accused it of having
a vested interest in things not changing in any way.
Muh{ammad Qasim Zaman’s contention against the hypothesis
that the ulama@ have long been stagnant in their thinking was very
constructive in shaping my own views regarding the subject. He
insists that the ulama@ have been the custodians of change throughout
Islamic history and that there has never been the stagnation that
modernists talk about.7 Another important point that Zaman makes
is that, in spite of major differences among modernists, their
common theme has been that “one does not necessarily need that
tradition to understand the ‘true’ meaning of Islam, and that one
certainly does not need the ulama@ to interpret Islam to the ordinary
believers. That authority belonged to everyone and to no one in
particular.”8
The conflict between tradition and modernity, or tradition and
reason, was dramatized by the Enlightenment thinkers, for whom
the light of reason was supposed to dispel the darkness of tradition,
according to Daniel Brown. In actuality, however, “tradition is not
an enemy of change, but the very stuff that is subject to change.”9
The major contention of his work is that modern Muslims are
basically “rethinking” the traditions, even if the modernists deny
any connection with traditions; and similarly, even the most
conservative traditionalists “cannot help but reshape the very
tradition that they seek to preserve unchanged.”10 Zaman would
clearly agree with the idea that traditionalists are in fact, custodians
of change, but he considers modernists to have brought about a
rupture with the past.11 They are rooted, according to him, solely in
modern, Westernized institutions of education, even if they consider
Islam to be an important aspect of their identity.
Fateh{puri@, at first glance, does seem to fit Zaman’s description
of a modernist, since he seemed to find nothing at all useful in the
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thought of the traditionalists. In fact, he was arguing that they did
not think, but were simply passing on traditions. However, he was
not rooted in a Westernized system of education, but came from
the same religious training that the ulama@ did and in his religious
writing, one finds more frequent mention of Ima@m Ghaza@li@ (10581111), Sha@h Wali@ Allah (1702-1763), Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n, Shibli@
Nu’ma@ni@ and Muh{ammad Iqbal, than of any Western author. This
is not to suggest that he was not influenced by Western thought.
Very clearly he was, and did use analogies that prove the same.
However, he was still trying to tie his writing to that of his
predecessors, remaking tradition, not breaking away from it.
Another noteworthy point is that Fateh{puri@ declared akhla@q12
(ethical thinking) to be the purpose of religion, which is a very old
Islamic concept and not in the least Western. Brown’s argument
does make sense; Fateh{puri@ was simply “rethinking.” However, like
the Enlightenment thinkers, Fateh{puri@ can be clearly accused of
dramatizing the difference between tradition and reason; such as
portraying the ulama@ as totally in the dark and completely oblivious
of modern realities, as if no change or fresh thinking could possibly
emerge from their ranks. At the same time he portrayed his own
thinking as rational, progressive, purposeful, and in tune with
modern realities.
The very fact that Fateh{puri@ was arguing for fresh thinking in
the light of new ideas is in itself an illustration of the effect of
modernity. He was taught in English since primary school, and was
very well-acquainted with modern Western thought. His writings
show that he had assimilated many of those ideas in his thinking.
However, he took inspiration not only from Western sources, but
from medieval and even recent Islamic scholars. His concern was
with Islam, with making Islam more in tune with contemporary
realities, so that it might appear rational and progressive. Fateh{puri@
never argued that there was anything wrong with the Islamic past.
The ideas and practices of the medieval period, were justified and
rational, according to the needs of the society of the time. However,
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it made more sense in his eyes, given that the society and the ideas
therein have changed so visibly, to rethink and maybe bring about
new ways of thinking and doing things. He felt that the ulama@ were
opposed to anything new, and certainly, from his experience of being
ridiculed and branded an unbeliever; he may have been justified in
thinking that way. Even if we agree with Zaman that the ulama@
themselves were bringing about change, they did in fact radically
oppose anyone who said that he wanted change.

CHALLENGING RELIGIOUS AUTHORITY
Fateh{puri>> consistently campaigned against the ulama@, who he
felt were responsible for the lack of both worldly and spiritual
progress among Muslims, in whom they fostered an unquestioning
attitude. He believed that the basic purpose of religion, akhla@q
(morality, ethical spirit), had been forgotten, as the ulama> insisted
merely on practicing the z{ah> iri@ (external) aspects of religion (he
counts even prayer and fasting among them). He contends that a
Muslim should pray and fast, but only after understanding why he
or she is doing it.
Fateh{puri@ proposed a rethinking of all religious issues; that was
the only way, according to him, by which the community could
progress not only spiritually, but materially. In his view, Islam itself
demands that one use one’s reason (aql ). This debate has acquired
great contemporary relevance, since even in today’s India and
Pakistan the very same issues are controversial that Fateh{puri@ took
head on. Recently, an article published in al-Ma‘a@rif by Manzur
Ah{mad13 explaining Fateh{puri@’s views came under fire. In this
article, Ah{mad was basically asking people to adopt a forwardlooking outlook and to think afresh, using Fateh{puri@ as an example
and trying simply to explain his views while relating them to the
present day.
For Fateh{puri@, change in Islamic traditions was not only
desirable but essential for there to be any growth in the material or
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spiritual life of Muslims. He seems not to be alone in thinking
along these lines: most of the reformers of his time and even earlier
were arguing for the same thing. The ulama@ on the other hand were
advocates of there being a continuity in traditions and in how things
were perceived and done. A constant struggle can be seen between
the two ideas in Fateh{puri@’s time, whether there should be continuity
or whether change was imminent.
It is not the intention here to argue that the ulama@ have been
oblivious to changing realities, or that they have not brought about
change themselves. In fact, they have even been making use of
new technology (print then, internet now) to reach out to people
and give religious statements on issues of concern to the masses in
this age. The book merely argues that Fateh{puri@ was basically
against the idea that the ulama@ knew best what the religion was all
about, and that there was no other way of looking at it than simply
following them. According to Fateh{puri@, Islam itself has never been
in favour of a priesthood; he pointed out as well that this class had
been created by the rulers to interpret Islam to suit themselves.
Thus despite the fact that the primary cause, kingship or dynastic
rule, was itself against Islamic teachings, religious scholars
throughout Islamic history have justified it in the name of Islam.
Fateh{puri@ argued that there is no reason why authority should belong
to one section of people simply because they followed a certain
religious course in a seminary.

LITERATURE REVIEW
For the study of Niyaz Fateh{puri@’s views, his own writings on
the relevant issues have been used, drawn from his magazine Niga@r
and from his many books. The most famous among his books is
Man-o-Yazdan, published in two volumes, in which he discusses
his views on religion, starting from the question of whether God
exists or not. He also discusses the religious views of ulama@ in the
book and questions them. Another of his noteworthy books on
religion was Maz{hab, in which he surveys religion in three chapters:
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History of Religion, Deviation from Religion and the Future of
Religion. His book S{ah{a@biyya@t was useful for understanding his
views on the role of women in society.
Nevertheless his articles in Niga@r constituted the major source
of research material. He was a prolific writer; almost half of Nigar
every month was written by him. In these articles, he sought to
understand the concepts of reward and punishment, heaven and
hell, free will, the validity of h{adi@th and the implications of
prophethood as well as the place of Prophet Muh{ammad (pbuh) in
Islam. Though many people have praised Fateh{puri@’s courageous
stance against conservatism and his logical approach to religion,
not much has been written about him and his views. Most of my
secondary literature on Niya@z Fateh{puri@ as a person, and as an
intellectual is also taken from Niga@r. There may be some work done
on him in Pakistan, but I have been unable to trace any.
As mentioned earlier, Malik’s and Zaman’s respective works
have been extremely useful for developing the framework of the
current study. Other secondary sources that have been useful include
Daniel W. Brown’s Rethinking Tradition in Modern Islamic
Thought, in which book he argues that “tradition” is what is subject
to change, and the modern Muslims are basically rethinking
tradition, whether they call themselves traditionalist or modernist.14
This argument helped me understand the dilemma in Fateh{puri@’s
thought. Even though he was propagating changes, he himself was
a part of society as it was, and had many of the same notions and
beliefs.
Shaista Azizalam’s study entitled “Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n and
the Ulama@” was also very valuable. Since Fateh{puri@’s main ire was
directed against the ulama@, her research was helpful in understanding
how and why religious authority was challenged by the modernists.
In her thesis she explains that when Sayyid Ah{mad was opposing
the ulama@, he did not mean a particular group within it but the
ulama@ as a class, which has very similar interests notwithstanding
the wide divergences in religious views and social status.15
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Fateh{puri@, like Sayyid Ah{mad, was opposed to this class and its
interests in keeping religion and society stagnant.
This book has been organised into six chapters. The first chapter
contains Fateh{puri@’s biography primarily based on some of his
articles and a brief autobiography published in Niga@r.16 A brief
overview of Niga@r will also be attempted.
In the second chapter, Fateh{puri@’s views on the religious topics
that were much discussed at the time are stated and analyzed in the
light of other scholars’ views. Since it is not possible to state his
views on all the various issues he wrote about, the most frequent
will be discussed. He said that his endeavour was to reinterpret
religion in the light of “rationality” and bring it forward with the
times. How he dealt with religious issues will be analyzed, in the
light of how others were dealing with those issues, in the same
socio-political environment. This chapter also contains an overview
of the term akhla@q (ethical thinking) and what Fateh{puri@ meant by
it, since he considered cultivation of good akhla@q to be the purpose
of religion
Fateh{puri’s views on inter-communal and inter-sectarian
harmony will be discussed in the third chapter. He strongly believed
that Islam is in favour of considering everyone, i.e. believers and
practitioners of all religions and religious sects, equal in the eyes
of God. Why should then, Muslims, he wondered, be surrounded
by conflicts of all kinds with different religions as well as among
themselves on the basis of sects.
Fateh{ p uri@ was very explicit in his criticism of Islamic
functionaries, i.e., maulavi@s and maula@na@s, whom he also referred
to as ulama@ in general. The issue will be discussed in the fourth
chapter. He did not, however, designate all Islamic scholars as ulama@.
He meant only those who earned their livelihood through religion.
They are the ones who define Islam in a common Muslim’s day-today life. He himself could be called an ‘a@lim, in the common
definition of the term, since he had completed the required religious
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course and was discussing religion. He was not, however, associated
with the class of ulama@.
The fifth chapter presents Fateh{puri@’s arguments in favour of
progress, both material and spiritual for Muslims. He argued that
Islam is in favour of concentrating on this world, and making it a
paradise, rather than reserving all the reward for good action for an
imaginary heaven.
The last chapter deals with Fateh{puri@’s views on the role of
women in society. This chapter argues that, although the impression
gathered from Fateh{puri@’s views on religion is that he wanted change
in almost everything traditional, in the case of women however, he
did not ask for a complete makeover but advised caution. Although
not completely traditional, his views on women were quite orthodox
compared to his views on other religious issues. There was definitely
a need for change in a woman’s situation in the Indian Muslim
society, according to Fateh{ p uri@ , but there was no need for
Westernization.
To study the evolution of Fateh{puri@’s thought, some of his
articles in Niga@r in the beginning years and towards the end,
have been included for reference in an appendix at the end of
the book. Although Niga@r started publishing in 1922, the Niga@r
collection of the Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University,
starts only in May 1926. The first phase in the appendix is from
May 1926 to December 1930. Some issues in between are
missing as well. In the first phase he was writing and publishing
at first, from Bhopal and from 1927 from Lucknow, which he
continued to do for most of his life. He spent the last four years
of his life in Karachi, Pakistan. The second phase in the Appendix
is, therefore from September 1962, till his death in May 1966.
The one major thing that stands out in this brief survey is his
consistency. He never politicised or changed his basic ideology,
and continued to campaign against religious authority and for
reform in religion and society.
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The contemporary relevance of Fateh{puri@’s work does not cease
to amaze. It seems that Muslims have not moved much forward
from his time. The very same questions that he asked are still being
debated. A look at his work, and his views, would definitely give
an idea of the way forward. However, that does not mean his
religious ideas are to be blindly accepted; his purpose would
probably be served even better if one looks at every idea critically
and rationally with an open mind, and come to one’s own
conclusions.
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1
Life and Mission

To ascertain the family (kha@nda@n) situation, generally
and traditionally, three things are considered – descent,
wealth or education. Unfortunately, me and my family,
cannot be proud of any one of these. By descent, you
cannot call me Fa@ruqi,@ S{iddi@qi@ or Timuri,@ Changezi,@ 17 and
even in terms of wealth and property, I cannot point
towards any member of my family. The thing that remains
is education, even the mention of which is useless because
all my ancestors were very ordinarily educated, and the
first person in the family who was enlightened by
education in the real sense of the word, was my late
father.18
It is thus that Niya@z Fateh{puri@ recounted his family background
in his autobiography in Niga@r. Yet despite this modest account of
his background, he did have roots in the ashra@f 19 section of society
because the family was of Afghan descent (not very high in the
ashra@f hierarchy but ashra@f nonetheless), a fact that he himself
pointed out later in his autobiography. Economically, his family
belonged to the middle class. His father worked in the British
government’s service. His ancestors had generally been employed
in the army and as such had no need for scholarly training, but they
had always been educated.
Fateh{puri@’s father, Muh{ammad Ami@r Kha@n (1835-1908),20
played a major role in Fateh{puri@’s intellectual development and
education. He was the first person in the family to obtain a good
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education. Ami@r Kha@n was a police inspector by profession but was
a scholar of Persian literature and was much involved with the
literary circles of Uttar Pradesh.21 He was not only well-versed in
Persian, but had extensive knowledge of religious subjects and
history. From Fateh}puri@’s account, it appears that Ami@r Kha@n was
a man of enlightened views on religion, and it was from him that
Fateh{puri@ learnt to question things.
Fateh{puri@’s mother died when he was only ten. There is not
much mention of her, but he did write a bit more in detail about his
paternal grandmother, who was instrumental in getting his father
educated. Fateh{puri@’s grandfather had died when his father was
very young; his grandmother sold even the family heirlooms to get
his father educated, although she herself was illiterate. This turned
the tide in the family’s fortunes, since Fateh{puri@’s father found a
good job and was much respected.
The fact that he clarified at the outset that by his society’s
criteria he was not to be respected for his family background, wealth
or educational history is an indication of how Fateh{puri@ wanted to
be judged on his own merit. An aspect of his personality that could
be noticed in most of his articles, where he juxtaposed the beliefs
and thinking of ulama@ (that is, views commonly held) with that of
his own, his own, of course, having more merit and being more
“rational” than the commonly-held views. The most prominent sign
of modernity - “individualism” - was thus very much present.
By the same instance, another dilemma of the age is also
reflected where Fateh{puri wanted to reform Indian Muslim society
and all his intellectual effort was directed to this end, but he tried
to keep himself outside of that society’s criteria. The struggle for
determining the individual and societal space seems very apparent
in Fateh{puri@’s time. He advocated one at one point and the other in
other places. This seems paradoxical but if one takes all of his
writing into context; it does seem that he was doing what he said –
looking at things rationally. According to his thinking, rationality
might demand that in a given situation, society should be given
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prominence; however, there can be another situation where it would
be reasonable for an individual to take a stand.

EDUCATION
Fateh{puri@ spent most of his early life in Fateh{pur itself, where
he was born and where his family had been living for generations.
He studied in a local school called the Madrasa-i Islamiyya. He
also completed some of his initial education in Madrasa-i A@liya,
Rampur. Afterwards, Fateh{puri@ went with his father to Lucknow
and continued his studies there. He studied at Farangi@ Mahall22
when it was under the direction of Maulana ‘Ainu’l-Qad{a@ and was
famous as a centre for h{adi@th studies. He also studied for some
time at the Nadwatu’l-Ulama>.23 Fateh{puri@ did not say much about
his time at these well-known institutions in Lucknow, besides
writing that he maintained a low profile in these classes and tried
to avoid controversy. He passed his matriculation examinations
(British school system) in Fateh{pur in 1899.
The Madrasa-i Islamiyya, where he completed most of his initial
education, had both an English and an Arabic branch; and he studied
in both of them. Consequently, he received a traditional religious
education as well as a modern education in English at the same
time. The Arabic branch of the Madrasa was where he followed the
traditional Dars-i Niz{a@mi@ 24 course. According to Zaman, “With
the exception of the madrasas’ new and increasing concern with
the study of hadith, the texts studied in this new institutional setup
have remained largely those that were part of the Dars-i Niz{a@mi@ in
its earlier forms.”25 This seemed to have been the case with Madrasai Islamiyya as well.
Fateh{puri@’s first teacher and the biggest influence on him was
his father. It was his father’s open-mindedness on religious issues
that first encouraged him to question the commonly accepted
understanding of religious issues. His father taught him all the major
texts of Persian literature at home, while he was at school. Under
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the guidance of his father, Fateh{puri@ himself developed an interest
in Persian and Urdu literature. His main interest outside of his
studies was in Sufi literature and at that young age he started
translating Fus{u@s{ al-H{ikam of Ibn ‘Arabi@ (1165-1240).
Fateh{puri@ wrote in great detail about his time at Madrasa
Islamiyya; he believed that the atmosphere there was responsible
to a large extent for his approach towards religion. He enumerated
his disagreements with his teachers in some detail in his
autobiography to illustrate that they were completely unwilling to
consider any new idea. His questioning attitude since childhood is
also illustrated by these accounts. He tells of how he was the only
student in class who ever had questions or disagreements; others,
even those much older than him, accepted whatever the teacher
said unquestioningly.
Fateh{ p uri@ also described physical beatings of students,
especially in classes where the Qur’an was memorised. Fateh{puri@
himself had to run away from school twice to avoid a beating; once
when he made the mistake of questioning the authenticity of a
h{adi@th, and again when he speculated on the usefulness of reading
the isnad (chain of narrators of a h{adi@th) when the characters of the
narrators were not known to the students. These incidents made him
question the mindset of his teachers, and he began to believe that their
aggression was a veil for their ignorance and lack of ability to think.
Maulana Nu@r Muh{ammad, the teacher in-charge of his school,
was held up in his autobiography as an illustration of all that
Fateh{puri@ resented in the ulama@. This maula@na@ was so conventional
in outlook that he removed chairs and tables from the classroom in
favour of having students sit on the floor, and was very upset by
the fact that English was being taught in the same school. He
enforced strict discipline, mostly through the physical beating of
students. Fateh{puri@ was a curious child who was not ready to accept
his pronouncements unquestioningly, which irritated the maulana
no end. Fateh{puri@ mostly did not ask any questions because of the
fear of the maulana and his beatings but whenever he did, he was
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never satisfied with the answers.

At an age when normally kids only play and fool around,
I was facing those issues in my education which students
face at a much mature age, and this was the characteristic
of mine, which after growing up made me so against
following traditions unquestioningly [whether it is in the
sphere of religion, or any other intellectual field].26
He related an incident when he was around thirteen years of
age which created a strong impression on his mind. Maulana Nur
Muhammad was teaching a class on Yazi@d, the second Umayyad
Caliph who is held responsible for the murder of Imam Hussain.
Caliph Yazi@d was written about positively in the book that they
were studying at the time. The maulana did not approve of Fateh{puri@
questioning Yazi@d’s status. The maulana said that God might have
forgiven him his sins, we should not disrespect him now; to which
Fateh{puri replied, that if God could forgive him his murders, He
can most probably forgive my disrespect.
This, of course, infuriated the maulana and he came to
Fateh{puri@’s home to complain to his father, his father heard about
the incident and replied to the maulana:

“You only learn the Dars-i Niza@mi@ and then teach it. Your
knowledge is limited to a few books. You have no
knowledge of either history or philosophy of history. The
book that you were doing – Sharh-i Aqaid-i Nafsi@ - was
written in the time of Umayyads, that is why, Yazi@d has
been written about with so much respect. The incident
of Yazi@d and Hussain is only a historical event, it has
nothing to do with beliefs. And if someone reads the
incident and thinks that what Yazi@d did was deplorable,
then it is his judgment of an incident in history. And if
my son said something against it, he has every right to
do so. If he does not follows rules of grammar and lessons
in literature then there is a problem, but in fiqh and hadi@th,
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you cannot force him not to use his aql (intelligence,
reasoning). I sent him to you to learn some samajh (ability
to discern right from wrong), don’t make him lose what
he already has.”27
His father was very articulate and had defeated many an alim
in a religious debate. This maulana was not even very well-read, so
could not question his arguments, but this incident remained
imprinted in Fateh{puri@’s mind. He realized that there could be two
ways of looking at religious issues, and that nothing was set in
stone. And from then on he became interested in investigating
religion and understanding real Islam.
Fateh{ p uri@ was very objective in his writing; even while
criticizing the ulama@, he did not forget to mention those who
inspired affection. One of his favourite teachers was Maulana Vazi@r
Muh{ammad Kha@n from Rampur. It was not that Fateh{puri@ did not
argue with him, and it was not that the maula@na@ was always able to
satisfy him, but this maula@na@ argued only for the exchange of ideas
and after class was all love and affection, unlike the other ulama@
who he thought lived only to dictate to others and for whom all
those who did not agree with them were unworthy, and in some
cases not fit to even be considered Muslims.
Another teacher who had positive influence on Fateh{puri was
Maulana Sayyid Z{ahu@r al-Isla@m, the founder of his elementary
school, Madrasa-i Islamiyya.

Although many teachers influenced Niya@z, positively or
negatively, and Niya@z has mentioned their influence on
his thoughts and mind, but among these teachers the one
whose beauty of teaching and beauty of akhla@q, deeply
influenced the life of Niya@z and played a crucial hand in
the shaping of his personality, was the character of
Maulana Sayyid Z{ahu@r al-Isla@m.28
Maulana Sayyid Z{ahu@r al-Isla@m was much interested in the
educational and reformist movements of Muslims. He established
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Madrasa-i Islamiyya or what is now the ‘Muslim Undercollege
Fateh{pur’ in 1883, just eight years after the establishment of Sir
Sayyid’s school in Aligarh. In this madrasa, he made arrangements
for English education along with the Islamic education. He was
very strict in his religious observances, but was never narrowminded or bigoted. Like H{a@li@ and Shibli@, he was against some of
the religious opinions of Sayyid Ahmad, inspite of which he
appreciated Sayyid Ahmad’s contribution in the field of education.
Therefore, he started giving English education to Muslims at a time
when other religious scholars considered reading and teaching
English, a sin.29
According to Fateh{puri@, the maula@na@s he came across while
studying in Lucknow were no better than those in Fateh{pur, in terms
of being open to discussion on religious issues. The more he got to
know them, the more he disliked them. He began to feel that if
religion and its study made a person more like these maula@na@s,
then religion itself did not seem a rational and likeable phenomenon.
This led him to try to understand religion, since he was not ready
to think of religion as irrational or purposeless. From the very
beginning, ‘akhla@q (ethical conduct) was the most important aspect
of religion for him. And if religion inspired good conduct and right
thinking, then it was a worthy religion.
Fateh{puri@ read extensively on his own since the very beginning
of his schooling. He not only had very good knowledge of literature,
religion and Islamic history, but was also well-versed in Western
philosophy since he had learnt English at a very young age. Another
part of a student’s training at the time was literary and cultural
activities, he started writing poetry and participating in poetryreading gatherings at a young age.

FROM POLICE OFFICER TO JOURNALIST
Fateh{ p uri@ trained to be a police officer for a year after
completing his education in 1899. At first, he worked as a police
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officer until 1902, and then, gained employment at the English
branch of his alma mater, Madrasa-i Islamiyya, as headmaster, where
he worked from 1903 to 1905. From 1906 to 1909, he worked in
different estates as security officer or police superintendent, until
he came back to work at Madrasa-i Islamiyya for a year.
His first brief foray into journalism was in 1911 when he worked
for a few months at the newspaper Zamindar, published in Lahore
by Maulana Zafar ‘Ali@ Kha@n (1873-1956), considered by many to
be the father of Urdu journalism.

My journalistic life started since the very beginning of
my literary life, it began with Zamindar, Lahore (1911),
I started writing continuously in Delhi (1915), which
continues to this day. My journalistic career has been
much influenced by Maulana Azad and Maulana Zafar
Ali Khan…When Nigar was started in 1922, I got the
opportunity to write freely on literature, politics, religion
and literary criticism, and which I still do.30
From 1912 to 1915, Fateh{puri@ taught at different schools, living
variously in Uttar Pradesh and Delhi. He moved to Bhopal in 1915,
where he lived for some time, holding different jobs, before
undertaking the publication of the periodical Niga@r in 1922.31

NIGA@R AND THE ULAMA@: CRITICISM AND OPPOSITION
In the field of religion, my negative attitude towards the
ulama@ that was present in me from the beginning, took a
more concrete shape with the founding of Niga@r. And
whatever reproach I got back in this relation, only served
to strengthen me more. For the ulama@ I am an extremely
irrational person and a ‘heretic’, but I consider this
‘heresy’ to be a charter of my faith.32
Niga@r began publication in Agra33 in February 1922, although
Fateh{puri@ was living in Bhopal and writing from there. It was
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published from Agra for almost a year, before the publication started
from Bhopal in 1923, and this is where its founder encountered his
first stringent criticism. Even before he started publishing Niga@r,
Fateh{puri@’s feelings against the ulama@ as a class had become very
strong; therefore, he started a campaign against this group through
his magazine. He started criticising their beliefs and akhla@q, as well
as providing a fresh look at the accepted views on religious issues.
This was clearly unacceptable to the ulama@ in Bhopal, and they
united against him. He had no option but to leave Bhopal
unceremoniously in 1927, but he stuck to his cause and resumed
Niga@r’s publication from Lucknow.34
Fateh{puri@ was much appreciated by the intelligentsia in
Lucknow but the cloud of criticism still hovered. In fact, the ulama@
formed a group (jama@‘at) for the express cause of stopping him,
but it was not very effective and Fateh{puri@ kept on writing. In his
own words:

Another incident in Lucknow, which kept me perturbed
for almost a year, took place in 1932, when the most
influential ulama@ of India, formed a group against me
and Niga@r, not only did they give fatawa of kufr and ilha@d
(unbelief) against me, not only did they start an
intellectual movement to put me on trial for insult of
religion, but declared me the second Shradhanand, and
provoked the common people to kill me. But since the
educated people were with me, not only was my life saved
but Niga@r continued its publication.35
Fateh{puri@ left for Karachi in 1962. He was welcomed in Pakistan
and was able to restart his magazine there, continuing to write
until his death in 1966.
THE MOVE TO PAKISTAN: AN ENIGMA EXPLAINED
Fateh{puri@’s move to Pakistan in the last few years of his life
has been a puzzle to many people; many rumours and theories had
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been generated during the time to explain it. Indian people
considered the move disloyalty to India, and imagined it to have
been for monetary benefit, while some Pakistanis considered the
move to have been facilitated by the military ruler of the time,
Gen. Ayub Khan and his drive to promote a more moderate version
of Islam. Farma@n Fateh{puri@, the editor of Niga@r, claimed it was his
attraction to Pakistan and wrote at the time of his death:

Although in terms of residence Niya@z Sahib came to
Karachi only in the last months of 1962, he had made
two or three brief visits before that. It seems from some
of his writings that his heart was pulled towards Pakistan
from its inception. A solid proof of that is the Pakistan
Number of 1948, which was published only four months
after the founding of Pakistan.36
However, the rationale Fateh{puri@ gave for publishing the
Pakistan Number was that everyone in India and Pakistan was
disheartened at the time, and since cultural life had come to a
standstill, it would have been useless to publish his anniversary
issue on literature, rather than on an issue that was on
everybody’s mind. He wrote the whole issue himself. He said
that he could have written on the subject in one of two ways;
either by concentrating on the background behind Pakistan, or
by providing a blueprint for its future in presenting instances
from past Islamic governments that demonstrated their
magnanimity, high akhla@q, and tolerance to other religions.37
He chose the latter.

I want to appeal to the people of Pakistan, that even in
the toughest circumstances, they not forget the old
Islamic traditions and, disregarding what is happening
in India, they should deal with non-Muslims in the same
way as their ancestors did and, by their justice and
magnanimity, make the country of Pakistan a heaven on
earth.38
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Fateh{puri@ himself did not write about any attraction to Pakistan
as such, but cited only personal reasons for the migration, both in
the first issue published in Pakistan39 and also in his autobiography.
He wrote that he did not want to say exactly what happened, but
admitted that from 1961 he had started having some painful
experiences which affected him so much that he lost his appetite
and was bedridden. If he only had himself to think of, he would
have remained, but since the future of his wife and two young sons
was to be considered, he had to leave. All of his and his wife’s
relatives were in Pakistan, and he was sure that they would be well
taken care of there.40 While he was in Pakistan, he expressed his
views in this way:

I lived such a successful life in India and the government
gave me so much respect, that this should have meant
that I died there, but unfortunately unfavourable
circumstances forced me to migrate. However, the
wonderful thing is that my health improved here, and
most importantly Niga@ r ’s publication did not
discontinue.41
Even though Fateh{puri made it clear that the reasons were
personal, but since he did not say what they were, the issue remained
controversial until very recently, when finally Farma@n Fateh{puri@
disclosed them. After the death of his daughter Shaukat, his sonin-law Mujadid Niya@zi@, who was also his adopted son and used to
live with them, re-married. His new wife made life miserable for
Niya@z and his family: seeing his adopted son also agree with her,
hurt him a lot. Some comments affected him so adversely that he
fell ill and was bedridden for a long time.
Niya@z Fateh{puri@, in fact, did not even tell many people that he
was coming to Pakistan, and when he came he only informed close
friends and relatives there. There was no news in the newspapers
or any public function or speech. It took him a few months to
establish himself. Although Niga@r had started publishing even before
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he came, it could not sustain him financially, for this he was able
to manage a monthly grant of a thousand rupees from the Arabic
and Persian department of the National Museum, Karachi. He also
started writing a column for the newspaper, Jung.42

VIEWS ON PARTITION
Niya@z Fateh{puri@, was always very much of a secularist and a
believer in communal harmony. He had great faith in Gandhi.
However, for the partition of the sub-continent, he believed that
the Congress was more responsible than the Muslims.
In the matter of Muslims, Congress took the principle
that no effort be made to make the Muslims part of
Congress. And whichever individual within that
community becomes a leader, is to be sidelined in the
quest for independence. It is a reality that after 1921,
Congress had completely left the Muslims, and its sphere
of influence had become limited to Hindus. The Muslims
who stayed on with the Congress for the love of the
nation, stayed on. However, the Congress did not care
about the rest, never made any serious attempt at trying
to assimilate other communities with it. Therefore, when
the Congress left Muslims, they were like a horse without
a rider, anyone could sit on it, and lead the community;
and whoever called the Muslims in the name of religion,
they became his follower. The blame is not of Mr. Jinnah
or of the Muslim League, if Mr. Jinnah would not have
been there, some other Mister or Maulana would have
taken his place, if Muslim League had not been there,
some other League or Group would have been there.43
However, his views were unequivocal, Muslims were the final
losers in this whole deal, and partition was terrible not just for the
subcontinent, but particularly for the Muslims.
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I am also against the partition of India, because Muslims
as a group have suffered the most losses from it, but
Muslims without thinking about the pros and cons of
the situation, are happily drinking from this cup of
poison.44
Fateh{puri@ blamed the British policies for bringing about an
atmosphere of mutual distrust, where the two communities thought
it was simply impossible to live together. He wished Muslims had
been intelligent enough to realize that, and had not let this artificial
atmosphere influence them.

The real problem is that we do not look around at the
different happenings in the world. Thanks to British
policies, hundreds of Pakistans have already been formed.
Wherever their ill-omened feet have fallen, they have
created some kind of Pakistan.45
He tells us of all the theories by which Muslims try to justify
the formation of Pakistan.

Now that Pakistan has been formed, to prove that this
should have been so, many points are being raised. Like,
it is better to have some pockets of independent Muslims
areas than being a slave of Hindus all over India. Better
to live in a cottage made independently than to be a slave
in a castle. Problems will have to be faced in both India
and Pakistan. If Muslims in India are being mistreated,
we can revenge ourselves on the Hindus in Pakistan. If
in Pakistan, minorities are treated well, then in India,
Muslims would have better treatment. Therefore, the
formation of Pakistan would result in minorities on both
sides having more safety….46
Fateh{puri@ considered these theories to have been invented to
validate Muslim actions, and now their result, Pakistan, and had
no basis in reality.
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These talks give pleasure to the heart, and appear to be
true, but if you consider them for two minutes, truth
reveals itself. To say that if partition had not happened,
Muslims everywhere in India would have been slaves, is
quite absurd. The Cabinet Mission Plan had given
Muslims a completely equal position. Where the
provinces are concerned, six provinces had been given to
Hindus, meaning, U.P. (then United Provinces, now Uttar
Pradesh), Bihar, Orissa, C.P. (then Central Provinces, now
Madhya Pradesh), Bombay (now Maharashtra) and
Madras (now Chennai) and six had been given to Muslims
too, meaning, Bengal, Assam, Punjab, Sindh, Frontier
(North West Frontier Province) and Balochistan. And if
power at the centre is the question, even here Hindus
and Muslims had been given parity. In terms of provinces,
and in terms of power at the centre, if Muslims had equal
position then the question of being a slave does not arise.
It had been accepted that the provinces would be selfgoverning, and they had been grouped together, and the
centre had been given only three departments (External
Affairs, Defence and Communications), except these
three fields, provinces could decide on everything else,
even the departments not mentioned in the Plan, were to
be given to the provinces. With these in place, how can
the question of Muslim slavery in India arise?47
His statements about Partition also reveal a sense of frustration
he felt with the South Asian Muslims’ inability to think. He realized
that those were difficult times; Congress did not seem friendly and
participatory, an atmosphere of mistrust was in place, and the idea
of separation and having a land of their own must have sounded
appealing. However, he believed that if Muslims had sat down for
a minute and thought about it, they would have realized that
partition was to their detriment.
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FATEH{PURI@’S MISSION: NIGA@R
Fateh{puri@’s quest to understand his religion began in his school
days. The unquestioning attitude of his teachers and their total
lack of fresh thinking, prompted him to think that “If this was the
mentality (zehniyyat) that Islam produced, could it be considered
a rational (m‘aqu@l) religion?” Since Fateh{puri@ was not prepared to
accept Islam, as being irrational, he began to try to understand his
religion and advance a more rational, progressive and socially
responsible version of Islam. Niga@r became the platform through
which he elaborated his thinking on various religious issues.48 Since
the version of Islam that the ulama@ propagated was what seemed
irrational about Islam in his understanding, he campaigned against
them as well.49
I have been called a ka@fir so many times in the last 25
years that even I am forced to think, if truly I have stepped
outside the fold of Islam. Does this religion really have
no place for people like me? But believe me, I was never
convinced of this and the more I thought about my beliefs,
the stronger they became.50
Fateh{puri@ was writing at a time when the impact of Sayyid
Ah{mad was still strong in South Asia. Sayyid Ah{mad himself had
campaigned long and hard against the ulama@ and for positive change
in society.51 Other scholars, like Muh{ammad Iqbal52 and Shibli@@
Numa@ni@,53 were also promoting re-thinking, and coming forth with
new ideas and strategies for dealing with the challenges facing
society. As such, Fateh{puri@ found a generally receptive audience
with many prominent intellectuals being influenced by his views.
He and his magazine were very popular. He became an icon for
those who were looking for reason in religion and who thought
that the ideas of modernity were not foreign to Islam.
Sayyid Ah{mad, even more than Fateh{puri@, found himself at
cross-roads; on one side were the age-old and tested beliefs and
practices, while on the other there was a completely different system
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introduced by the British. Although he advocated the new system,
he himself could not imagine a total break from the past and on
some issues he took a traditionalist view. For instance, as against
the modern idea of complete gender equality in terms of education
for women, he was in favour of education percolating down to the
women from the educated men in the family.54 Similarly, Fateh{puri@
was quite orthodox in his views regarding women’s education and
their working outside home, in spite of campaigning for change in
almost every other sphere. However, since Fateh{puri@ came later in
time, it was easier for him to imagine what the future might be like
in the new scheme of things. Hence, he was more progressive on
the issue, in the sense that he wanted women to receive a direct
education and to be allowed to work if the circumstances so
demanded.55
Another legacy of Sayyid Ah{mad that Fateh}puri@ furthered was
that of trying to build bridges with other communities. Sayyid
Ah{mad’s efforts were directed more towards Christians, since that
was the demand of the hour. He tried to convey a feeling of tolerance
between the Muslims and Christians, starting with simple things
like telling Muslims that it is acceptable to eat with Christians at
the same table. He also educated the British about Muslims. The
British had blamed Muslims for the uprising of 1857 (referred to as
the Indian Mutiny or the First War for India’s independence) and
this had led to widespread discrimination against Muslims; many
well-established families (even Sayyid Ah{mad’s own) had been
destroyed because of this.
However, by the time Fateh{puri@ began actively writing, the
British and Indians were on the warpath. He therefore, tried to
build bridges between Hindus and Muslims. He published articles
written by Hindus in his magazine.56 The month after partition, he
started a series on the contributions of Hindus to world
civilization.57 He published a special issue of his magazine on Hindi
poetry in January 1936. In this issue, he wrote on the history of
Hindi poetry and on the Hindu religious texts of Rama@yana and
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Maha@bha@rata. In the few articles that he wrote on political issues,
he asked Muslims to be brothers and fellow nationalists with Hindus
in the struggle for independence and also bestowed praise on
Mahatma Gandhi58 (1869-1948). Furthermore, while discussing
‘akhla@q, he concluded that a non-Muslim with good ‘akhla@q is more
likely to go to heaven than a Muslim with bad ‘akhla@q.59
Fateh{puri@ kept the language of Niga@r as simple as possible to
reach out to more people. His basic readership, however, consisted
of the intelligentsia of Indian Muslim society and also those
interested in Urdu literature, since he covered a lot of literary issues;
he himself was a well-known literary critic. He devoted special
issues on various topics, religious as well as literary. He sometimes
wrote short stories for the magazine as well. He was a very prolific
writer and sometimes the whole magazine would be filled with his
own writings.
True to form, Fateh{puri@ kept the window open to debate in his
magazine and a lot of space was reserved for a column called
Istifsa@ra@t (inquiries/interpretations), in which people challenged him
and his ideas and also asked his views on different topics. These
were also compiled in book form later.60
The articles published in honour of Fateh{puri@ in the special
Niya@z Number61 of Niga@r are solid proof of Fateh{puri@’s impact and
influence on the scholars and intellectuals of the time, who were
all full of praise for him. The Niya@z Number had to be extended to
two issues (of over 300 pages each) because of the surplus of
contributions. Famous intellectuals of the time like Josh Mali@ha@ba@di@
(1898-1982), called him Hazrat.62 He was greatly respected in the
intellectual community for his dedication and persistence in his
cause in the face of many odds.
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Religious Issues

The characteristic of Islam which is not shared by any
other religion, and which every thinker has praised, is
simply that it is not just a philosophical idea, but an
action: Being a Muslim simply means being a good
human being.63
Fateh{puri’s attempt to write on Islam and to rationalize it had
nothing to do with the usual suspects – missionaries’ debates,
colonial discourse on the topic, or even the views of his
contemporaries and predecessors. It was simply because he was
interested in both reason and religion.
“Whenever I used to think (and I used to think often), it
was mostly related to reason and religion. Reason because
ever since I was a student I had never accepted anything,
without satisfying my head and soul. And religion because
I was educated in a religious atmosphere and I got the
opportunity to study the religious ulama@.”64
If there was one thread running through all of Fateh{puri@’s
writing, it was his argument with the ulama@. They were the ones
who inspired him to write on religious issues. And it was to them
that he posed his questions, and gave his own answers to what he
found questionable in their views. He hardly ever took up a new
Western idea and discussed it with regard to Islam, or tried to answer
an Islamic question only in the light of Western ideas. However,
the whole colonial discourse of Islam being backward and medieval,
was familiar to him and he kept trying to dispel this notion by
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saying that what the ulama@ were saying and doing was not the only
way to look at Islam.

WHAT IS ISLAM?
What is meant by Islam and being a Muslim, can have several
interpretations in his opinion. He questioned whether what was
practiced in his time was really Islam. Can its believers truly be
called Muslims? Fateh{ p uri@ ’s “real” Islam was rational, in
consonance with the times and progressive. Fateh{puri@ stated plainly,
“If there is one characteristic of Islam then it is that it moves with
the times. You cannot define it in one shape or assign it one meaning.
It will keep changing with the time and the progress of man’s
understanding and reason.”65
Islam took the highest place in Fateh{puri@’s hierarchy of world
religions. He explained how the advent of religions could be seen
in phases and how, although one religion came after another, it had
always happened that the existing religion was not completely
extinguished before the next came, so that, many religions came to
exist side-by-side. Islam came in a similar situation. However, what
made Islam superior, according to him, was that its vision was much
wider. It did not come for a specific time or place but wanted to
remain with humanity forever and in the future, to be known as the
“complete religion.” That, one might think, gave an added
responsibility to Islam, or rather Muslims, to explain themselves
in every time and place. Islam, if it claimed to be the final and
complete religion, should never allow itself to be stagnant since
there is no new religion coming to rectify its mistakes. 66
The purpose of Islam was to produce what Fateh{puri@ called a
“spirit of action.” This religious spirit of action did not mean just
performing ostensibly religious actions like saying one’s prayer
(nama@z), but also meant using the resources available on earth for
betterment of one’s life here, i.e., in this world, in this life and
right now. He said that the logic of the ulama@ – say your nama@z
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here (on earth) get houris there (in the hereafter) – did not work for
him.67 As quoted in the beginning of the chapter, trying to be a
good human being, being helpful and kind towards others, and trying
to live in harmony with them, is what Islam ultimately desires,
according to him; prayer and fasting should lead one on this path.

ISLAM IN HISTORY
Fateh{puri@ reasoned that the meaning and purpose of Islam had
changed over time and that many fallacies had crept into it becausethe religion of Islam was replaced by the reign of Islam very early
in its history. The characteristics of Islam, like its simplicity, its
emphasis on right actions and its akhla@q, soon disappeared. The
ills of the political regime or government in power filtered into it.
He used the analogy of the separation of church and state to explain
this – since this never happened in the case of Islam, rulers therefore
enjoyed the full opportunity of exploiting religion to suit their
personal or political interests.
In spite of this exploitation, though, Fateh{puri@ believed that,
while the Islamic governments persisted, whether they were right
or wrong, there was at least an Islamic structure. Once that was
gone, Muslims developed an inferiority complex, and completely
stopped experimenting with new ideas. It is then, he insists that
the right vision of God was destroyed, the meaning of prophethood
changed, the belief in right action was sidelined, and Islam became
full of traditional mischief and superstition.68
There had always been changes in the religious thinking and
intellectual pursuits of humankind in each new age, according to
Fateh{puri@. Before Islam, new religions themselves used to appear
to rejuvenate the way people thought. If it is to be believed that
prophets were sent in all historical periods, then when a particular
prophet came, he would have been of that time and would have
addressed the issues confronting the society in which he found
himself. Fateh{puri@ believed that even the teachings of the prophets
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evolved; the prophets must have told people to use idols at an earlier
stage, but with the development of human intellect, they began to
ask human beings to pray in their hearts. It follows, he maintained,
from this reasoning that Muslim thinking should have reached new
heights in this new age of progress; instead, it seemed to him, to
have gone back to beliefs that Islam originally came to suppress.
Instead of worshipping God, Muslims worship tombs and pirs (Sufi
masters) and are superstitious.69
Fateh{puri@ was very clear about who was responsible for a state
of affairs in which asking questions is tantamount to unbelief; it
was the ulama. The latter, according to him, had abandoned the
Qur’an and embraced only the h{adi@th, believing in them so fervently
that if anyone wanted to present an alternative vision of Islam, he
was labelled as an unbeliever (mulhid, ka@fir) and ex-communicated
from the community of Islam. Almost all the modernists in South
Asia at the time were campaigning for a return to the original
sources, more specifically to the Qur’an, and for less stress on the
h{adi@th, to understand how to live in this new age.
Some of the religious issues on which Fateh{puri@ differed from
the traditional views are discussed in the following pages:

STATUS OF THE PROPHET (pbuh)
Fateh{puri@ explained that prophethood was defined in either of
two ways in religions of the present day: one where the prophet is
seen as a reflection of God on earth, or Avatar (as in Hinduism /
Christianity) and the other where he is defined as the messenger of
God (as in Judaism / Islam). In spite of this difference though, every
religion agrees that the prophets came to earth to teach mankind,
to tell them the wishes of God and show them the right path.70
Fateh{puri@ quoted Shibli@@ at length to define Prophethood (pbuh):

As God has granted different qualities to humankind, so
that some people do not possess them and some do in
large degrees, in the same way there is a spiritual quality
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called prophethood, which is related to purity of soul and
akhla@q@ . The person who has this quality is perfect (ka@mil)
in akhla@q and by his influence, other people become
perfect. This person is not educated or brought up in such
a way as to achieve this quality; rather, this quality is
inborn.71
Fateh{puri@ agreed with Shibli@@ on the definition of the concept
of prophethood but differed from most Muslims over the priority
given to the Prophet (pbuh). Muslims normally consider God first
in order of importance, followed by the Qur’an and Muh{ammad
(pbuh). He, on the other hand, considered Muh{ammad (pbuh) first,
then the Qur’an, then God. According to him, Muslims know the
Qur’an and God through Muh{ammad (pbuh), so his actions are to
be considered first in themselves.

People want to understand Muh{ammad through the
Qur’an and h{adi@th, and I want to verify the Qur’an and
h{adi@th through the life of Muh{ammad. People say:
Muh{ammad is what the Qur’an says he is; I say that the
Qur’an is what Muh{ammad showed through his right
actions in his daily life. People follow the Qur’an and
Muh{ a mmad because they fear God, and I want to
understand God and the Qur’an through my love for
Muh{ammad.72
Prophet Muh{ammad (pbuh), according to him, was basically a
reformer who was very concerned about the state of his society:its illiteracy, ignorance, social evils like polygamy, infanticide,
drinking (etc.), its material culture and idol worship. After all, he
sat meditating in a cave for weeks even before the advent of the
revelation. Fateh{puri@ mused that he must have been thinking about
ways to cleanse his society of its ills and it seems, Islam turned out
to be a good way of doing so.
Although other modernists also made an effort to humanise
the Prophet (pbuh), not many would have agreed with him that the
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Prophet (pbuh) had a personal agenda in bringing about Islam. The
Prophet (pbuh) might have been concerned about his society, and
there must have been a reason why he used to go to that cave, but
there is no reason why these two things should be related.
Apparently Fateh{puri@ was venturing here into the realm of pure
speculation.
Fateh{puri@ asked, “What is the position of the Prophet in Islam?
Was he just a messenger, could anybody have become a messenger?”
For him the choice of Muh{ammad (pbuh) as the Prophet was crucial.
How Muh{ammad (pbuh) acted, how he lived his life, was a topic of
primary importance for Fateh{puri. He considered it debatable
whether the Qur’an is the speech of God or not, but it was
historically proven, according to him, that it did come out of
Muh{ammad’s (pbuh) mouth.73 His earlier point that the Prophet
(pbuh) might have had a reformist agenda of his own in bringing
about Islam, and then his insistence that our only certain knowledge
is that Qur’an came out of the Prophet’s (pbuh) mouth, amounted
to placing a question mark on any involvement of God at all. This
was one of the instances where he may have taken his logic too far,
expressing views that clearly would not be acceptable to any
ordinary believer. He appears an agnostic from these views, but
seemingly this was not the case. He simply went wherever his logic
took him and was not afraid of expressing radically different views.
Given his views that it was of primary importance to understand
the Prophet (pbuh) in order to understand Islam, and given his
distrust of the h{adi@th, the question arises as to how he wanted to
study the Prophet. He was very clear: this could only be done
through the Qur’an.

A man’s life can be divided into two parts: one is historical
and geographical and the other is spiritual and internal.
When we study the Prophet’s life we realize that, although
the first part is completely clear, the second has been a
subject of debate and continues to be so. How was the
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Prophet personally, what kind of interests nature had
bestowed upon him, what were his intellectual
capabilities? For knowing all this you do not need to read
history books or the hadi@@ th, because the Qur’an is
available. And each and every word of it lets us know
how deep his faith was, and how pure his akhla@q was.
None of the history books were written in the time of
the Prophet so they are interpretations of other people in
different places and times. Most of the h{adi@th are not
trustworthy either and can only be believed after thorough
investigation.74
IS THE QUR’AN REALLY GOD’S SPEECH?
As mentioned above, Fateh{puri@ believed that the only thing
that could be proven was that the Qur’an came from Muh{ammad’s
(pbuh) mouth; whether it was really God’s speech is debatable.
The only justification of its divine origin generally given, according
to him, was that the grammar, literary quality and style of the h{adi@th
and the Qur’an differ markedly and therefore, they are speeches of
different entities, God and the Prophet. Fateh{puri@ never found this
rationale satisfactory enough to prove such a broad assumption.
He agreed that, undoubtedly the Qur’an was truly an extraordinary
book in all its aspects and that during that age, nothing like it in
either length or quality was produced. However, he argued, it would
be going too far to assume that nothing like it could have been
produced. Arabic literature and poetry at the time was quite
developed, and oral tradition was flourishing. And since Prophet
Muh{ammad (pbuh) was related to the Quraish tribe, which was
famous for its oral literature and fluency of expression, it should
not be surprising that his language was extraordinarily refined.
Fateh{puri@ answered the question of the differences in style and
quality of the two works by saying that one’s language and actions
are determined by the emotion one is feeling, and its intensity. He
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gave the example of poetry. There can be quite a lot of variety in
the different verses written by the same poet, some of them perhaps
being of a higher literary quality than others. The reason, he thought,
was that the poet reached a certain state of mind when he wrote
those particular high-quality verses. Those verses that suddenly
come into a poet’s mind, without any effort on his part, are even in
literary circles called ilha@mi@ or revelatory.75
Coming back to the Prophet (pbuh) and the Qur’an, his basic
hypothesis was that the Prophet (pbuh) must have reached a certain
state of mind, resulting in the revelation (wahy). He explained that,
unlike his contemporaries, the Prophet (pbuh) was born with an
acute discernment of good from evil. A person like him would
naturally be upset with the situation in which he found himself.
This, according to Fateh{puri@, prompted him to get out of his world,
retreat to the caves and think. His deep thinking would lead him
into such a state where he would start producing this message.
Words burst forth like a spring. The words in that message were
obviously his, and in the same language that was widespread during
the time and in that area. The only noticeable change was in the
style of presentation, which according to Fateh{puri@ was the result
of his state of mind. That is what truly constitutes a revelation,
according to Fateh{puri@. And this was what made the language of
the Qur’an so different from that of h{adi@th.76
W.C. Smith was clearly not an admirer of Fateh{puri@’s extreme
logic; he did not like the fact that Fateh{puri@ attacked the very idea
of Divine Revelation. “Accordingly, the Qur’a@n was seen as a piece
of literature, the personal contribution of Muh{ammad to the thought
of the world; all of authority, as well as the ritual and formalism, of
the religion was rejected.”77

IS RELIGION FROM GOD OR MAN-MADE?
Fateh{puri@ believed in God, and there are various instances in
his writings to prove that. However, he was not sure if God had
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anything to do with religion. As seen in the earlier instance, he
tried to rationalize even the Divine Revelation, and showed that it
was possible to see the Qur’an as the personal contribution of the
Prophet (pbuh). This was because, for Fateh{puri@, religion had a
more utilitarian purpose, than spiritual. Religion, for him, was to
serve as a guide for humanity, to remind them of doing good deeds,
being kind to one another, and remembering God, while taking part
in worldly pursuits and aiming for progress and success.

In reality, all religions of the world were made by humans
and were not related to God, revelation or providence.
The books that are said to be revealed, are the work of
human brain only, and therefore, they have different
thoughts and teachings according to different time and
place. Neither does God need worship and submission,
nor does He need anyone’s prayers.78
Fateh{puri@’s thesis was that the reasons why some matters have
either been forbidden or recommended by religion can be understood
by human intellect. Therefore, it is quite possible to say that
religious instructions might have been created by human intellect
to serve a functional purpose.

Akhla@q of a person is related to this world, and their
results are seen here, because of which some have been
declared good and others bad. These are not affected by
which family you come from, nor is it necessary that they
be accounted for in the other world to give reward or
punishment. To consider stealing bad, one does not need
a revelation, men saw the problems it caused and made
God say it. To keep society safe from all crimes that cause
humanity, physical, economic or societal problems, is a
feeling that is naturally found in every individual, and it
was this feeling that told him what is good and what is
evil.79
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RIGHTS OF OTHERS ON ONE
In Islam, according to general understanding, there are two kinds
of duties, duty towards God (huqooq Allah) and duty towards fellow
human beings (huqooq ul-iba@d). Fateh{puri@ insisted that both of them
essentially mean the same thing. Since even the duties that we
fulfill towards God ( i.e., fulfilling huqooq Allah), make us better human
beings, leading in turn to our helping others and becoming more
compassionate towards fellow human beings, hence fulfilling our duties
towards other human beings better (i.e. fulfilling huqooq ul-iba@d).
Lets forget about principles of the issue, and get down
to brass tacks, and consider what has been classified as
Huqooq Allah, and why it is considered so. All religious
education is based in two spheres: “Methods of Worship”
and “Codes of Behaviour”. Let us leave out “Behaviours”
because they are related to Huqooq ul-ibad. So that means
Haq Allah is related to “Worships”, but worship no matter
in which form is related to huqooq al-ibad... Even those
people who consider nama@z, roza@ and hajj as Haq Allah,
would not be able to refuse that these are for our own
benefit.80
He thus explained his concept:

If we do not follow the injunctions that shariah tells us,
it will result in loss for us and our community, and if we
do them religiously then we ourselves will benefit from
them. That is why all our actions and worship are part of
huqooq ul-ibad , and huqooq Allah does not mean
anything.81
H{ADI@TH
Fateh{puri@ believed that the changes in Islam were brought about
by the medium of the h{adi@th (plural – ah{adi@th, sayings of the Prophet
(pbuh)). He claimed that many of the ah{adi@th were simply fabricated
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to suit the ruler of the day. The reason why he could simply state
such a conclusion, taking it for granted that people would agree
with him, was that almost all the modernists – Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n,
Shibli@@ Nu’ma@ni@ and even his contemporaries like Muh{ammad Iqbal,
the philosopher- poet – were to a greater or lesser degree all doubtful
of the ah{adi@th in their entirety and were urging Muslims to be
cautious in relying on them.82 Sayyid Ah{mad disapproved of
classical h{adi@th criticism since it was based on the characters of
the people relating the h{adi@th, and not on rational criticism of the
actual text.83 Shibli@ @ Nu’ma@ n i@ (1857-1914), one of the most
prominent intellectuals of that time, and by far the most traditional
teacher at the Aligarh school, was also conscious of the need to
define h{adi@th and its use. Seventy-five pages of his Si@rat al-Nu’ma@n84
are written just to demonstrate how cautious and critical Abu@
Hani@fah was in accepting a h{adi@th as true and binding.85 Iqbal was
responsible for painting the Khila@fah al-Ra@shidah (the period of
the first four Caliphs) as a utopia; it was then that “Islam was
‘pure’, ‘socialistic’ and simple.”86 Later, Islam became an empire
and all the trappings of power came with it.

REWARD AND PUNISHMENT
On the issue of reward and punishment, people of all
religions think that when man does not listen to God’s
instructions, God gets angry with him, and since the
world is the place for learning (da@r al-‘ilm), man does
not get punished here, but when on the Day of Judgment
(qaya@mat) God is the judge, all matters will be presented
to Him. And God will give punishment to the wrongdoers for their disobedience, and in the same way, those
people who have worshipped and obeyed will be rewarded
by Him.87
Fateh{puri@ thus expressed commonly-held views on the issue of
reward and punishment by quoting Shibli@.
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It was the question of Hell that Fateh{puri@ said he really wanted
to clarify in his mind. He felt that the way Hell has been prescribed
for the wrongs done on earth did not correspond to his overall
impression of a merciful and benevolent God. He said that the Bible
and Talmud agree with the Qur’an on the description of Hell; all of
them mention burning. In the Qur’an though, hell’s fire is described
in such graphic detail that no further explanation is needed. After
reading this description, it seemed to him that God was like a tyrant
or a vindictive being, who dealt with weaknesses harshly, as though
our actions caused him some kind of personal injury. It was as if
there was so much hatred and anger for us in His Heart that He
could not even be satisfied when offenders were burnt to ashes but
had to keep re-burning them for all eternity. Fateh{puri@ said if this
description did not have an alternative meaning, then man’s reason
would force him to hate this God, and if that is how He is, His
qualities of mercy and blessings did not mean a thing.88
Fateh{puri@, trying to be objective, also acknowledged the
usefulness of this kind of description of hell and the complete
opposite picture drawn of heaven for the masses, especially if it
induces them to do good and avoid evil. However, for a man of
intelligence and kindness, who does not need to be induced or scared
into doing good, this description of hell is disagreeable.89 To explain
this, Fateh{puri@ made a distinction between the masses and the
intelligentsia, saying that it was quite possible for two
understandings of the same issue to exist side-by-side. After quoting
Shibli@@ (cited above), he said that the description found in the Qur’an
can be quite appropriate for common understanding and there can
be no better way to prevent people from bad behaviour and make
them move in the direction of goodness. However, he believed that
this cannot be the only interpretation of reward and punishment.
The “real” meaning, according to Fateh{puri@, was that if actions
are good or bad, they have corresponding results on the doer’s
psyche. Good actions make one feel satisfied and happy, while bad
actions make one feel dissatisfied, alone and guilty. He pointed out
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that these results were not separate from the action; indeed, it was
simply cause and effect. He quoted Imam Ghaza@li@ to explain: “The
punishment due to bad action does not mean God will be angry, or
that He will seek revenge. An example to explain what I mean is
that if a man does not go near a woman, he will not have kids
(cause and effect). At the time of the Day of Judgment, worship
and good actions mean exactly the same thing.” Fateh{puri@ explained
further by using the example of a person stealing from another:
even if the person who owned the thing forgave the thief, the fact
that he stole, would always be a spot on his character that would
never be washed away. So, reward and punishment, according to
him, are the direct result of one’s actions imposed instantaneously
by God on this earth only.90
Fateh{puri@ said that Prophet Muh{ammad (pbuh) was addressing
tribal people, whose intellectual abilities could not have been the
best. Therefore, a description of heaven and hell had to be found
that would satisfy them, and make them endeavour to pursue good
and avoid evil.

For them, the ultimate level of luxury and happiness, had
not risen above milk, honey, wine and women, and their
basic imagination for affliction was to inflict on their
enemies the same amount of pain as is found by throwing
someone in fire. Therefore, if an attempt was made to
lure them into doing good by telling them that they will
get spiritual comfort in return, and if they were urged to
avoid doing wrong because it will cause spiritual pain,
they would not be very impressed. This line of reasoning
and exhortation will not work with these people because
their mental horizons had not widened enough to
appreciate this high philosophy of pleasure and affliction,
and Islam would not have succeeded in its mission.91
Another reason why he believed that Hell’s fire was not like
real fire is:
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If the fires of Hell meant the same as fire here on earth,
then it would not have been called God’s fire, nor would
it be said that the fire is related to hearts. It is obvious
that fire in the heart, could only be one which causes
spiritual pain, and it is not related to fire as we know it.92
Iqbal clearly was of the same belief that heaven and hell were
states of mind rather than places; he denounced the static otherworldliness of religion, as being un-Islamic and inherently evil.93
McDonough explains his views further by saying, “The descriptions
in the Quran are visual representations of an inner fact, i.e. character.
Hell, in the words of the Quran, is God’s kindled fire which mounts
above the hearts – the painful realization of one’s failure as a man.
Heaven is the joy of triumph over the forces of disintegration. There
is no such thing as eternal damnation in Islam.”94
Shibli@@ also presented two understandings of the issue in his
work, though not as blatantly, and quoted the same lines from alGhaza@li@’s commentary on a Qur’a@nic verse that Fateh{puri@ did: “Hell
is right inside you,” he said, and \”if you did not understand the
meanings in this manner, then you did not get from the Qur’a@n
anything except the crust, as the cattle get only the husk from the
wheat.”95
Fateh{puri@ since he was writing for a magazine audience, made
an effort to explain his reasoning in the simplest terms possible
and by giving examples. In illustration of this and also to further
explain the point, here is a quotation:

The way that God has ordered some things and stopped
man from doing some other things, is like how a physician
recommends some medicines to the sick person and asks
him not to eat certain things; if that person disobeys the
physician and does not do as told, he increases his ailment.
The increase in his ailment is the direct result of his not
doing the right things, but people might say that he
disobeyed the physician that is why the ailment increased.
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Although, even if the physician had not told him these
things, and he had not done the right things, his ailment
would have increased anyhow. Likewise, even if God had
not told us right from wrong, wrong deeds would still
cause injury to the soul.96
Fateh{puri@ believed that even though Islam had generally kept
the same meaning of reward and punishment, heaven and hell, as
religions before it, nevertheless the best thing about Islam is that it
had also stated “reality”, although not so openly, and this is what
made Islam superior to all other religions. All the other big religions
only talk to the masses (a@wa@m), according to Fateh{puri@, while Islam
has a message for everyone: intellectuals and the ignorant, fools
and the intelligent, the upper classes and the lower classes, mystics
and literalists (Sufi@s and Za@hiri@s).

PRAYER AND FASTING
Prayer and fasting (nama@z aur roza) are among the most
important aspects of practicing Islam. The strange thing, however,
is that the Qur’an is silent on how exactly to perform them. For
Fateh{puri@, this clearly meant that the Qur’an and Islam did not
want to force people to do things in one particular way. Also, it
meant that the Qur’an did not come simply to guide the ‘Arabs,
but all of humankind, and since humankind is divided into different
communities, they cannot all be forced to pray in just one language
and in one particular way (t{ari@qa)@ . And even if they could, Fateh{puri@
believed, their hearts would never be in it.97
He explained his point by giving the example of an Eskimo
living in an ice house, in a place where there are six months of
night. He definitely cannot adopt the Arab ways of worship. How
can he do the prayer and fasting (which is dictated by the position
of the sun) in the same way? That is why the Qur’an is silent on the
right and best way of worship. Worship should merely be of One
God and that is the pillar of Islam – it can be through any way.98
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Fateh{puri@ questioned the extent to which Islamic rulings had
Arab influence and consequently, to what extent, in a different time
and place, there is need for fresh thinking (ijtihad). He said Shah
Wali@ Allah understood that there was such a need and quoted Hujjat
Alla@h al-Baligha to the effect. Chira@gh ‘Ali@, one of the stalwarts of
the Aligarh movement, said unequivocally, “The only law of
Muh{ammad or Islam is the Qur’a@n and only the Qur’a@n.”99 Fateh{puri@
agreed and said further that if the Qur’an did not define some issues
that are obviously very important, then there must definitely be a
reason for this.

PURPOSE OF ZAKA@T
The real purpose of zaka@t (charity), according to Fateh{puri@,
was quite clearly to give rightful help to one’s relatives and the
needy in the community. All Muslims are aware of this, he said;
hence, the issue is not in the least debatable. He asked then why it
was that many Muslims, despite being aware of this purpose, simply
ignored it, and tried to get out of the responsibility of giving zaka@t
by proving themselves incapable of it. Regarding the reluctance of
the ulama@ in particular, he stated: “There are many ways of avoiding
zaka@t in the books of fiqh, and many of our ulama@-i kara@m, use
them.”100
Fateh{puri@ described one loophole that people used to avoid
zaka@t. When the year is nearing its end, the husband declares all his
assets under his wife’s name and when the next year-end approaches,
the wife transfers them back to her husband, so that neither of
them has enjoyed the assets for the year before the taxation date
and are not, thus, liable for zaka@t. If the purpose of zaka@t is so clear
and obvious, these frauds should not happen, but they do, and the
reason for it was very clear in Fateh{puri@’s mind: it was only because
Muslims did not understand the spirit behind the Islamic rulings. It
is one thing to follow rules and another to understand their purpose
and act on it. As he saw it, every religious act that Muslims
performed in his day was carried out merely for the sake of ritual.
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The real purpose was not at the forefront of anyone’s mind. And
this was why the religion of Islam had become spiritless; this was
what was destroying the community.
A reader asked Fateh{puri@ in the Istifsar (question and answer)
column of his magazine whether, in view of the fact that he was giving
more taxes to the British government than he would have given zaka@t,
did he need to give zaka@t as well. Fateh{puri@ replied that even if the
taxes were more than zaka@t, the real purpose of zaka@t was not served
by that money, which is to help one’s relatives and community;
therefore, it was not possible to say that one had given it.101
The point he was trying to make was that the purpose of zaka@t
was helping people in need and that one had to do discharge this
duty, regardless of what else one had to do to lead a fulfilling life.
It was not like a government ruling with which one felt little
connection and which could be avoided. Helping people in need
should come from within a person; it was part of being a Muslim,
not merely a ritual that one is forced to do and that one avoided
wherever possible.

FREE WILL OR PREDESTINATION?
This is one debate that has been going on since Muslim scholars
first started pondering Islam. What is interesting in Fateh{puri@’s
analysis was that he took the middle path. He believed that there is
free will but that God is aware of each and every action of man.
This might seem like a paradox but he explained that, by saying
that God having knowledge of what one is going to do is not binding
inasmuch as it does not force man to do exactly that. Man has free
will to do what he wants; God only has knowledge of how he will
employ his free will. Like every element, such as iron, whose
heaviness is a predestined quality, human will (ira@da@-i insa@ni@) is a
predestined quality of each man. This quality is what makes a
particular person choose a certain option in a given situation, and
avoid another.102
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Fateh{puri@ quoted a saying of Caliph ‘Umar ibn al-Khatta@b (581644 A.D. c. 634-644 A.D.), in which an evil-doer was presented to
him pleading innocence on the ground that God had knowledge of
his actions, since they were predestined for him. Caliph ‘Umar
replied that God certainly had knowledge of the acts but had not
forced the man to commit them; they were his choices. Caliph
‘Umar quoted a saying of the Prophet to buttress this point, which
was that God’s knowledge of one’s actions is like that of the sky
that covers one and the earth on which one walks. Just as one cannot
walk away from the earth or run out of sky, one cannot escape from
the knowledge of God. And just as the earth and sky do not force you
to do evil, the knowledge of God does not force one to do anything.103
Imam Hasan al-Basri@104 had said something similar, according to
Fateh{puri@, that if God wants to keep a man away from some action,
He will not predestine one to do so; it has to be one’s free will to go
against God’s indictment. Fateh{puri@ then stated the basic Mu’tazilite105
doctrine, that if God had predestined one to worship Him and do good
deeds, there would be no reward (sawa@b) for prayer and right actions.
If God has predestined one for evil, one should not be punished. 106
Fateh}puri@ thought that most people in his day believed in
predestination, as a way of avoiding responsibility for their actions.
Predestination is just an excuse for their laziness, their inability to
do anything worthwhile. After all, humankind was created to help
develop the natural system and was given aql so that he could do
so. God bestowed His teachings through revelation, as well as the
‘aql to discern right from wrong, so that, people can act for the
greater good out of their free will. Of course, this confers the
responsibility to do what one thinks is right. People cannot blame
predestination for their incapacities.107

AKHLA@Q
In what I have studied of Islam, nowhere have I found
the narrow-mindedness that is seen in the Muslims of
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today….It has only taught akhla@q and has told us that, in
actuality, Muslims are those, whose akhla@q is pure.108
Akhla@q was the most important characteristic of the religious
spirit of action that Fateh{puri@ wanted to see revived. Being religious
was not about saying prayers; it was about being a better person.
“Actions speak louder than words,” would describe Fateh{puri@’s basic
belief.
“The greatest characteristics of Islam are its simplicity
and its teaching of right action, both of which are related
to akhla@q (ethical thinking).”109
W. C. Smith has translated the term akhla@q as the “ethical
spirit,”110 while Sheila McDonough calls it “ethical thinking.”111 It
is one of those words that are very difficult to translate since they
take on many connotations in different places and times. However,
Smith and McDonough have it right when they choose not to
translate it simply as ethics, since it is more of a “spirit or thinking”
that drives a man to do what is morally correct, and not just a set of
moral values.
McDonough uses the word akhla@q to mean a concern with ideal
human virtues as well as the development of good social, economic,
political and religious structures.112 She also notes that Sayyid
Ah{mad Kha@n used akhla@q to mean constructive training given to
an individual on how to relate to other individuals, and how to live
in society harmoniously. Since the opposite of that would be
lawlessness and chaos, for Sayyid Ah{mad then, akhla@q was an
obligation to live in peace, with the feeling of brotherhood and
sharing.113
Shibli@@ also assigned considerable importance to the refinement of
morals (tadhi@b al-akhla@q) and, like Fateh{puri@, believed that the Prophets’
(pbuh) main concern was to reform the society and instil in it moral
values.114
Although many reformers then and even earlier recognized the
importance of akhla@q, Fateh{puri@ went so far as to say that it is the
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purpose of religion.

After an in-depth study of religions, I have come to the
conclusion that no other religion has emphasized the
purity of akhla@q as much as Islam. In fact, it has said that
the purpose of worship for humans is to attain purity and
good qualities. Therefore, you will notice that in the
Qur’an, wherever nama@z or another form of worship is
mentioned, with it “‘amilu al sa@liha@t” (good deeds) is
also mentioned. So that, if a person’s actions are not good,
all his worship is useless and he cannot call himself a
Muslim in the real sense of the word. Therefore, good
deeds are the soul of worship.115
Akhla@ q meant a number of things to Fateh{ p uri@ , most
importantly, as in Sayyid Ah{mad’s view, it meant social behaviour.
A person with akhla@q would act for the greater good of everyone,
respect people and their opinions, and preserve the feeling of
brotherhood and sharing.
Another very important characteristic of akhla@q for Fateh{puri@
was - humility. For a Muslim, having akhla@q meant to be humble
about what one possesses whether of intellectual or material nature.
Arrogance is the antithesis of having akhla@q – an attitude he
observed in the ulama@, since they believed they knew best about
the religion and its practices, and aggressively condemned any rethinking. They lacked akhla@q, according to him. Incidentally, even
the Qur’an encourages humility, and warns against arrogance.
“Perform the prayer, and bid unto honour, and forbid dishonour.
And bear patiently whatever may befell thee; surely that is true
constancy. Turn not thy cheek away from men in scorn, and walk
not the earth exultantly; God loves not any man proud and boastful.
Be modest in thy walk, and lower thy voice; The most hideous of
voice is the ass’s.” (31:16)
According to Fateh{puri@’s beliefs, religion and akhla@q are
synonymous; one should not exist without the other. He ridiculed
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the artificial division that had been created between them by the
ulama@, if one is religious, it should automatically mean that one is
a good person, lives in harmony with others, and helps those in
need.

From what I understand, the respected ulama@ have
declared good akhla@q and Islam to be two different
entities; and such a relationship has been formed between
them that it is possible to have both as well as either.116
Having akhla@q should mean doing good deeds for their own
sake, according to Fateh{puri@, and because one decides to, not out
of fear of hell or greed for heaven. God has provided us with His
guidelines, and has also given us reason to discern right from wrong.
It is for us to employ it to decide actively to do what is right.
This akhla@q is not the domain of Muslims only, but can be
possessed by anyone. Fateh{puri@ debates whether a Muslim with
bad akhla@q will go to heaven compared to a non-Muslim with good
akhla@q. He concludes that having akhla@q is more important than
being a Muslim, if a person is a Muslim in name only and if Islam
does not inspire him/her to do good deeds, to be humble and to
treat everyone equally.117 He blamed the current religious scholars
for making it appear as if memorizing a few verses was more
important than having good akhla@q and striving for perfection.

The ulama@-i kara@m who consider Muslims with bad
akhla@q to be na@ji@ (free of sin) and honest idol-worshippers
to be na@ri@ (sinful), prove without saying it in so many
words, that just saying without understanding, God’s
oneness and the prophethood of the Prophet, or let us
say, doing worship according to how they (the ulama@)
would have it, like a shlok (mantra) is enough. And the
reason why human beings exist in the universe is only so
that they could memorise a few words, because God and
His godliness, universe and its natural system’s need for
worship is accomplished by memorizing a few things.118
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Fateh{puri@ asked: “Does God need religion or not, and if He
does, then is that need fulfilled just by a person saying that he/she
is a Muslim.119 For him, it was obvious that God and his Prophet
(pbuh) wanted more.
The Prophet (pbuh) had perfect akhla@q according to Fateh{puri@,
worthy of being emulated by all Muslims. He very strongly believed
that Prophet (pbuh) led an exemplary life in terms of doing good to
others, even when sometimes they did not deserve it.

Let us see what kind of man the Prophet was in terms of
akhla@q. Nobody can deny that the Prophet was bestowed
with extraordinary qualities, but his biggest quality that
even his enemies were forced to acknowledge was that
he, throughout his life, never said anything that he
considered to be not true or whose veracity he was not
sure of.120
In fact, Fateh{puri@ considered akhla@q to be obviously the most
important practice: one did not even need revelation to realize it to
be the purpose of one’s life. The theory of heaven-hell is not required
to understand the usefulness of doing good and the ill effects of
evil behaviour.

Akhla@q of man is related only to this world, and their
results have been seen here because of which some have
been declared good and others bad. These are not affected
by which family you come from, nor are they necessary
to be accounted for in the other world to give reward or
punishment. To consider stealing bad, one does not need
a revelation: men saw the problems it caused and made
God say it. All crimes cause humanity, physical, economic
or societal problems. Every individual naturally seeks to
avoid these problems and to keep himself safe from them
and it is this desire for security that tells him what is
good and what is evil.121
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Fateh{puri@ believed that success in this world is purely defined
by being able to cultivate pure akhla@q.

If in reality there can be a scale of measurement for the
success and failure of a human life, it is surely social.
That is, what service a person gave to his/her community,
what sacrifices he/she made for the reform of his/her
community and nation, and what benefits did he/she
bestow on others from his/her intellectual or material
wealth... Saying prayers and staying without food or
water from dawn to dusk are in themselves activities
without any meaning, if they do not result in some akhla@q@ ,
and akhla@q is related only to an individual’s social life.
Therefore, the measure of the success of a person’s
worship and prayer, is that the person who prays and fasts
the most, should also be the person who serves his/her
community the most.122
Fateh{puri@ considered cultivating akhla@q to be religion’s purpose,
and the goal of every human being:

It cannot be denied that religion’s real purpose, was to
make a human being really human, separating him from
all animalistic instincts, and bring him to such a rational
stage, where it is possible to progress in the world and
live in peace and harmony. Therefore, any person, no
matter which community or nation s/he belongs to, due
to his/her actions and character, if s/he is on that rational
stage, then we can say that s/he has found religion in
reality, and we cannot force him/her to accept all the other
pronouncements that religion considers necessary.123
UNIQUENESS OF FATEH{PURI@’S THOUGHT
Before Fateh{puri@ began writing on religious subjects, much of
the way had already been paved by his predecessors, such as Sayyid
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Ah{mad and Shibli@@. Many new ideas had been introduced and the
process of re-interpretation of Islam according to modernist thinking
had already begun. The uniqueness of Fateh{puri@’s thinking lay in
his radicalism. When modernists said Islam had in itself all the
modern values of liberalism, rationalism, democracy and equality,
he took it seriously. He produced an Islam shorn of all its miraculous
wonders, but filled with simple ideals. His Islam was totally rational,
consisting only of those things that made sense. If the idea of the
Qur’an being the word of God and coming through a human being
did not make sense, even that was discarded.
Phobia of the supernatural was also another hallmark of
Fateh{puri@’s thinking, even though belief in the “unseen” is also
part of Islam. People are attracted to God because He is beyond
them; He is someone they can look up to, Who is there in time of
need, an entity that they must answer to. Belief in religion is
ultimately, supernatural, because God is beyond human. If all
religion could be reduced to induction and deduction, it loses its
mystery and attraction. According to him though, “truth”, “ethical
thinking” and “right actions” were far more important than “faith.”
He believed that religion had excellent ideas, which induced man
to do good, and urged man to use his reason for the benefit of himself
and the world; anything other than that was beyond belief.
As noted earlier, his predecessor, Sayyid Ah{mad, was trying to
raise Islam to modern Western standards. He tried to answer the
criticisms of Western writers, by showing that Islam was not as
backward as it appears, but was instead progressive. The major
similarity between Sayyid Ah{mad and Fateh{puri@ was that both were
able to see the h{adi@th, shariah (Islamic law) and even the Qur’an,
dispassionately. Consequently, they were quite capable of subjecting
them to rational criticism, and many new ideas emerged from this
scrutiny. Following the tradition of the earlier modernists, like
Sayyid Ah{mad, and Shibli@@, Fateh{puri@ tried to show that Islam itself
had all the values that are needed to survive in the modern age.
In speaking about Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n and Maulana Maudu@di@,
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Sheila McDonough argues that neither of them thought that
modernity meant the end of Islam.124 They were both trying to
assimilate the two, and find ways to be faithful to God in the current
situation. The world around them was changing and changing fast;
both of them realized that unless Islam adapted to contemporary
realities, the religion itself would become extinct. They had different
strategies for dealing with it and completely different agendas, but
ultimately they were trying to come to terms with the same reality.
Fateh{puri@ was dealing with a similar situation. Sayyid Ah{mad
was introducing new ideas among Muslims. He understood this
and so he felt a greater need to justify his views. His agenda was
basically social and educational; the change in thinking that he
was asking for was to serve that purpose. Maudu@di@ @ and Fateh{puri@,
on the other hand, were dealing with a situation in which those
modern ideas, acceptable or not, had already become known in the
society. Even though Maudu@di@ @ was in favour of traditionalism, his
way of thinking and expression was that of a modernist. Fateh{puri@
was born in the same age and found western ideas to be similar to
his own views and thus, readily acceptable. He sought and found
justification for these ideas in Islam and was indeed amazed that
the ulama@ saw things differently.
Although Fateh{puri@ saw so much sense in Islam – it was the
most practical, rational and progressive of all religions for him –
nevertheless, he saw no good whatsoever in how it was practised.
He wanted major changes, not only in practical details of the
religion, but in belief systems. For instance, people trying to avoid
zaka@t was an indication of their lack of akhla@q. However, akhla@q
was not something that could be dictated to human beings; it was
something an individual either developed or did not. He thought
all these changes were possible as long as the “right” understanding
of Islam, as he would have it, was developed. However, it was quite
impossible for everyone to think along the same lines. Not many
people would set about finding the right understanding, and
practising it and being good people, just because Fateh{puri@ thought
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it was rational. He was showing what was wrong in the prevailing
thinking and that the way out was to adopt akhla@q, i.e., to “really”
practice Islam in daily life. But he did not set out a positive agenda
on how that was to be worked out.
W.C. Smith concluded about Fateh{puri@’s movement that: “Its
lack of positive ideology, however, has meant that it too has soon
petered out. Ethical spirit without positive guidance is either
inadequate or superfluous”.125 Another of Smith’s comments was
also very telling, i.e., that the new individual was without authority:

The nature of his life – bourgeois society is constantly
developing, changing, producing new and more complex
situations – was such that he [Sayyid Ah{mad] could never
develop a new authority. At least, not such a new
authority as the old had been, a fixed code with readymade solutions to his problems. Thus it is that Sir Sayyid,
in rejecting the old Canon Law, did not replace it with a
new one, nor has any of his successors done so; but
emphasized only the general moral principles of the
Qur’an.126
This is one of the major critiques of the modernist theories of
Islam. The old is to be discarded, but to be replaced by what.
Fateh{puri@’s answer was akhla@q. Akhla@q though can only be judged
individually. Fateh{puri@ was convinced that if people think for
themselves, if they find out what Islam really meant for them, then
even prayer and fasting would lead to the development of good
akhla@q. Of course, it sounds very rational and shows great faith in
humanity, but it is not very practicable for the vast masses. Most
people would just find it easier to follow the ready-made solutions
offered by the ulama@, rather than think for themselves.
However, even if he is able to inspire a few right-thinking
people, a change in the way of thinking is more than possible.
Indeed, it is coming about, writers like Jeffrey Lang in the United
States who believe in Islam as well as in questioning religion come
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to quite similar conclusions that Fateh{puri@ did. To quote Lang:

The key to success in this life and the hereafter is stated
so frequently and formally in the Qur’an that no serious
reader can miss it. However, the utter simplicity of the
dictum may cause one to disregard it, because it seems
to ignore the great questions and complexities of life.
The Qur’an maintains that only “those who have faith
and do good” (in Arabic: allathina aaminu wa ‘amilu al
saalihaat) will benefit from their earthly lives (Qur’an 2:25; 2:82; 2:277; 4:57; 4:122; 5:9; 7:42; 10:9; 11:23;
13:29; 14:23; 18:2; 18:88; 18:107; 19:60; 19:96; 20:75;
20:82; 20:112; 21:94; 22:14; 22:23; 22:50; 22:56; 24:55;
25:70-71; 26:67; 28:80; 29:7; 29:9; 29:58; 30:15; 30:45;
31:8; 32:19; 34:4; 34:37; 35:7; 38:24; 41:8; 42:22; 42:23;
42:26; 45:21; 45:30; 47:2; 47:2; 47:12; 48:29; 64:9; 65:11;
84:25; 85:11; 95:6; 98:7; 103:3).127
Believing in God and doing good deeds, in other words, akhla@q,
that is what characterizes a successful and religious life on this
earth, based on a rational reading of the Qur’an. The above quotation
also proves the frequency with which the Qur’an asks one to be
good human beings, and as Fateh{puri@ would have it that is what it
means to be good Muslims.
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3
Fight for Communal Harmony and
Against Sectarianism

There are two ways open to us. One that points us towards
nature and rationality, and the other that makes us believe
in the supernatural. What is the difference between these
two? One of them tells us that life is the name of being
sympathetic to one’s own and others in the humanity,
and to become the reason for their well-being and
comfort. The other says that the purpose of man’s life is
to worship the different gods, who would give
recompense for the worship, in the world that comes
after.128
Niya@z Fateh{puri@ firmly believed that religion teaches us to be
better human beings, God’s purpose in sending us the Book and the
Prophet (pbuh), was to tell us ways to better ourselves in this world
and make this world a paradise, and not just to strive for the supernatural, for the world that comes after (that nobody has seen). And
one of the primary ways one could better oneself was to live in
common brotherhood, in inter-religious and inter-sectarian harmony.
He superimposes his thinking on God Himself, and says:
God does not want to be limited to mosques, temples
and churches anymore. He wants to be searched in the
vastness of nature. A place has to be made for Him inside
our hearts. He does not like to be in a place of worship
made by man, but in a place of worship made by Himself,
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where without distinction everyone’s head bows down,
and that place of worship is the hearts and minds of
people.129
INTER-RELIGIOUS HARMONY
Social responsibility or what he called, akhla@q, was the most
important aspect of religion for Fateh{puri@. Purity of akhla@q as the
criterion for being Muslim demonstrates how high his regard for
being socially responsible, living in communal harmony and taking
care of one’s fellow beings was. He believed that Islam considered
responsibility towards fellow human beings (huqu@q il-iba@d) to be
the most important thing, and even responsibility towards God
(huqu@q allah) is part of the same. He had a vast understanding of
akhla@q: one of its most important aspects for him was exerting
oneself in the direction of living in peace and harmony within our
society, and working towards eliminating differences that have been
created.
If you want God’s mercy, be merciful and kind to others.
This is the common rule of akhla@q. If you want to
establish respect for your religion, then respect other
religions as well.130
Fateh{puri@’s statement appeals instantly to common sense. One
of the most frequently used names for God in the Qur’an is the
Merciful, Forgiving and Kind, it would not be wrong to say then
that the Qur’an expects Muslims to try to cultivate the same
qualities towards others, if they expect them from God. If Muslims
do not follow the rules of akhla@q, and tend to look down upon other
religions, and consider other religious practices as inferior to their
own, how could they possibly expect others to respect their religion.
In fact, they can then expect others to consider them inferior and
look down upon them.
For him, living in communal harmony or with akhla@q was very
natural, and that is what God had intended when He gave us rules
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to live by. After all, Islam gives a long list of what is desirable, and
what is not, to live a successful life in this world. The purpose of
these, according to Fateh{puri@ was to teach humankind to live in
common brotherhood, where everyone was treated equally, and they
mutually respected each other. However, he understood that these
qualities might not come naturally to a person just because it made
sense or because God had so desired, to achieve this goal one needs
exertion, a constant striving to progress and better oneself. After
all, the greatest jiha@d is against one’s own ego (nafs).

Having beautiful akhla@q only means that an individual
tries to be a useful member of society, by being
sympathetic to other people, and living as a useful part
of the societal system of his fellow human beings, and
not let personal considerations affect common
brotherhood. This was the original principle on which
shariah was formulated. Laws were made, and actions
were divided into good and bad, leading to sinful acts
(guna@h) and good actions (sawa@b), and punishment and
reward were decided.131
Another conclusion that Fateh{puri@ drew from his Qur’anic study
was that it clearly considers all humanity to be equal in the eyes of
God, no matter which religious practice they pursue. The Qur’an
says,
“If God had so willed, He would have made you a single
people, but (His plan is) to test you in what He hath given
you: so strive as in a race in all virtues. The goal of you
all is to God; it is He that will show you the truth of the
matters in which ye dispute,” (5:48).
The Qur’an could not have been clearer. Fateh{puri says further:

Take the word Muslim first. In Arabic literature the word
is generally used to denote the followers of Islam, even
today in all literature when the word Muslim is used the
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meaning is the same. However, the difference is that today
it is applied more to denote the meaning of a society or
community, though during the Prophet’s time and in the
first century of Islam, the terms Momin and Muslim were
used interchangeably for the same meaning.132
Fateh{puri discusses the use of the words, Momin and Muslim,
in the Qur’an in some detail. He believes that it is possible just
looking at the Qur’an, to not consider these words a religious
denomination at all, but just an address to those who believe
(Momin) and those who submit themselves to God (Muslim). This
means that the connotation of these terms was just confined to
their meaning and did not refer to any specific religious group or
community. In other words, the word Momin simply denoted one
who believed in God and the word Muslim simply referred to one
who surrendered to God, regardless of their religious affiliation.
This point has been raised by other scholars as well. However,
Fateh{puri@’s uniqueness lies in the logical conclusion he derives from
it. If that is the case, he wonders, then how can everyone who is
outside the fold of Islam be necessarily considered a ka@fir or mushrik.
Since it is quite possible for someone to be outside the fold of
Islam as a religious community, but still be a believer and have
submitted to God. 133

If a person is a non-Muslim (meaning not a member of
the current community of Islam), but has all the same
nobleness of character and sweet temper, that Prophet
Muhammad had preached about, then would you, just
because he is not part of your community, call him ka@fir
and mushrik and consider him to be sinful and going to
hell. And another person who is part of your community,
but is extremely cruel, merciless, criminal and vicious,
then just because his name is similar to yours, and he is
counted as part of your community, you will consider to
be going to heaven.134
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Many Muslims believe that all non-Muslims are going to hell.
He considered this to be a totally ridiculous idea.

Muslims’ belief that God is only for them, and other
communities have been created only to provide fuel for
the fire of Hell is such a ludicrous idea that it simply
cannot be understood, and is totally unacceptable.135
Fateh{puri@ also pointed out that the word, Ima@n and its derivative,
Momin, is actually used more often in the Qur’an then Islam and
Muslim. And al-Momin is the name of a verse that was revealed
during the Makkah period. However, he made it clear by stating
the fact that the terms Momin and Muslim have been used
interchangeably in the Qur’an, he did not mean that the terms have
the same meaning. In fact, in the Qur’an itself, they have been
distinguished from each other at several places.

However, in terms of meaning, Islam is much vaster. In
fact, it has been considered an almost natural state of
being, and the religions brought about by prophets before
Prophet Muh{ammad have also been called Islam.136
God decided not to make everyone the same, in terms of religion
and race, He let plurality remain on earth. However, that does not
mean that He considers people of one religious denomination
differently from others. He has sent prophets to all people, at
different periods of time, and expects from all the same – to believe
and do good actions. Understandably then Fateh{puri@ considers living
in communal harmony to be part of the Islamic faith and part of
the natural duty of man.

It is clear from the Qur’an that God says that the entire
world is one group (jama‘at), they should live their life
as one community, and the people who by their actions
demonstrate that they are against this thinking are in
reality, against nature itself.137
Another meaning of having akhla@q for Fateh{puri@ was being
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humble. He asked Muslims, what makes them think that just because
they are Muslims they are superior to other people. What is the
reasoning behind the belief that as Muslims, they do not need to
exert themselves, to struggle, to try to adapt and modify their
practices according to the requirements of time and place? Why is
it that Muslims consider the way they do things to be the best
possible way, with no need and scope for improvement? In
Fateh{puri@’s view the Muslims’ superiority complex emanates from
one critical failing: they are forgetting an essential aspect of being
Muslim, being humble; Islam means “submission.”
The Qur’an itself exhorts innumerable times to be humble about
what you have, materially or intellectually. In the context of the
feeling of superiority of Jews and Christians and their unwillingness
to change; the Qur’an says: “(Both) the Jews and the Christians
say: “We are sons of God, and his beloved.” Say: “Why then doth
He punish you for your sins? Nay, ye are but men, - of the men He
hath created: He forgiveth whom He pleaseth, and He punisheth
whom He pleaseth: and to God belongeth the dominion of the
heavens and the earth, and all that is between: and unto Him is the
final goal (of all)” [5:18]. Does this not apply to Muslims in equal
measure, if today they say that “they are sons of God, and His
beloved,” and are unwilling to be humble about what they have,
and are not looking for ways of growth and progress, not just
material but spiritual. Fateh{puri@ says quite passionately:

After all, what is your special quality that makes you
feel that you are sons of God, and others are with Satan
and will go to Hell, why do you consider God to be limited
only to you, why do you feel that His Creation and
Lordship is specifically for you, by the virtue of being a
human being, every person, whether he is Christian or
Hindu, Chinese or Buddhist, Muta@zila or Asha‘ariyya,
Na@s{abi@ or Kha@raji@, Shia or Sunni, is one in the eyes of
God, He has the same purpose from everyone, and
whosoever will fulfil that purpose, God will give him
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prosperity and progress, and the one who leaves it, God
will leave him.138
The Qur’an after all is very clear: “Those who believe (in the
Qur’an), and those who follow the Jewish (scriptures), and the
Christians and the Sabians,- any who believe in God and the Last
Day, and work righteousness, shall have their reward with their
Lord; on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve.” [2:62] In
fact, the promise of reward is held out with only three conditions:
belief in God, belief in the Day of Judgement, and righteous conduct.
It would not be a wild conjecture, according to Fateh{puri@ and in
fact, many other scholars, to infer from the verse above that anyone
(practising any religion) is capable of fulfilling these three
conditions, and therefore, worthy of the ultimate reward.
His argument was simple enough but went right to the root of the
issue. If the Qur’an is so clear, and Muslims really consider everyone
equal in the eyes of God and respect the differences of others, would
there not be inter-religious and inter-sectarian harmony.
Fateh{puri@ criticized people of other religion for the same equally,
if he found the same problems there.
“And since this narrow-mindedness is not just found in
Muslims, but in the tradition of other religions as well,
so, whatever difference I have with the people of Islam, I
have with Hindus, and of people of other religions.”139
However, he felt that he had a special duty as well as right to
point towards the direction of inter-communal harmony to the
Muslims, by virtue of not only his strong beliefs in this regard, but
also because he was a member of the Muslim community. He said
after the partition of India on religious grounds:
Since I have always been against religious disagreement
and conflict, and it is my strong stand that Islam more
than any other religion is for peaceful coexistence,
therefore, it was my duty in this time when HinduMuslim strife has acquired such a terrible position, even
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if I have no right to say anything to the Hindus, I should
make my voice reach the community of which I am a
proud member.140
Fateh{puri@ believed that lessons in this regard to religious
tolerance and harmony, could be drawn from the Islamic
governments themselves, whatever his other differences with them
might be. In the Pakistan Number that he published in 1948, he
proceeded to give examples of religious tolerance of all Muslim
governments in the South-Asian subcontinent, asking Pakistan to
draw its lessons from them, and not from the then prevailing
intolerance and religious strife. To quote from his introduction of
the Pakistan issue:

Since the centre of government of Pakistan is in Sindh,
where for the first time in India, Muslims had formed a
government, therefore I have begun my discussion from
this land, to elucidate the basis on which the Muslim
government was formed here, and the broadmindedness
with which they dealt with non-Muslims. After this the
Ghaznavid era is taken into consideration, which was
related more to Punjab, and it has been shown how great
their era was, how benevolently they treated Hindus.
Other Muslim kings would be considered with this
perspective, who ruled India for hundreds of years, and
who were known for their sense of justice and pure system
of government; they have left behind everlasting imprints
of religious tolerance.141
Fateh{puri@ gave out a strong message of communal unity; he
had a firm belief that Hindus and Muslims do not have any inherent
contention. They have lived in peace and prosperity for a number
of years and there is no reason why they should not continue to do
so. He remained politically firmly in the Congress camp, and for
secularism, though he did criticise the communal elements of the
Congress itself. Even after moving to Pakistan, he wrote articles
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on the developments in India, during ancient times, indisputably
under the Hindus (Aryans).142
Since he spoke as a religious man, his message was even more
meaningful. Even a religious Muslim or religious Hindu, will find
within their religion the seeds of harmony. You don’t have to be
secular, in order to live in harmony.

Would you not include Ram, Krishna, Buddha, Confucius,
etc. among the Prophets. It is impossible to deny their
prophethood. God has said in the Qur’an, “We have sent
a Prophet to every community.” If that is true, then there
is no reason why people of every religion and country
should not be included among Muslims.143
All Muslims believe that God has asked them to believe in
prophets (in plural). Fateh{puri@’s interpretation, that every person
who believes in whichever Prophet would then be considered
Muslim, is a bit further than what most Muslims believe. Also, the
inclusion of Hindus in his definition of being a Muslim is significant
since Hindus are idol-worshippers, something Islam is very much
against. Impossible to deny the prophethood of Ram and Krishna,
it is not even possible to prove their existence. His matter-offactness in this matter in itself exemplifies his belief and his drive
to bring the communities together. However, there is truth in what
he says about Hinduism, that it too has the concept of one formless
God.
Even in the religion of Hindus, according to al-Biru@ni@,
there was an elite class with different beliefs from the
masses, whose depiction of God can only be called
revelatory. They regarded God with almost the same
qualities as Muslims do, as the creator of the universe,
the all-knowing, etc. 144
Inspite of his argument, that in the eyes of God, everyone is
equal and by definition, everyone had equal opportunity for being
rewarded by God, and also that he considered even Hindu gods to
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be prophets, Fateh{puri@, however, was very much against idolworship, among both Muslims and Hindus.

If a Prophet is born and he reveals laws for a particular
community or recommends a way of life, then his purpose
by those is that the community will follow them and work
towards its progress. Only remembering those laws or at
a very materialistic level, and just going through that
way of life as ritual or tradition, is not fruitful. Therefore,
a Muslim who practices the ritual of nama@z and roza@
without fail, but without allowing it to bring about in
him/her any human or spiritual change, and if s/he thinks
that just performing these actions are enough for the
ultimate reward – as the way our ulama@ - i kara@ m
understand it – then, in comparison to an idol-worshipper,
I cannot give this person preference. This is because
between these two the only difference is that one has
made an idol out of stone, and the other has made it out
of superstition and imagination; one considers the
worship of an idol to be the only way of attaining the
purpose, and the other considers ima@n to be just nama@z
and roza@.145
The above statement is a testament to Fateh{puri@’s strong views
regarding the subject. Religion, and its practice with heart and mind,
meant a lot to him, and that in itself should show the way of living
amicably and peacefully in this world, so that everyone can work
towards their material and spiritual progress.
He does realize, however, where the misunderstanding comes
from; why these ritualistic practices are found in Muslim society;
why memorizing a few verses and doing a standard version of
worship is considered being pious; and why to be virtuous one does
not need to constantly strive for being good and doing good.

In this matter, the biggest confusion has been created by
the misinterpretation of shirk (accepting partners with
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God) and tawhid (believing in one God) or kufr (unbelief)
and Islam, because Qur’an says mushrik and ka@fir deserve
punishment, and mushrik and ka@fir are meant to be idolworshippers and non-Muslims. Therefore, it is very easy
for a Maulavi to bring out a religious statement (fatwa)
saying that a non-Muslim is going to hell, irrespective
of how pure his akhla@q are.
According to me, the meaning of shirk and tawhid or
kufr and Islam is completely misunderstood by these
people. Just like tawhid does not mean just saying with
your tongue that God is one, likewise shirk does not just
mean being an idol-worshipper. Tawhid’s purpose is not
to just say that God is one, but that One means that He
is kul (whole/everything/all that is), and to consider
oneself a part of this whole, and use all one’s potential
for action for going through all the levels of evolution
which this kul or nature has assigned for us to do. The
idol-worshipping communities, or those groups of people
who do everything to please idols, slowly weaken all their
potential, and slowly destroy their society and
themselves.
Since during the time of the Prophet, the spiritual level
of mushrik Arabs had reached its nadir, therefore, shirk
and kufr were declared to be the greatest sins. This was
done without explaining to them the philosophy of shirk,
kufr and Islam, because they were not ready to listen.146
He thus explained how Islam became synonymous with
performing certain rituals, and reciting certain verses without any
change of heart or mind. And anyone who did not do so was
considered inferior and deserving of hell. However, Fateh{puri@ did
find in the Qur’an the answers he was seeking. He found out how
Qur’an considers everyone equal, and provides equal opportunity
to all to prove themselves. If Muslims really understood the meaning
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in this way, then according to Fateh{puri@, right action and peace
would be established in the community and nation.

INTER-SECTARIAN HARMONY
Look at all the different things that have been assimilated
in the religion by Shi‘as and Sunnis, and then say justly
to what extent are they related to the religion of Islam. I
can say with certainty that you would not find one
difference that is related to the basic principles, but these
differences are based in history, that were borne out of
politics of that period, and are now considered as part of
the religion and way of life by today’s sects.147
Fateh{puri@ wrote extensively on Shia-Sunni issues, he believed
that he had tried very hard to understand both sides of the story.
His argument for reconciliation to both sects was very simple:
whatever the differences they have are not really religious, but
political, of a period and place that does not exist anymore. He
says that historical politics of a period can be a question of serious
disagreement between two persons or two groups, but why does it
lead to violence and almost complete social separation of two
communal entities that both call themselves Muslims and have the
same beliefs.

The most important point of contention between the two
sects are some Caliphs and companions of the Prophet,
but I do not understand until now what does that have to
do with the religion of Islam?148
Even if the cultural differences that have crept within ShiaSunni social lives are conceded, both of the sects claim to follow
the basic tenets of Islam. For Fateh{puri@ that should be enough to
bring the sects together, at least on a common platform from which
they can debate their differences, rather than resorting to violence
against the other, just because they belong to a different sect.
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We should look into the pages of history to find out if
the reasons that are given are actually true, and if someone
feels that they are true, he should present it giving his
historical evaluation and be quiet after that, and if
someone feels that they aren’t, then he should criticize
the other’s argument and give his own points, and then
leave it at that, and should not have the curiosity of
investigating what the other says or does in his house.149
Fateh{puri@ said that it is understandable how the sects might
have formed in the historical period immediately after the Prophet
(pbuh). There were people who loved the Prophet (pbuh)
unconditionally, and could not envisage a future without him, so
they wanted his family to remain as the leader of the Muslim
community. Also, the taking over of Islamic government by people
who could actually assassinate the Prophet’s (pbuh) grandson would
have motivated many to revolt. The point of view of others who
believed that in Islam everyone was equal, and the Prophet’s (pbuh)
family was in no way special was equally reasonable. These people
argued that anyone who proves his worth in leading the Muslims
should be allowed to do so; they wanted peace and prosperity in
the Islamic land and wished to avoid unnecessary conflict. Fateh{puri@
believed that since both these groups wanted good of the Muslim
community and were motivated by high ideals, they could have
been reconciled; but the coming of wealth and power created
irreconcilable contention.

Neither the people who loved the Prophet and his family
remain, nor the ones who looked at matters from the
perspective of equality and stability remain, and quite
openly the contention became that of kingdom (sultanat),
wealth, and both groups came onto the battleground for
these.150
These differences should have died down with time, especially
since Muslims are no longer a ruling power. Fateh{puri@ believed
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that the ruling elite and the ulama@ developed a vested interest in
keeping the people divided, their power came from people being
afraid and unsure of each other.

Therefore, division into Hanbali@, Maliki@, Sha@f ‘i@, Hanafi@
schools, division of Ash‘ari@ and Mutazilah, difference of
opinion of ahl-i Qur’an and ahl-i Hadi@th, the fighting
between Shia-Sunni, and other sects like these are all
the creation of “Maulaviyat”, and it cannot be said how
much poison it will spread.151
This sectarianism does not just create disunity among Muslims,
but provides a distorted picture of Islam itself.

If we accept that Islam is what the maulavis say it is,
then which kind of maulavi, Sunni@, Shi@a, Wa@ha{ b@ i@? One
group of them would consider the other heretic and
outside the fold of Islam. If a person really wants to
understand Islam and goes to the different sects, and reads
their literature, he would find that each is criticizing the
other and in the end would be disappointed with all the
sects since none of them is really promoting Islam… Tell
me one meaning of Islam on which the whole community
agrees. If you say people should accept religion, then,
which religion? Until there is one religion, people will
keep fighting.152
Sectarianism was one of the major problems that Fateh{puri@
had with the ulama@, as did Sayyid Ah{mad. According to Sayyid
Ah{mad, it was one of the direct consequences of the bigotry of the
ulama@ and their refusal to reason and think afresh. Hence any
religious viewpoint that did not conform exactly to their perception
constituted unbelief! 153 To this Fateh{puri@ added that, since they
did not have the ability to think critically and explain the basis of
their views, they were forced to suppress any criticism by branding
whoever questioned them as a heretic.
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The truth is that the ulama@ of both these sects do not
want to be together, and why wouldn’t they want that,
when worldly desires and elegant lifestyles, their
importance and respect are based on sectarianism, and
on the principle of always keeping the ignorant
ignorant.154
Fateh{puri@ puts the blame for continuing sectarianism in today’s
world squarely on the ulama@. He strongly believed that the ulama@
had a vested interested in promoting sectarianism. According to
him, the differences between Shia and Sunni sects were not
irreconcilable, but no real effort is made in the direction of
reconciliation by the ulama@. The differences are fomented by the
ulama@ of both the sects, rather than being progressively lessened.
However, if Muslims realize that their differences are not
irreconcilable, an amicable solution can still be reached. Cultural
differences have indeed acquired importance, but those can be found
in Muslims of different countries as well. In fact, Shias and Sunnis
of one country would evince greater similarity among themselves
than Muslims of different countries. Fateh{puri@ strongly believed
that dialogue and debate could considerably reduce tension, and
make both the sects live amicably under the umbrella of Islam.
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4
Critique of the Ulama@@

As seen in chapter one, Fateh{puri@’s advocacy of a rational
approach to religion began essentially as a fight against the ulama@.
Even as a schoolboy, he began to question the attitudes and beliefs
of his teachers. Those questions remained unanswered, leading him
to believe that the ulama@ were not even aware of the rationale behind
their own beliefs. It was his disappointment with them and their
irrational attitude that led to his quest to understand his religion.
Fateh{puri>> considered the ulama@, as a class, to be useless and a roadblock (sang-i ra@h) to the progress of Muslims. He criticized the
ulama@ for not realizing the “real” meaning of religion, i.e. akhla@q,
and being over-involved in its external aspects. Moreover, they were
unwilling to accept new ideas.

With the advancements in the world, the human mind is
also progressing, and the possibilities of this progress
are limitless. However, the preachers of religion are still
saying that religion is the name of irrationality and
nonsense. And religious way of life is just following
tradition, and accepting by mouth what the heart is not
satisfied with.155
In this chapter, Fateh{puri@’s critique of the ulama@ will be
compared with that of Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n’s views on the issue.
Sayyid Ah{mad was the first person in the sub-continent to come
out openly against the ulama@. He questioned their views and also,
gave his own viewpoint on religious questions. Although, he was
more of an educationist and reformer, his views on the ulama@ can
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provide a useful background to Fateh{puri@’s thought.
Zaman has argued that the ulama@ have functioned as the
custodians of change throughout Islamic history, and that they have
always been experimenting and adapting themselves to the times,
while acting as the guardians of tradition. What the modernists
were asking for was a complete break from the past; things had
been changing whether or not the modernists asked for it.156
Fateh{puri@ did seem to be looking for a break from past traditions.
He said clearly:

The reason for the lack of mental progress among
Muslims, is following of religious traditions, and for that
the responsibility rests squarely on the shoulders of our
ulama@.157
Fateh{puri@ did not seem to find any good in the ulama@ class, nor
did he see much change originating from within their ranks. He
was forthrightly asking for major changes in beliefs and practices.
However, he was not against past traditions as such. He believed
that Muslim theology was based on the reasoning employed by
people of a certain time-period; however, in the present age those
beliefs and practices should be re-thought, and if the past reasons
for doing things a certain way were still valid, they should be
continued. By teaching people that whatever thinking needed to
be done had been done already, the ulama@, according to Fateh{puri@,
were stunting the mental, material and spiritual growth of the
Muslim masses.
Fateh{puri@ was not objectively arguing the relative merits and
demerits of having the ulama@ class. He was striking right at the
root by saying that the Prophet (pbuh) was never in favour of
priesthood. If Islam as a religion has never been in favour of there
being a class of people to interpret religion for the masses, then
why did it have priesthood? Why was it that some people were
allowed to define Islam for everyone else? It is true, he admitted,
that not everyone can become an ‘a@lim or make a thorough study
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of everything related to the religion. However, Fateh{puri@ asked: Is
wisdom (‘ilm ) defined by reading only the books in Dars-i Niza@mi@
and refusing to think afresh?
Fateh{puri@ examined what it meant to be an ‘a@lim and concluded
that going to a religious seminary, following a particular course
and acquiring a little knowledge of fiqh and h{adi@th, is not the
definition of ‘ilm. Furthermore, if this knowledge makes the person
arrogant or caused him to feel superior to other people (as he thought
the ulama@ felt), then it was obviously worthless. He explained what
being an ‘a@lim meant for him:

If being an ‘a@lim means an understanding of nature; if it
denotes a person who gives the lesson of sacrifice, by
setting aside the worldly luxuries in the quest for reform
of his community and his nation... If it means a person
who does only the things that God has prescribed, and
by doing so, become an example for other people…158
He argued that the ulama@ of his time did not live up to the
standard that he imagined for them. He suggested that, if before
reforming others, they ought to try to reform themselves.159
The reason why progressive ideas were not readily acceptable
to the ulama@ or even generally among the Muslim masses, according
to W.C. Smith, was not only that “psychologically men are
uncomfortable with mental novelty, but also because socially certain
groups of men would not benefit, or imagine that they would not
benefit, from social change.”160 This is something Fateh{puri@ also
felt, he said that people develop a vested interest in how things are,
and therefore, any change is aggressively resisted.

ULAMA@ – ISLAM, SOCIETY AND REASON
Fateh{puri@ believed that there was no conflict between reason
and revelation, since the Qur’an enjoins man to think and to reason,
and because thinking and reasoning will lead to the same conclusions
that the Qur’an has propounded. In his view, the only contention
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arose because some people, the ulama@, thought they knew best what
Islam is all about and did not want people to exercise their reason
as this would dislodge them from their comfortable position of
being interpreters of Islamic scriptures. To quote him:

There is no actual fight between ‘ilm and maz{h{ ab (religion)
because if the purpose of religion is only worship of God,
then tell me which ‘ilm in the world does not reach this
conclusion. No, this fight is about those people who are
so self-worshipping that they deny God.161
Fateh{puri@’s belief that reason ultimately confirmed the truths
of religion was in consonance with the standpoint of the
Mu’tazilites, one of the earliest schools of Islamic theology. These
scholars believed that people can discern from their own reason
what is good and ought to be done and what is evil and ought to be
avoided, and that the revelation only encourages them to do what
they already know. Acts are good because of their intrinsic worth
and not just because God says they are. If there was no human
standard of judgment, then God could have been as despotic as He
wanted and people would have had to accept whatever He might
say or do as good; but since we can discern good from evil on our
own, we can fully appreciate His goodness and understand the
reasons behind His commandments.162
There had been many advocates of progress and change, like
Sayyid Ah{mad, Shibli@, and Iqbal, but even they did not go as far as
Fateh{puri@ in clearly assigning an upper hand to reason. No one was
arguing for rationalism in the subcontinent like him. It was very
important, Fateh{puri@ thought, that Muslims think rationally on
Islam. Islam should not be an impediment to the progress of
Muslims, but the reason why they progress.
Fateh{puri@ did go to extremes with his logic sometimes, and
stated views that clearly could not have been acceptable to most
Muslims. However, his basic philosophy was very attractive to any
educated mind: Real belief comes with knowing. Knowledge of
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why one is doing what he/she is supposed to be doing simply makes
more sense. If one is a believer and is praying to one God, Who is
Omnipresent, Omnipotent and All-knowing, how does it matter
how one prays and in what language. The fact that one prays five
times a day in a certain way is in itself, not an indicator of belief.
Sayyid Ah{mad argued that there is a distinction between
religious values and the principles on which a society is organized.
The fundamental religious values are unchanging through time and
place but a society is different in each new age and location.163 He
justified the use of reason by saying that he was employing it in
the social domain. Shaista Azizalam points out that Sayyid Ah{mad
felt the need for distinction between religion and society, because
he wanted the society to change and adopt Western ideas and
institutions, and argued that religion did not forbid a Muslim from
doing so, since social behaviour did not come within the ambit of
religion in the first place. Religion was immutable but belonged to
a personal domain.164
Fateh{puri@, unlike Sayyid Ah{mad, did not try to separate religion
from worldly matters. For him, working for material prosperity,
bringing about change and progress and making an effort to better
the world, were not secular but religious pursuits. He argued that
Islam enjoins individuals to work towards making a better society
and bringing about the reform of humankind. This made his position
even more challenging for the ulama@ ; since the latter also believed
that the domain of society and religion are the same, and that Islam
is a comprehensive way of life. Therefore, the radically different
interpretation that Fateh{puri@ brought to this proposition was even
more awkward for the ulama@ than the distinction that Sayyid Ah{mad
had made between society and religion.

THE QUESTION OF H{ADI@TH
And since the books of h{adi@th are filled with irrational
things, therefore, only two approaches remain: either I
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accept them as the sayings of the Prophet and insult him
by doing so, or I reject the ah{adi@th and allow myself to
be labelled as the “Denier of Bukhari@”.165 And since I
consider the character of the Prophet to be beyond
Bukhari@ etc., so, it is very obvious why I cannot be
convinced by the ah{adi@th.166
Fateh{puri@’s major point of contention with the ulama@, which
started as far back as his schooldays, was over the question of the
h{adi@th. He was very sure that not every h{adi@th, just because it was
in Bukhari@, or Muslim,167 was correct. Some of the ah{adi@th, even to
Fateh{puri@’s then young mind, sounded simply childish and could
not possibly represent the sayings of the Prophet (pbuh). When he
was young, he wanted to get the answers to his questions from his
teachers, but he was always silenced and told that using reason and
‘aql in religion is the work of non-believers.168
Hence the first fatwa of kufr (heresy, unbelief) for him came in
his youth, provoked simply by the fact that he asked questions,
which was supposedly the work of unbelievers. He was even forced
to think that if his teachers were really Muslim, then he definitely
was not, especially since for them Islam meant following tradition
(taqli@d) blindly – a taqli@d that he suspected was not even of the
Prophet (pbuh). Even in his youth, he realized that his teachers
were not trying to understand the spirit of the Prophet’s (pbuh)
teachings, but only follow what was written in Bukhari@ or Muslim.
Fateh{puri@ believed that a real state of belief does not come until a
person thinks for himself and reaches a conclusion.169
There is an anonymous article on the subject of h{adi@th in the
January 1959 issue of Niga@r, written by “A Muslim,” that based on
language and style of presentation, appears to be Fateh{puri@’s work.
This article is very stringent in its criticism of Muslim dependency
on h{adi@th. Although the author acknowledged that there was need
for h{adi@th and that not everything was clear from the Qur’an, he
argued that it would be assuming too much to think that the Qur’an
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could not be understood without the h{adi@th. The article argued that
most of the h{adi@th were fabricated and gave various instances to
prove it. It went even to the extent of saying that the fabrication
started with the companions of the Prophet (pbuh) themselves.170

FATEH{PURI@ AND ULAMA@ AS A CLASS
At this point in time, the group of ulama@ is only a fossil,
and there is no use for them in the business of life, in
today’s world.171
Fateh{puri@ was quite impudent in his stance against the ulama@
and did not mince words when speaking about them. His major
grudge was that they, by promoting a certain worldview, denied
the flexibility of interpretation inherent in the Qur’an. His argument
was that the ulama@ did not acknowledge that even their worldview
was an interpretation made at a certain point of time, at a certain
place and by certain people. Why then, Fateh{puri@ asked, did it have
to remain stagnant and impervious to rethinking by people of a
different age or a different place? He reasoned that this was because
this view suited their class interests, and the more ritualistic the
religion, the more there was need for the ulama@ as a class.
What needs to be clarified here is that, Fateh{puri@ was not
targeting any particular group within the ulama@ or a particular
ideology or sect. What he was against was the discouragement of
thinking and reasoning propagated by the ulama@ as a class. It seems
that Sayyid Ah{mad had similar views with regard to the ulama@. He
believed that the interests and outlook of the ulama@ were very
similar, inspite of the divergences in religious knowledge and social
status. Thus, it was possible for them to be regarded as a class.172
The term ulama@-i ka@ra@m means “respected scholars of Islam,”
but wherever Fateh{puri@ used it, he was being sarcastic; he was
usually addressing the maula@na@ /maulawi (a primary school teacher
in an Islamic madrasa), or the ima@m (the one who leads prayer in a
local mosque). Sometimes he did mean scholar, but he was not
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usually employing the term with respect. Maulana Ashraf ‘Ali@
Tha@navi (1863-1943 A.D.) and Maulana Abdul Ma@jid Daryaba@di@
(1892-1977 A.D.) were truly scholars, and he did exchange views
and answer questions raised by them. However, he included them
with other maulavis and maula@na@s, since he believed that all of
them together, as a class, were against rethinking.
Unlike the Shi’a religious elite, the Sunni ulama@ are not
generally organized or hierarchal, and Sunni Muslims do not have
to follow them. The Sunni ulama@ in South Asia are generally
structured in two layers. The first group is trained in Islamic
religious sciences, is associated with research-based institutions
and issue juridical opinions (fatwas) on religious, political and social
issues, while the second group is of local maulavis who either teach
in madrasas or lead prayers in local mosques. These are a dispersed
lot and usually have no formal affiliation to any institution. The
Muslim masses are generally more influenced by the latter, as they
live amongst the people. Although in principle, the masses do not
have to accept all their religious views, nevertheless since most
people do not study religion for themselves, and since maulavis
had done nothing but study religion, their word is accepted without
question.

THE DICHOTOMY BETWEEN THE SPIRIT OF ISLAM AND
ITS PRACTICE
Fateh{puri@, like Sayyid Ah{mad, thought that there was a
difference between what he perceived “real” Islam to be, and that
which was practised. The latter had been tailored by the ulama@;
and the ulama@ were unwilling to accept any changes to it. Practising
Islam and being a Muslim meant certain things in the eyes of the
ulama@, and could not possibly denote anything else. Sayyid Ah{mad
said in a speech:
What I acknowledge to be the original religion of Islam
which God and the Messenger have disclosed, not that
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religion which the ulama@ and blessed maulvi@@s have
fashioned. I shall prove this religion to be true and this
will be the decisive difference between us and the
followers of other religions.173
Fateh{puri@ went even further and proclaimed that the ulama@ had
a vested interest in keeping the Muslim masses ignorant about the
“real” religion. The real religion insisted on good actions more than
prayer; that was based on a conscious decision to be good and do
good, and not on traditions which dictated what is good and had to
be done; and that meant making an effort in the path of progress
rather than blaming setbacks on fate. It was in ignoring this
interpretation of religion, according to Fateh{puri@, that the primacy
of the ulama@ was constructed. For this reason, they emphasized
trivial matters to control the people and involve them in issues
such as whether one should put the right foot forward when entering
the mosque, whether a man should wear a certain kind of pants
(pajama) and how a woman’s prayer is incomplete if some of her
hair is showing. Fateh{puri@ believed that the religion that had been
revealed to and practiced by Prophet Muh{ammad (pbuh) was not
restricted to these inconsequential issues.
Islam, for Fateh{puri@, gave the message of akhla@q, brotherhood
and peace. It is not overly concerned with what kind of pajamas
one wears. Sayyid Ah{mad also ridiculed the undue importance that
the ulama@ attached to such trivial questions.

These scholars have made people wonder what kind of
religion this is, which promises heaven if you wear
trousers two inches above your ankle and sends you to
hell if you wear it two inches below your ankle.174
Fateh{puri@ believed that in addition to distracting people with
useless questions, Arabic was another prime means through which
the ulama@ kept the Muslim masses away from “real” Islam in South
Asia. Genuine devotion could not possibly be produced in a language
one does not understand. Prayer can only be mechanical when the
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words in it are learnt by rote; it could not mean anything to a Muslim
who had not gone to madrasa and consequently had not learnt
Arabic.175 Of course, the way was open for that person to learn the
meaning of what he/she was reciting and make an effort to try to
understand the religion. However, it was very clear that most people
did not do so.
A consequence of the ulama@ losing touch with “real” religion,
according to Sayyid Ah{mad was that they had distanced religion
from the reach of the common man and created a space for
themselves between man and God.176 They were exploiting religion
to earn their livelihood. And since their interests were best served
by keeping things a certain way, all the ulama’@s energies were
directed towards doing so and into opposing any effort that would
constitute any real change or a return to “real” Islam, as Fateh{puri@
and Sayyid Ah{mad would have had it.177

“Maulaviyat” is not related to expertise in knowledge
and arts, but is indicative of a unique mentality which
closes the door of reasoning and understanding for
everyone except itself, and puts a veil on people’s minds,
while using the garb of religion to fulfill its basest
desires.178
According to Fateh{puri@, maulavi@s wished to restrict the meaning
of Islam to the extent that they could control. However, the real
meaning of Islam is much vaster – it is a universal religion and for
all time. And logically speaking, for being so, it has to be adaptable
and able to progress and answer questions raised at all times and in
all places. He said:

“Islam is merely the name of the progress and betterment
of mankind and it shapes itself into new shapes according
to the stage of humanity. If it is possible for the maulavi@s
to give such a vast understanding of Islam then I am sure
everyone is ready to accept it.”179
It was one of the principal criticisms of Sayyid Ah{mad that the
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ulama’@s primary concerns did not consist of anything that could be
of any social or material benefit to the Muslims. He asked:

Is this then the duty of the well-wishers of Islam that
like the self-claimed pi@r or h{azrat or maulavi@, he should
just sit and preach those things which are not needed
and earn the world by cunning and deceit, or work towards
those solutions which are actually needed by Muslims
and Islam itself.180
Bigotry was at the root of what Fateh{puri@ was opposed to, a
fact that Sayyid Ah{mad realized as well. The ulama@ just gave a list
of absolutes: one had to practice religion in a particular way and go
to heaven; the alternative was very clear. They made no effort
themselves nor did they encourage others to try to understand the
reasons behind the religious rituals. Fateh{puri@ thus explained:

My initial education was completed in the Dars-i Niza@mi@
course. For twenty-five years of my life, I got the chance
to study the maulavi@s. And I have reached the conclusion
that they say their prayer (nama@z) only for the sake of
the prayer. The meaning of religion in their thinking is
nothing but that the rituals of worship are accomplished
at a fixed time, in an established way. They do not care if
those rituals bring about any change in the heart and the
soul.181
As Sheila McDonough puts it, both reason and revelation warn
against bigotry, since the bigot becomes so wrapped up in his own
way of thinking that he refuses to see any other point of view. He
becomes incapable of dispassionate analysis and becomes
completely wrapped up in himself. For Sayyid Ah{mad, according
to McDonough, the antithesis of good behaviour was bigotry. It
was the most reprehensible characteristic, as close to sinning as
one can get. And Sayyid Ah{mad thought that it was not just the
ulama@ but common Muslims who had this characteristic; this,
according to him, was what prevented their progress.182
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Fateh{puri@ went to the extent of labelling this bigotry idolworship. He believed that idol-worship was discouraged in Islam,
because the worshipper bases all his happiness and fulfilment of
desires on being able to please the idol, and does not take
responsibility for his/her actions. If in today’s time, Muslims believe
that their faith and happiness is based on accomplishing some ritual,
then they are not being very different from an idol-worshipper. In
fact, he declared the ulama@ themselves to be the idols.

Idol-worship remains to this day in the world but no
longer in shapes of statues and idols. We have different
idols now, who live in khanqahs, who teach Qur’an and
Hadi@th in places of education, gives speeches in political
gatherings. They have brightly shining (nu@rani@) faces but
their hearts are black, they speak of God and His Prophet
but it is only an exhibition. They can only speak of God’s
wrath and detail the scenario of hell, but they can never
understand that it is man’s natural duty to do good, with
or without the fear of hell. These are the idols that we
need to break at this time, these are today’s la@t wa mana@t
(Arabs used to believe in these idols before Prophet’s
time).183

ULAMA@ AND REFORM
One of the primary aims of Islam, according to Fateh{puri@, was
the reform of humankind. The one major achievement of the Prophet
(pbuh), he reiterated, was the reform of his society. Moreover, as
we noted earlier, he considered the Prophet (pbuh) to be before the
Qur’an and God Himself. Since the Prophet (pbuh) was a tangible
form of Islam, his actions defined how Islam should be lived.
Fateh{puri@ wondered what the Prophet (pbuh) must have been
thinking on those days when he went to the cave known as Hira@
before the advent of Islam. In his view the Prophet (pbuh) must
have been very disconcerted with the society in which he lived, its
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idol worship, infanticide, immoral behaviour and absolute
materialism. Islam brought with it the reform of society, a sense of
community beyond tribal affiliations, and a feeling of brotherhood.
The Prophet (pbuh) time and again demonstrated the importance
of community, by going out of the way to accommodate everyone.184
Shibli@@ Nu‘ma@ni@ held a similar view that the Prophet’s (pbuh)
main concern was the refinement of morals (tadhi@b al-akhla@q), and
added that since the Prophet (pbuh) did not explain their natural
causation, then the domain of nature and prophecy must be
different.185 This viewpoint was opposed to that of Sayyid Ah{mad,
who considered good behaviour to be what was in consonance with
nature. He argued that “the only criterion for the truth of the
religions which are present before us is whether the religion [in
question] is in correspondence with the natural disposition of man,
or with nature.”186
Fateh{puri@ agreed more with Sayyid Ah{mad on this point.
However, he, like Shibli@@, emphasized that Islam’s primary concern
was the reform of humankind. Then whatever is Islamic should be
in consonance with human nature in order to work effectively with
humankind.187 For this reason the ulama@s stance against any kind
of reform of society or to how religion was practiced in it, was
considered un-Islamic by Fateh{puri@. For him, it was against the
basic reason why Islam came, and against the Prophet’s (pbuh)
reformist agenda.

FATEH{PURI@ AND THE ULAMA@
Fateh{puri@ was much maligned by the ulama@ for his views; he
was referred to as an unbeliever (ka@fir, mulh{id, dehriya) on numerous
occasions. He faced stringent criticism and, in his own words: “no
avenue to slander me was left unexplored.”188 Fateh{puri@ though
ridiculed this and said that it was only because the ulama@ were not
capable of answering questions raised that they had to silence their
opponents. He was further heartened by the fact that all the famous
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names in South Asian Islam in his day who were advocating some
kind of change – such as Sayyid Ah{mad, Allama@ Iqba@l, Shibli@@
Nu‘ma@ni@, Ghula@m Ah{mad Parvez (1903-1986), etc. – received a
fatwa of unbelief (kufr) against them. This did not stop the
modernists from continuing with their work, and people who agreed
with them continued to do so.
Although there are a number of similarities between Sayyid
Ah{mad’s and Fateh{puri@’s respective critiques of the ulama@, there is
one fundamental difference. Sayyid Ah{mad had a reformist agenda
separate from this critique which he was trying to promote. By
pointing out the weaknesses of the ulama @ , he was also
simultaneously pointing out the strengths of his own movement.
When he said that the ulama@ had lost touch with real Islam and
were unfit to be the representatives of Muslim religious opinion,
he in effect meant that he was fit for this task.189
Fateh{puri@, on the other hand, had no other personal or reformist
agenda. He was simply promoting reason and rethinking; that in
itself was his movement. This was his strength as well as his
weakness – strength since he really believed what he was saying
and had no ulterior motive, and weakness since he did not suggest
any alternative. What did thinking rationally ultimately mean?
Exactly in what direction was he driving Muslim society? If the
ulama@ were all wrong in everything, and if, therefore, there was no
need for such a class; then what would replace them? Would each
man become his own maulavi@ ? This does not seem very likely.
The above questions may well explain why most South Asian
Muslims were ready to accept the maulavi@s and their much more
“restricted meaning of Islam,” and why Fateh{puri@, despite his
broader interpretation had such a limited impact. Another obvious
factor is that the ulama@ were naturally more institutionalized; they
constituted a whole class of people spread all across South Asia.
They had a specific agenda, a worldview and customs that formed
a continuum from the past. It was simply easier to follow them
than to take Fateh{puri@ seriously and think afresh about everything.
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An equally important reason was that of breadth of influence. The
ulama@ were capable of reaching the farthest corners of South Asia,
while Fateh{puri@ was speaking only to the intelligentsia and educated
people through the medium of a magazine; his impact, therefore,
was of a different type and at a different level.

EXPERIMENTING WITH NEW IDEAS
The ulama@ seemingly and Indian Muslims in general were
infected with a defeatist mentality that did not let them experiment
with new ideas. This, in itself, was a modern phenomenon. It came
over the psyche of Indian Muslims once they had formally shifted
from constituting the ruling classes to being the ruled. Sayyid
Ah{mad had written extensively on this topic. His own family
fortunes were completely ruined. He took the path of confrontation
as well as assimilation, but for most people a sort of inferiority
complex developed. They wanted to preserve what they could of
their glorious history, but in doing so were actually preventing new
glorious histories from being made. Sayyid Ah{mad considered this
bigotry, while Fateh{puri@ saw it just as an attitude that prevailed
because of historical reasons and could be overcome by fresh
thinking. Fateh{puri was questioning this defeatist mentality, and
forcing people to ask questions so that they could progress. For
him, it was an Islamic act to work towards progress.
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5
Islam is for Progress

There have been some religions who have insisted that
an individual’s sole aim is improvement of his/her soul
and s/he only has to face problems and obstacles in this
world for that, but Islam never said that. Islam’s religious
outlook was based on this world, and dealt with all issues
that one will face here, if it spoke of brotherhood and
compassion, it also spoke of fighting against your
enemies, if it spoke of the purity of your actions and
improvement of your soul for a good afterlife it also said
that ‘one who lives like a blind man in this world will
live likewise in the afterlife’.190
Fateh{puri@ firmly believed that the religion of Islam did not
encourage being ascetic, or being religious to an extent where you
ignored your prosperity in this world. For him, religion asked for
both material and spiritual progress. In fact, during the time of
Prophet (pbuh) himself, Islam started conquering other lands and
spreading far, which it continued to do for centuries; he asked if it
is possible now to say that it was an irreligious act, and that they
should have stayed where they were and continued worship. Also,
when the early Muslims encountered new philosophies, like Greek
and Persian, they studied them and answered questions pertaining
to Islam, raised by scholars of that knowledge. However, he believed
that today’s Islamic scholars have stopped learning and
experimenting and thus progressing, and they just thought that
doing the established way of worship, is all there is to Islam. It was
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enough to attain paradise, and that was the only goal of a Muslim.
Fateh{puri@ insisted that this was not the case, Islam asked for living
in peace and harmony in this world, to progress and most
importantly, to think.

LIFE HERE OR HEREAFTER
Islam never said, do good and do not acknowledge it. It
told us to spread all over the world. It told us to do good
actions and take benefit from them in this world. And it
told us that whatever we get in the afterlife depends on
what we do in this life, and the foundation of heaven is
on this earth.191
Fateh{puri@ believed that Islam is a rational and progressive
religion which promotes both material and spiritual progress, and
is not just a list of do’s and don’ts (hara@m–hala@l). There are reasons
behind its instructions. Islam is not solely concerned with the
hereafter, or with the notion that whatever one does on earth will
yield rewards and punishments in the afterlife, as the ulama@ teach.
Islam, according to him, wants people to make this earth a paradise,
and right now. It urges everyone to think for themselves, to discern
good from bad, and to take the initiative in promoting peace and
brotherhood. It teaches people to be part of this world and progress
with it, while having a moral compass in the form of religion, which
reminds them of God and of doing good deeds.
In Fateh{puri@’s view, it is an Islamic act to reform the society
one lives in and to participate in the activities of the world to better
it. He said categorically: “Islam is the first religion that gave equal
importance to both spirituality and worldly affairs.” 192 He
emphasized that this world could become a paradise if all work
towards it. He wrote that Muslims have to spread Islam and progress
in the world, using progress almost as a synonym of Islam, and
specified that this progress must not only be spiritual but material.193
Fateh{puri@ argued that if Islam and its believers throughout history
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had only believed that what they were doing was for the sake of
life in the hereafter, they would never have conquered new countries,
interacted with new cultures, or brought about a new civilization.

Some people think that human progress is different from
worldly material progress and they think that Islam’s
purpose was not to form some kind of kingdom or
government but that is not only ignoring what happened
in the history but is simply against Islam’s teachings,
because after all the Prophet and the pious Caliphs fought
wars and converted people, the spoils of war were
distributed among the Muslim soldiers, a treasury of the
wealth of the occupied territories was made, and this was
because they wanted to form an Arab or Muslim state in
the world. And this was not a crime because after all a
community can improve only with progress, and that
progress pertains to worldly progress.194
This is one fact that Sayyid Ah{mad likewise took pains to point
out. Muslim theologians and philosophers assimilated many ideas
from Greek philosophy. They were ever willing to understand and
experiment with knowledge and culture wherever they found them,
and even use them to answer questions related to their own religion.
When a person from a new land asked them questions related to
Islam, they tried to present a logical and rational argument in favour
of Islam, taking even the knowledge and culture of that person into
consideration. To quote Sayyid Ah{mad:

You know well that in our time a new wisdom and
philosophy have spread. Their tenets are entirely different
from those of the former wisdom and philosophy. They
are as much in disagreement with the tenets of ordinary
present-day Islam as the tenets of Greek wisdom and
philosophy were with the tenets of customary Islam
during their time… Yet the Muslim scholars of that time
accepted them like religious tenets.195
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Chira@gh ‘Ali@ (1844-1895), one of the foremost scholars in the
Aligarh movement who re-examined the sources of Islamic Law
and advocated reform of Islamic legal and political institutions,
also had his own definition of Islam which seems to have been
quite close to that of Fateh{puri:

Islam is capable of progress, and possesses sufficient
elasticity to enable it to adapt itself to the social and
political changes going on around it. The Islam, by which
I mean the pure Islam as taught by Muh{ammad in the
Qur’a@n, and not that Islam as taught by Muh{ammadan
Common Law, was itself a progress and a change for the
better. It has the vital principles of rapid development,
of progress, of rationalism, and of adaptability to new
circumstances.196
It seems as if both Fateh{puri@ and Chira@gh ‘Ali@ were expressing
similar views. Islam meant “progress” for those who were seeking
a way to deal with modernity. They did not want to put Islam on
the backburner, as though it were a relic from the past, and adopt
full-fledged European modernity. They wanted Islam itself to adapt
to contemporary circumstances. They wanted to find justification
for their modern views in Islam, and believed that they found them.
Ghulam Ahmad Parwez, a younger contemporary, of Fateh{puri@
also took up the issue, and in his opinion, “world to come” could
mean “future” in general.

“The expression “the goods of the world to come” should
be understood to mean that profit which is gathered in
order to supply the needs of future generations of men.
The Koran says that any individual (or nation) who works
only for transitory profit (that is, only for his own personal
well-being) may achieve present well-being, but that his
future (the world to come) will not be bright. As opposed
to this, the true life is one in which all human efforts are
not exhausted in achieving immediate pleasures but in
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which efforts are made to provide for the well-being of
the future generations of mankind.”197
This was a very bold interpretation, where even the idea of a
super-natural “world to come” was completely discarded. Fateh{puri@,
was not in favour of the theory of hereafter either, though, he did
not interpret the meaning in quite this way. He was in fact, bolder;
he wanted to make this earth a paradise, and now. He believed that
it was quite possible if people started thinking rationally, leave
aside their petty squabbles, and work towards the progress of all. It
was his strong stand that this was possible through Islam and its
teachings.
The sad part is that our ulama@-i kara@m, have accepted
only roza and nama@z out of the teachings of Islam, but
have ignored the qualities that Islam wanted to create
through worship – good actions and a passion to progress.
They remember the fire of hell and the houris of heaven,
but they have ignored the reality that the fire in hell is
just another face of the humiliation faced by a community
in this world, and the indulgence of heaven which is called
a houri, is only a name for progress, through which a
group can make this world a heaven.198
BELIEF IN PROGRESS
Fateh{puri@ stated as a matter of fact in various places in his
writings, that religion was not a whim of God, it was created to
fulfill some need of mankind. Humanity needed to be told, what is
right, what is wrong, how to make their lives better, as well as
make a place in their lives for remembering their Creator.
Religion was born to fulfill the needs of humankind, and
with our changing needs it should also change. Earlier
when the societal status or level of progress was limited
to some sections of society or some communities, then
the views of religion were also limited, and needed to
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be, but when our cultural domain has become so vast,
when the differences between the West and East have
been erased, and man has become the “vice-regent of God
on earth” in real terms and has conquered all of earth,
religion should also become vaster. Its aims should
become higher. And its principles should likewise be
expanded, so that the more discriminating generations
are not faced with questions concerning mosques, but all
of humanity has the same centre.199
In a similar vein, he wrote in another article:
It is an obvious truth that, people have not been born for
religion, but religion has been born for people, meaning
therefore that religion in itself means nothing, but it is a
state that is born out of man’s mental understanding,
cultural environment and social system. Therefore, no
religion can claim that its laws are capable of working in
the same way in all times and in all nations.200
The theme of his writing was the same, religion was born to
fulfill requirements of humankind of a time-period, now that those
needs have changed with the progress of the world, religion itself
should change to suit those needs. Islam he believed was flexible,
and had a message that was adaptable to different circumstances.
It is because Muslims choose to misunderstand Islam, according to
Fateh{puri@, that the community was not progressing anywhere in
the world. He said that earlier the same prayer and fasting used to
fill Muslims with such enthusiasm, such a passion to progress and
to go far and wide. Why is it today, it is just a ritual, and does not
inspire one to better oneself and the world.

Look at the entire Qur’an, scan every verse, every word,
mention of education and positive action is extensive. It
teaches worship, gives lessons on reform and piety,
instructs one to think and deliberate, emphasizes
thoughtfulness and council: in fact, every saying is based
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on this same principle of progress, and nowhere does it
declare ritualistic worship without meaning, as the
purpose. Nama@z points to this same way, roza@ teaches
this same humanistic approach and compassion, even
zaka@ t gives the lesson of the same kindness and
consideration, Hajj’s purpose is the same intensity of
action, and jihad against nafs (ego/self-centeredness) and
materialism is the name of this same hard-work, sacrifice,
and a feeling of advancement, and it is the basis of
akhla@q.201
Fateh{puri@ tried to bring together modern advancements with
Islamic history, to show how advanced early Muslims had been.
The passion to progress has always been a part of Islam, according
to him. He wrote:

It has been mentioned that the most significant issue that
hurt religion was Darwin’s theory of evolution, and even
in this regard Islam seems notable, because the person
who first mentioned this issue was a person from Islam,
Al Fa@ra@bi@; and long before Darwin, Ibn-Sina, Ibn Bajah,
had already discussed the theory of evolution to a large
extent.
It is possible that today’s Maulavi might consider it kufr
and ilha@d, and remember the earlier Islamic philosophers
with the titles of ka@fir and mulhid, but according to my
study, in the Qur’an itself this idea has been referred to.
Just because today this idea is attached to the name of
Darwin, therefore, Muslims find it hard to accept, and
ulama@-i kara@m ridicule it. However, if their viewpoint
had been wider, they would have realized that the honour
of propounding this theory lies within members of the
Islamic community, and Qur’an itself points in this
direction.202
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Fateh{puri@ believed that a number of issues can be seen
similarly, “Not just this issue, but any issue that can seem
to be antithetical to religion at a fundamental level, very
illustrative examples are found in the Qur’an, and
humanity even after reaching the heights of progress
cannot shake these.203
The same spirit and passion for progress that was found among
early Muslims could be developed again, according to him, if a
process of re-interpretation was started, taking the current level of
knowledge and material development into consideration. This was
opposed to the views of ulama@. The ulama@ could not envisage a
change in how people practice religion, and experimentation in
religion was a concept quite incomprehensible to them. The religion
as it was practised then; was how it should stay. The need for
progress in religion was just not felt by them.
However, the question can be raised that maybe the ulama@ were
defending the practice of Islam from change, because they did not
want their culture and social system to be Westernized. Therefore,
Fateh{puri@ clarified that he was not promoting a blind acceptance
of Western culture and ideas, and not even saying that what was
happening in the world then, was what he meant by progress and
improvement. All he was asking for is that people think about what
they are doing, why they are doing it and look for ways to better it
and thus, progress.

One group says that what has been there for a long time,
that is old, is worthy of respect…. The other group is the
enemy of anything old and in favour of what is happening
currently, according to them there was nothing sensible
in older times, and nature had saved all its blessings for
today’s times. Both of them are wrong. Neither all the
things in olden times were bad, nor is everything we have
today, good. Truth and sincerity have always been one
and we cannot divide it into old and new. It has always
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remained the same and will always remain the same, and
that is what we should search for.204
Fateh{puri@ also clarified that by material progress, he did not
mean just fulfilling one’s baser instincts of getting food, wealth
and property, but he was talking of a wider concept.
The true goal of life is happiness… It is clear that by this
happiness, I do not mean only the happiness that comes
from eating and drinking, nor physical comfort and luxury,
but it is a sublime happiness, it is the happiness that
comes from doing one’s duty, the feeling that comes from
doing good to others, living according to nature, and
which is born out of an incorporeal feeling, and which
comes from the freedom of thought and conscience.205
He believed that the ulama@ do not understand this aspiration
for happiness, but consider it to be antithetical to religion.

However, you will see that there is one such group in the
world that does not accept desire for happiness, that looks
down upon the freedom of thought and expression, this
group calls itself people of religion and spirituality. This
group considers the feeling of happiness to be brought
about by Satan. Its desires are related to another world,
which it calls “life after death”. It says that God has
chosen him for his “glorification and analysis” his tongue
has been reserved only for speaking God’s words, but in
reality these words are born out of his own heart and
soul.206
For this progress and happiness to come about, Fateh{puri@
considered it essential that there be freedom of expression and
action, and people not be bound by cultural and religious practices.

If we accept that “thought and action” are the basis for a
country’s progress and happiness, and not just ordinary
happiness but real, natural and sincere happiness, then it
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is necessary that the “thought and action” of the world
should be totally free.207
It is possible to achieve progress at a purely materialistic level,
where everyone is competing aggressively in order to earn more
money or more success. However, this is not what he meant. He
did mean materialistic success but in a more decent and natural
manner, where everyone respected each other.
It is the natural right of man to progress, but what is the
meaning of progress? It is necessary to understand that.
On this, there are two clear directions: either a group
accepts progress in a wholesome way, by being polite,
etc. or by animal-like ignorant behaviour.208
This brings us back to Fateh{ p uri@ ’s concept of social
responsibility. In conclusion, it can be said that he believed in
material and spiritual progress, with social responsibility to be the
ultimate goal of every Muslim. He said that if we agree with the
religious scholars that religion has been perfected and there is no
more scope for novelty, it should be possible to prove it.

It is completely true that the final lesson which could
have been given on akhla@qiyat has been given, and the
world does not need any religion now. But the question
is can man prove this reality by his actions, any argument
or petition? Can they satisfy the rest of humanity by this
claim? 209
Since it is not possible to prove this by the current state of
Muslim society, the only things to do is to strive for change, and
progress.
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6
Fateh{
h{puri@i@ on the Role of Women in Society

It is possible for a woman to be more hardworking and
diligent than a man in the field of action, where progress
happens. It is also not impossible that, in the field of
knowledge and talent, she should lead (us) to phenomenal
expansion by her inventions and discoveries. But if her
akhla@q (morals) are not high, and if she has forgotten her
real femininity, then all her progress is useless.210
One of Niya@z Fateh{puri@’s major concerns was the reform of
Indian Muslim society. He emphasised that the purpose of religion
was to inspire one to do good deeds, work towards progress, and
ultimately, to build a better society. He addressed the issue of
women in the same vein. His comments regarding the education
and employment of women were based on what their effect would
be on society. He wrote specific articles on the issue of confinement
(purdah ), women’s education and working women, and also
commented on them as part of larger societal concerns. He also
wrote a book on the women companions of the Prophet (pbuh),
called S{ah{a@biyya@t, whose purpose was to provide good role models
for the girls and women of his time.
This chapter argues that, although it may seem that Fateh{puri@’s
interpretation of religion was radically opposed to accepted Islamic
ideas and practices – as if he were determined to challenge
everything about it – this was, however, not universally the case.
Sometimes, he accepted the reasoning behind traditional Islamic
practices. One of the instances of this was his views on the role of
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women. One might expect a modernist like him to be at the forefront
in promoting secular education and professional employment for
women. However, Fateh{puri@ did not do so. He did promote
education for women, but he had a clearly defined curriculum in
mind for them; if they were to be educated in a mainstream school,
it could be done only under certain conditions. He defined the role
of women in a very traditional way, i.e., that women were made to
give solace and bring about peace in the family. If it is the husband’s
duty to earn money, then it is a woman’s duty to invest it wisely, to
educate the children well and to take care of her husband.211 It is
perhaps to the credit of Fateh{puri@ that he judged each issue on its
own merit, and if the modern view was not rational to his
understanding, then he adopted the traditional one.

NATURAL ORDER
Why was it so difficult for a person like Fateh{puri@ to see women
as having a role outside the home? Why was it so irrational that,
uncharacteristically for him, he had to adopt the traditional view
to a certain extent? If all that women had to do was to run a
household wisely and effectively, why did he even say that they
needed to be educated? What kind of equality of the sexes was he
talking about?
To Fateh{puri@, however, complete gender equality in theory,
coupled with only limited education for most women in practice,
made perfect sense. He explained it by his theory of doing things
according to the laws of nature. According to him, nature has perfect
balance; it has designed a certain person to do a certain thing, and
another to do another. Within the same gender there may be some
people who are good at technical work, some others at intellectual
tasks, and still others at creative pursuits. If within one gender
there are so many differences, and since nature has created two
genders that are so different in looks, behaviour and ways of
thinking, then why is it that we expect them to do the same things
and behave in the same way.212
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Fateh{puri believed that there is perfect division of labour in
nature and that every human being is created to do a certain job.
“If the aim of nature had been that women do exactly the same
thing that men do, there would have been no need for a separate
gender.”213 Since nature had different plans for both genders, it made
them totally different; for this reason, they look and act differently
from each other.
Nature intended a man to be the provider for the family and so
endowed him with a mind and body capable of bringing about
material prosperity to the family, according to Fateh{puri. Likewise,
it made a woman capable of bringing about peace in the family
through her natural ability to give solace. If women think they are
equal to men, they have every right to do so, but that does not
mean that they have to start doing what men do. Fateh{puri@ thought
that women are equal to men because their role in society is as
important as that of men.214
He further explained that he in no way regarded a woman’s
intellect or ability to be any less than that of a man. He had seen
female doctors and lawyers work as hard as men and do as good a
job. Even in early Islamic times, women who were expert in a
science or skill were encouraged to further themselves in it. It was
acceptable for women to excel in whatever they are good at, but in
the process of doing so, they should not lose their femininity or
forget the role that nature has assigned to them.215
This was something that the traditional ulama@ and Fateh{puri
had somewhat in common, although on almost every other issue he
differed from them strongly. “The teachings of the ulama@, grounded
in Qur’an and Hadith, were striking in the significant respect that
they did not elaborate a difference between women and men. There
was ofcourse the crucial difference of role that placed women
squarely in the home. But in terms of essential nature and potential,
women and men were regarded as one.”216
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LEGACY OF MUSLIM WOMEN’S CONTRIBUTION
In spite of Fateh{puri@’s view that women belonged at home, he
acknowledged their achievements in all walks of life, and pointed
out that many of them have been inventors and creative thinkers.
He seemed very aware that he was dealing with a patriarchal society
and that it would mostly be men who would read his articles, so he
took pains to point out that men should not think that all material
development in the world was due to their efforts alone, women
have contributed equally. They have contributed directly by their
skills and knowledge, as well as indirectly by giving support to
men in whatever they were doing.217 He especially pointed to Islamic
history, where women, since the beginning, played an important
role and faced the same, if not greater hardships, that the male
companions of the Prophet (pbuh) faced when they converted. He
wrote a book on the lives of the s{ah{a@biyya@t,218 which was meant
not only to give Muslim girls good role models to follow in their
lives, but also to educate men about the contributions of women in
Islamic history.
WOMEN: SYMBOL OF HONOUR
When Muslim traditionalists as well as reformers take it for
granted that a woman is equal to a man in her abilities, it seems
strange that they see her role as being restricted to the home. Part
of the reason for this might be the concept of honour (izzat). A
woman was considered to be the honour of the household, so that
if she had to go outside the house to earn, it reflected badly upon
the ability of the man in the household to provide for her and thus,
safeguard his honour. A man’s status in society depended on whether
he earned enough to maintain his family so that his wife did not
need to work. This also implied that seclusion (purdah) of women
was an ashra@f 219 practice, meaning that only the prosperous could
afford to observe it.
Another important reason that Elizabeth Mann has suggested
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is the woman’s role in maintaining minority identity, where
“through her understanding of Islam and through men’s
understanding of her expected behaviour and status, a Muslim
woman in the north (northern India) is responsible for continually
renewing the foundations of a Muslim community and preserving
the fabric of a system of ideals. She is not only the embodiment of
this system, but the transmitter of its values…There is a sense of
women as the preservers of knowledge, the arbiters of social values,
the definers of social space.”220
Instead of the woman’s role at home being perceived as an
example of her “oppression,” it can actually be seen as indicative
of her enhanced status in that she has to be protected as the
“preserver of knowledge.” Similarly, man’s honour can be said to
lie in maintaining his family well, so that his wife does not need to
face hardships outside the home. Fateh{puri, though, was also
affected by the European idea of the oppression of women in the
East and he himself used the word “oppressed” (maz{lu@m) in
reference to them, but only in the context of women being forced
to stay inside the home and being denied an education. In his
opinion, they should be allowed to go outside and be educated
(within certain limitations).221 His use of the word “allowed”
reinforces the Western concept of men being the lord and master of
women in the East, but when Fateh{puri employed it in his argument,
it did not seem odd, because while writing he was taking it for
granted that he was dealing with a patriarchal society.

THE QUESTION OF PURDAH
The practice of purdah was still being debated in the Indian
Muslim scholarly circles at the time Fateh{puri@ was writing. He
campaigned against purdah as practised in India where women were
usually confined at home and even when allowed to go outside had
to be covered from head to toe in a burqa.222 This purdah, he argued,
was not even Islamic, as even in Arab countries women show their
face and attend congregational prayers.223 He took a novel approach
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in his campaign against purdah, declaring that women should not
be confined since it is bad for their health and consequently bad for
the health of the future generations of Muslims of whom they are
mothers. However, he placed limitations on this “freedom;” when
he said that they should enjoy social activities, he meant that they
should be allowed to go to women’s lectures and women-only
parties, and when he said that they should be allowed to go for
walks, he did not mean alone, but either with a man of the family
or a maid-servant. Hence, even in his campaign against purdah, he
did not stray too far from the traditional stance.224

EDUCATION OF WOMEN: AN ISLAMIC INJUNCTION
“Indeed all the Quranic verses which relate to education and
which advocate the acquisition of knowledge were directed to both
men and women alike.”225 What this means in terms of Indian
Muslim society is that every Muslim, man or woman of any section
of society, is supposed to be taught how to read the Qur’a@n (whether
they understand it or not) and to say their prayers correctly.
Therefore, most Muslims have a basic ability in reading texts written
in Arabic alphabet.
This is why the issue of whether women should be educated
was never raised, given that education was always considered a
virtue in the Muslim society, and for utilitarian reasons, “given
that educated women were better able to raise children, manage
their homes, improve their language, morals and religion (and so
perhaps their marital prospects as well), provide intelligent company
to their husbands (keeping them away from courtesans), and advance
their community in the world.”226
Even the traditionalists were concerned about the education of
women. An “unreformed, uneducated woman who did not know
Islamic doctrine, was caught up in expensive and corrupting
ceremonial practices and handled badly the responsibilities of her
everyday life”227 was considered an “enemy within.” The ulama@,
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according to Metcalf, “explicitly drew the line between the proper,
well-brought up Muslim woman and the ignorant one whether she
was rich and self-indulgent or poor and misguided.”228

THE CHAMPIONS OF FEMALE EDUCATION: ASHRA@F
MEN
A movement for the education of women and improving their
conditions had already developed in Muslim India before Fateh{puri@
began publishing his magazine Niga@r in 1922. Faisal Devji outlines
the chronology thus:

“In 1869 Nazir Ah{mad published his first novel promoting
women’s education titled the Mirat al-Arus; in 1874 Altaf
Husayn Hali produced the Majalis un-Nissa, a didactic
work on the benefits of female education; in 1896 a
women’s section was created at the Mohammadan
Educational Conference; in 1898 Mumtaz Ali began
publishing a women’s magazine called Tahzib-e Niswan;
in 1904 Shaikh Abdullah began another women’s journal,
Khatun; in 1905 was published Ashraf Ali Thanawi’s
monumental female curriculum, the Bahishti Zewar; and
in 1906 the Aligarh Zenana Madrassa was opened.”229
According to Devji, “late nineteenth century Muslim India (or
rather elite Muslim north India) witnessed the emergence of a
powerful new movement concerned with the reform of women’s
conditions.”230 Devji’s identification of Muslim India as represented
by the elite Muslims of north India is especially important. The
Indian Muslim scholars (mostly men) who were debating women’s
issues and their audience, were all ashra@f (of noble descent). The
effect of the Hindu caste system on how the Muslim community is
organised in India, is quite apparent here from the basic division of
society into the ashra@f and ajla@f (of low descent). The ashra@f mainly
consist of Muslims claiming ancestry from the Arabs (in hierarchal
order, from the Prophet’s (pbuh) family, from the Quraish tribe,
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the Ansar or the first three Caliphs) or from the Mughals (from
Iran, Turkey and Afghanistan). Higher caste Hindus who converted
to Islam also become part of the ashra@f, while the ajla@f are mainly
converts from the lower ranks of the Hindu caste system.231 The
division of society, though, is not as sharp among the Indian Muslims
as it is among the Hindus, since, for instance, there is no concept of
untouchability; also, a person from the ajla@f community, through
his education or material prosperity, can raise himself to a level
where he may marry among the ashra@f – the highest honour possible.
Fateh}puri and his audience were also from the ashra@f section
of Muslim society. This is illustrated, first of all, by the fact that he
was publishing a magazine and was therefore addressing himself
to the literate and intellectual segment of society. Also, his Urdu is
replete with Arabic and Persian – a sign of his basic ashra@f education
and, much less encountered in the commonly spoken language.
The role of women was seen by Fateh{puri@ primarily as the sole
concern of Muslim society, outside of British or Hindu influence.
Metcalf points out that “some Muslims engaged with the official
British discourse on women, much as Bengali Hindu reformers did,
but others, although still responding to the colonial context, forged
a more autonomous agenda.”232 Fateh{puri was one of the latter, but
it was not completely without parallel. Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n and
Alta@f Hussain H{ali, his predecessors, had somewhat similar views
with regard to the role of women.

MODERN EDUCATION: A THREAT TO THE IDEAL
MUSLIM WOMAN
The issue under debate was not education, but what kind of
education and to what level it should be given to women. Muslims
also asked: “Would not too much learning, going to school, and
perhaps associating with male teachers and students lead to
disobedience, immorality and a rejection of domesticity?”233
Fateh{puri expected the worst possible results if girls went
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unchecked to schools and colleges – disobedience, immorality and
rejection of domesticity were sure to be the result. He was not in
favour of girls going to school unless these were women-only
institutions. He was dissatisfied even with the idea of them going
to girls’ schools, since he believed that the atmosphere in those
schools was not conducive towards their developing moral values
but would instead influence them to behave and dress in a certain
way to be acceptable. He was against the ideas of feminism
inculcated in those schools which made girls look at everything
that was done in the family as an act of cruelty to them.234
His criticism was basically of the existing girls’ schools (mostly
missionary or government schools) which failed to teach students
the fundamental values of good behaviour and a@da@b (respect).235
He asked that proper Islamic girls’ schools be established by the
community, so that girls could be sent to school without any worries
on the part of the parents.236
This distaste for the government schools was also shared by
his predecessor, Sayyid Ah{mad Kha@n, who said, “I cannot blame
the Mohammedans for their disinclination towards Government
girls’ schools, and I believe that even the greatest admirer of female
education among European gentlemen will not impute blame to
the Mohammedans if he is only acquainted with the state of those
schools in this country.”237
Sayyid Ah{mad, however, was quite satisfied with education
percolating down to women, “When the present generation of
Mohammedan men is well educated and enlightened, the
circumstance will necessarily have a powerful though indirect effect
on the enlightenment of Mohammedan women, for enlightened
fathers, brothers, and husbands will naturally be most anxious to
educate their female relations.”238
Fateh{puri@, on the contrary, was in favour of direct education of
women at home and, if required and where possible, in schools. A
close parallel can be found in the thought of his predecessor Alta@f
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Hussain H{ali@, whose novel Maja@lis un-Nissa gave the message that,
“women should be educated because they are the real managers of
the household, the focus of family life, responsible for the early
training of the children.”239

AN IDEAL CURRICULUM
The fact that he was against the public schools, even when
they were girls-only, does not mean that Fateh{puri@ rejected
education for women as such; he put forward a scheme for educating
them. Their initial education should be at home, where they would
imbibe religious knowledge, learn Arabic and Persian and absorb
moral values. After reaching the age of thirteen, if the girl was
capable, she should be taught English, history, geography and
mathematics. And if such instruction was not possible at home,
she could be sent to school, but only if her judgement could be
trusted and she had been given a good moral grounding. By the
same token, if one could not be sure of her judgment or if she were
to start behaving waywardly after being admitted to a school, then
she should be kept at home.240
His inclusion of history, geography, mathematics and the
English language in the ideal curriculum for women is noteworthy.
Since learning these subjects had nothing to do with home life, it
can only be useful in a general educational sense, by making her
well-read and knowledgeable. The inclusion of these subjects is
something that the traditionalists campaigned against; they saw
no reason for women to learn those subjects. The traditionalists’
ideal curriculum, found in Maula@na@ Ashraf ‘Ali@ Tha@nvi@’s Bahishti
Zewar, first published in 1905, embodies modes of letter writing,
polite conversation, recipes, medicines, managing household
accounts, sewing, and the rules and regulations of religion.241

THE OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION
According to Fateh{puri@’s model of instruction, even if girls were
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not sent to school, they would not remain uneducated since they
would already have received religious education, learnt two
languages other than their mother tongue, and absorbed lessons of
good behaviour. Moreover, being educated in the Indian Muslim
context also meant being well-mannered and showing proper
respect. A person with a university degree might still be referred to
as ja@hil (ignorant or uneducated), not in the sense of being unlettered
but of being ill-mannered. “For Muslims, knowledge is expressed
in several forms: first, it means literacy, being able to read and
write. Second, it means formal schooling leading to qualifications
of secular higher education, such as a B.A. degree. Third, it means
knowledge of the Quran and of the appropriate ways for a Muslim
to conduct himself. Lastly, it has the more diffuse quality of social
behaviour associated with a@da@b.”242 Thus, even if a girl does not
receive a secular higher education, she may still be considered
educated.
In Fateh{puri’s view, western culture and society were very
attractive, and if the same system was adopted in India, and women
had to work in the public sphere, he had no doubt that they would
be as capable of competing with and excelling men in any chosen
field of work. His only concern was that they should not forget
their akhla@q and haqi@qi@ nisva@ni@yat (real femininity) in the process.
If, in the modern age, one has to develop in them an interest in
knowledge and progress, then one also has to inculcate akhla@q, and
this can be done by giving them religious education. For him, akhla@q
had a much wider meaning than a@da@b. But a@da@b can be seen as the
first step in developing akhla@q since this too was more of a social
behaviour than a religious practice. To understand the concept of
a@da@b in the South Asian context, Metcalf’s explanation is quoted
at some length here:

Adab (singular of a@da@b) in all its uses reflects a high
valuation of the employment of the will in proper
discrimination of correct order, behaviour, and taste. It
implicitly or explicitly distinguishes cultivated behaviour
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from that deemed vulgar, often defined as pre-Islamic
custom. Moral character is thus the fruit of deliberation
and effort. Adab means discipline and training. It denotes
as well the good breeding and refinement that results
from training, so that a person who behaves badly as
“without adab” (be-adab). Adab is the respect or deference
one properly formed and trained shows to those who
deserve it.243
A girl can, therefore, be considered educated after receiving
religious instruction and a@da@b.

FEAR OF “FREEDOM”
One of the reasons why Fateh{puri was wary of secular higher
education for women and of their going to government schools
was the danger that Muslims girls might absorb ideas of Western
feminism. This would sow the seeds of “freedom” in them, causing
them to become disobedient; indeed, and the ultimate travesty
would be that they might even demand to make their own choice
in the matter of marriage.244
On the face of it, this idea of his seems to fit perfectly into the
Western paradigm of how Easterners think – a notion that the
modern mind rebels against, now that women take this “freedom”
for granted. But when one looks at his reason for saying so, it does
not seem so implausible in the context of the time he lived in.
What he was against was what he called be-ja azadi (unrestrained
freedom) for both men and women, the kind of freedom that makes
them rebel against their family values and social mores. Being
disobedient to one’s parents and not showing proper respect to one’s
elders and their decisions meant, to his understanding, being
uneducated, uncivilized and be-adab. As he saw it, the right
education should have brought with it adab (respect and obedience).
Consequently, the seats of secular higher education are not the
right places for “education” the way he understood it. His touching
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upon choice in marriage being the ultimate form of be-ja azadi is
also significant. In his opinion, young men and women are not
experienced enough to take such an important decision. Marriage,
in Indian Muslim society even today, sees marriage not just as a tie
between the two individuals but between their immediate and even
extended families. If the families do not match in status or thinking,
or if the marriage is tense, it will lead to perpetual conflict for a
great many people.

WOMEN AND EMPLOYMENT
Fateh{puri@, in general, was not in favour of women working
outside their home, and defended the traditional role of men as
providers of family. However, exceptions could be made to this
rule, such as in a family where there is one man but many women
dependent on him. Also, he thinks that women should be given
some sort of education and skills, so that in an adverse situation
they would be able to do something for themselves.245
As mentioned earlier, in Fateh{puri@’s opinion, women working
outside the house disturbs the natural order. Since a woman’s natural
role, according to him, is to be a source of peace and spiritual bliss
in the household. She creates order in the family and sees to it that
the money her husband earns is invested wisely, that the children
are educated well and learn good behaviour, that the elders of the
family are looked after, and that, when the husband comes home
after a day of hard work, she is there for him to enable him to relax.
His description of family life, where a man and woman fulfil their
natural roles is almost poetic, his idea of perfection.
He also said that the Western lifestyle, since it goes against the
law of nature, affords no peace as both husband and wife are always
working. Who is to give solace to whom? Both of them are tired
from their work and too full of their individual life and concerns,
with the result that the “family,” as understood by him, ceases to
exist.
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Although in debating other religious issues he was constantly
adapting Western concepts to suit his idea of Islam, here he critiqued
the Western concept of “progress”. He did not consider it intellectual
but just mechanical progress because instead of preserving the
natural order of things and spreading compassion and brotherhood,
it constituted the first step towards disturbing the shape of society
as it was. In India, he thought that there was need for a system
(niz{a@m) in which there was not only mechanical but intellectual
and spiritual progress.246

UNIQUENESS OF FATEH{PURI@’S POSITION
The traditionalists as well as reformers in Indian Muslim society
of the time had both taken a more or less similar line on the question
of the role of women and their education, i.e., that a woman’s basic
role was in the home and that she should be educated only so far as
it helped her fulfil this task. In defending themselves against Western
criticism, similar reasons were given. Western concepts could be
imbibed only to the extent that they did not lead to compromise on
the Islamic social mores and family values. “Honour” should not
be compromised by women going outside of home for education or
work.
In sharp contrast to his general inclination to question
everything traditional, Fateh{puri was not much different from
traditionalists on the issue of women, to the extent that he defended
the conventional role of women. However, there was a qualitative
difference; he did not offer any absolutes. Women should not work,
but if there is need for it, then it is acceptable. Women should not
be sent to school because the atmosphere is likely to be
inappropriate, but if there are good schools available or if one trusts
their judgement, then they should be sent.
By contrast, Fateh{puri@ was against purdah and saw a role for
women outside the home as well. Despite the fact that at first he
set a lot of limitations on what abandoning purdah would mean, he
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was open to the possibility that modern life might lead to changes
in family life as he envisioned it. Thus, if women have to participate
in public life then they should be allowed to do so, provided that
they have imbibed ‘akhla@q and a@da@b and do not forget their
traditional role.
Also, he included secular subjects in his ideal curriculum for
women, differing here again from the traditionalists, who saw no
reason why they should be so taught. Religious education and
literacy were quite enough for women in their opinion. Even Sayyid
Ah{mad Kha@n, the educationist, was quite satisfied with education
reaching women indirectly through the men of the family, if the
latter felt like teaching them.
Fateh{puri@’s view of the role of women, though it leaned towards
the traditional view, did not give in to it completely. He was giving
what he believed to be the rational view. For him the natural
differences between man and woman are too obvious to be missed
and if that is so, then of course, the intention of nature for both of
them was different.
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Conclusion

One of the most fascinating aspects of studying Fateh{puri@ is
that he understood so well the predicament of Muslims in his time,
and the crisis of faith that they will be facing in the future. He
understood what is called the “challenge of modernity.” And
interpreted Islam in such a way that it was not just a tradition that
one followed, but what one wanted to believe in, simply because it
made sense. Fateh{puri@ argued throughout his journalistic career
that religion is not about saying prayers, it is about belief that comes
from rational ideas and doing good. He had a simple, pragmatic
and socially-responsible approach to life, which in his understanding
was supremely religious.
Niya@z Fateh{puri@’s socio-religious views, as seen in the preceding
chapters, were and remain controversial. Although he was a wellknown name in South Asia, not just for his religious views but also
for his literary criticism, people were not quite sure what to make
of his religious ideas and his campaign against the ulama@. On one
hand his articles were extremely credible and well-argued; on the
other, they were sometimes overly logical and strayed too far from
popular belief. They should be read with caution like everything
else, including the pronouncements of the ulama@ – this was all he
was arguing. Everything in Islam is meaningful, according to him,
and should be thought about and not blindly accepted.

Akhla@q was the most important religious teaching for Fateh{puri@,
as it was for his predecessors and contemporaries like Sha@h Wali@
Alla@h, Sayyid Ah{mad, and Shibli@@ Nu’ma@ni@. He, however, was the
first to declare akhla@@q to be the purpose of religion. Fateh{puri@ took
pains to point out the fact that Islam, more than any other religion,
has emphasised social relations, behaviour and law. He emphasised
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how important it was in Islamic context to have righteous conduct,
a feeling of sharing and brotherhood, and a belief in progress of all
people. There was no doubt, according to him, that prayer and
fasting were important in themselves, but they should also teach
people to become better human beings. Religion should not merely
be ritualistic, but should actively teach humility, kindness and a
feeling of brotherhood; only then would it be – a complete religion.
Fateh{puri@ envisioned an Islam shorn of all its miraculous
wonders, but filled with simple ideals. According to him, “truth”,
“ethical thinking” and “right actions” were far more important than
“faith.” Islam meant to him a positive action, a choice of doing
good and a decision to move forward with the times. He strongly
believed that Islam asked humankind to think, reason and increase
our knowledge in all possible ways, and consequently, progress and
develop. He had an utopian idea of how the world would be if only
everyone was rational and was working towards the greater good.

Now see the way of reason, how clear and attractive it
is, look at the wide-open spaces, the earth in full bloom,
every individual trying to lighten the load of another,
and every mind thinking of ways to give the future
generations comfort and happiness. Neither are there
gallows, nor prisons, nor the fire of hell, nor the whips of
angels. There are just the abundant resources of nature
from which human beings are sharing equally; there is
just the light of knowledge trying to envelope everyone
equally. The bounds of humanity are broken; the stain of
slavery has been removed from the forehead of humanity.
Mental freedom has allowed many different kinds of
gardens to bloom and every individual seems to be
brotherly towards another.247
Fateh{puri@ wanted major changes in the attitudes and beliefs of
people, so that their dependency on the ulama@ would be reduced.
He thought all these changes were possible if the “right”
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understanding of Islam was developed. However, not many people
would try to achieve the right understanding and practise it and be
good people, just because Fateh{puri@ thought it was rational. He
was showing what was wrong in the prevailing thinking and that
the way out was to adopt akhla@q, i.e., to “really” practice Islam in
daily life.
There is a fundamental difference between Sayyid Ah{mad and
Fateh{puri@’s respective critiques of the ulama@. Sayyid Ah{mad had a
reformist agenda separate from this critique which he was trying
to promote. Fateh{puri@, on the other hand, had no other reformist
agenda. He was simply opposing the ulama@ since their worldview
was irrational, according to him, and since fresh thinking on
religious issues was essential for any progress of the Muslim
community. Promoting reason and rethinking in itself was his
movement. This was his strength as well as his weakness – strength
since he had no ulterior motive, and weakness since he did not
suggest any alternative.
One might or might not agree with his rational interpretation
and his “real” Islam, but this does not take away from his argument
that Islam should be re-interpreted, as has been done time and again,
throughout Islamic history. Why is it that on religious issues, no
questions are encouraged anymore? This was a sign of decline for
Fateh{puri@. A progressive religion and people are always ready to
adapt and move forward with the times. The inability of Muslims
and Islam to do so in his day, he believed, was to their own
disadvantage. Thinking rationally, employing one’s ‘aql, was an
inherent part of being Muslim for Fateh{puri@. The fact that the ulama@
actively discouraged any new thinking made them his adversaries.
He juxtaposed his own thinking with the belief of the ulama@ to
explain how his own views were more rational than theirs. He was
quite willing to hear their responses, but he claimed that he never
received any reasonable answers.
However, the ulama@’s version of Islam persists in South Asia
and Fateh{puri@, despite his broader interpretation of Islam, had only
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a limited impact. An obvious factor in this was that the ulama@ were
naturally more institutionalized; they constituted a whole class of
people spread all across South Asia. This enabled the ulama@ to reach
the farthest corners of South Asia, while Fateh{puri@ was speaking
only to the educated people through the medium of a magazine.
Fateh{puri@ was individualistic in many ways – one major instance
of this can be seen in the fact that he was individually taking on a
whole class of people very much entrenched in society. On the other
hand, he was a believer in societal values, since he wanted to sustain
the basic structure of society as it was while working for progress,
and not completely westernize it. Quite modern in many ways, but
as seen in case of women, he could be closer to traditional values
as well. Fateh{puri@ refused to be bracketed and went wherever his
logic and reason took him. This fact attests to his credibility as
well, since he did not seem to be promoting a particular worldview, except teaching Muslims to believe in progress and fresh
thinking.
Zaman argues that the scholars that are borne out of the impact
of Western modernity were themselves a disruption in the history
of discursive practices. Since in responding to their perception of
the challenges of modern age, they have tried to find ways to make
Islam compatible with it and in the effort to do so, far-reaching
changes have been proposed which do not come from within but
will be super-imposed because of certain people’s perception of
what ought to be.248 While it is true that all the modernists were
products of the same colonial age and were grappling with a similar
onslaught of new ideas, they were not all lay-persons imposing
what they thought was appropriate, like Zaman puts it. Many of
them were ‘a@lims themselves and had arrived at their conclusions
rationally. They were not part of the ulama@ as a class, which is
probably why they were able to say things against it.
Most modernists were either appropriating or reacting to
Western ideas and the model of modern society facing them. Some
of them became reactionaries, totally rejecting anything Western
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and campaigning for a return to Islamic roots. Yet others adopted a
more pro-Western attitude. Fateh{puri@ is special in this regard, since
he judged each issue on its own merit and did not really belong to
either of these streams. He discussed Western philosophy, and
appropriated progressive ideas that he found useful in an Indian
Muslim context, but he never argued that what the West had
achieved was progress. In fact, he argued that the West enjoyed
only mechanical progress, that it did not have a responsible society
and that its progress was devoid of any connection to religion and
culture. Whatever new ideas he proposed were supported with
careful argument and logic, keeping Indian Muslim society in mind.
W.C. Smith said that Niga@r provided leadership to those people
who wanted to find the justification for modern concepts like
naturalism, socialism and rationalism in Islam.249 Smith argued that
Islam becomes secondary in the minds of scholars like Fateh{puri@;
Islam is acceptable because it is rational according to their
interpretation. However, Smith insists that does not mean Fateh{puri@
was not a progressive, and was not looking for a religion of the
future.
Fateh{puri@, like other Muslim reformers of the time, was basically
talking to only one community, the “South Asian Muslim.” His
agenda was the reform of this community, and for that he reinterpreted religious issues that were proving to be an obstacle to
its progress. He was against the ulama@ since their philosophy, he
believed, was also an impediment. He expressed himself using
instances, rhetoric and terms that could only be understood by a
Muslim from South Asia. In spite of this he remains a very secular
figure. He hardly touched politics, and even in 1947 when the
country was being partitioned, he was publishing a series of articles
on the contributions of Hindus to world civilization. Even though
he spent the last four years of his life in Pakistan, he wrote that it
was only due to personal reasons and that the Indian government
had treated him well. He was awarded the Padma Bhushan, one of
the highest civilian awards in India, in 1962.250
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One of his major characteristics was consistency in his thought
and ideas. Throughout his journalistic career, in spite of the
upheavals of history he witnessed, he never changed his stance or
politicised himself, unlike his younger contemporary Maula@na@
Maudu@di@@. In religious thought, this consistency is even more
apparent; it was not that he did not pick up different topics related
to religion, or argue different issues, but all of them had
fundamentally the same premise – to think afresh on religion, and
the value of “good action” or “ akhla@q”. Religion is what it inspires
one to do. The judgment of a person’s worth is based on his social
behaviour. Even his clash with the ulama@ continued in the same
vein, he wrote an article in Pakistan, “Pakistan ko fuqha@ ki z{arurat
hai ulama@ ki nahin,” the article was about Pakistan, but the idea
was the same that he had been arguing since the very beginning. A
new interpretation of Islam was needed, the responsibility for which
could not possibly be given to the ulama@, since positive change
could not possibly emerge from the ranks of people who refuse to
think afresh.
His work speaks for itself and is very appealing. The language
is simple and straightforward. Since it was written for a magazine
it is directed towards the reader, and catches and holds the attention.
Fateh{ p uri@ explained everything with various examples and
anecdotes. The ideas are well thought out and seem to flow. His
mind was very analytical and did not take anything for granted.
Sometimes, though, he got too logical and reduced important
religious issues to simple induction and deduction, and his
conclusions in these cases lack credibility. However, thinking
rationally was his mantra, and he stuck to it throughout.
This work is just an introductory overview of his work;
Fateh{puri@ deserves a lot more study, not just in terms of his socioreligious thought but also of his contributions to Urdu language,
literature and literary criticism. He has left behind a huge corpus
of writings which was beyond the scope of the time and resources
available for this work.
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List of Fatehpuri’s Writings
APPENDIX A
FIRST PHASE (May 1926 - December 1935)
The first ten years
The layout of Niyaz Fateh{puri@’s writing in the May 1926 issue (the
first issue available) of Niga@r was as follows:
• Mula@h{az}a@t (contemplations/remarks) (p. 2)
Editorial written in the beginning of each issue, introducing the
topics covered in it, and sometimes detailed discussion of an
important issue.
Topic in the editorial page: “Theory of relativity and related
scientific terms”.
• Faraib Khaya@l (deception of imagination) (p. 43) (Fiction)
• Istifsa@ra@t (inquiries/questions) (p. 89)
This was a regular column in almost every issue, renamed later,
“Ba@b al-Istifsa@r.” (section/chapter for questions). It comprised
reader’s questions with regard to earlier columns or new subjects
related to literature and religion, and Fateh{puri@’s responses.
• Iqtaba@sa@t-o Ma‘alu@ma@t (excerpts and knowledge/information).
(p. 94)
This was a regular column for a long while. It had snippets of
information regarding topics of general knowledge, pertaining
to any subject or country. Most of them were totally unrelated
to each other, or to the topics discussed in the rest of the
magazine.
It would be too lengthy and confusing to give entries of each issue.
I will enumerate the themes/topics of each year as well as his extensive
discussions on particular subjects, and comments on social and political
developments. I have left out literary articles, poetry and discussion,
since it was beyond the scope of this research.
In 1926
1926, there were two articles of interest on learning from the new
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things that have been introduced in society.
• Cinema and education (July, p. 65)
• The method of education in England (July, p. 76)
Religious Issues:
• Istafsa@ra@t - Discussion on Khiz{r (July, p. 81)
The debate on Khizr, which continued for many years in various
articles in Niga@r, began this year.
• Fine Arts and Islam (August, p. 6)
• Istafsa@ra@t - Jesus (September, p. 65)
• Istafsa@ra@t - Purdah and Islam (October, p. 84)
• Istafsa@ra@t - Tradition of travelling among Muslims (June, p. 81)
In 1927
1927, the emphasis was very clearly on literary issues and articles;
even the “Istifsa@ra@t” columns were almost exclusively devoted to it. Two
interesting articles in the social domain were:
• ‘Ilm Fira@sat Ali@d (June - December)
A series of articles on palmistry.
• The mentality of our respected ‘Ulama’ (December, p. 70).
The first three months of 1928
1928, his articles were almost completely
literary; the January issue was dedicated to the poet, Momi@n. He wrote a
lot this year, most of it being stories and literary articles. A new column
was introduced in September 1928, and was part of the magazine
throughout, “Ba@b al-Mura@sila wa al-Muna@z{ara” (letters and dialogue).
Readers wrote letters expressing their views in this column, and Fateh{puri@
gave his viewpoint in reply. It was a forum for discussion unlike
“Istifsa@ra@t” which was basically for questions and answers.
Social issues:
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Purdah (April, p. 89)
• Status of purdah in the Qur’an (October, p. 78)
• The constituents of communal life (July, p. 5)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Why he did not have a column on political issues?
(August, p. 74) [Fateh{puri@ replied that it was not because of
lack of interest, but because of lack of time, it will require too
much commitment. He praised Gandhi, but said it was not easy
to do what Gandhi said.]
Religious issues:
• Discussion on Khizr between Nasr al-allah Buld}}a@nawi@, Abd almajid Darya@ba@di@ and Niya@z Fateh{puri@ (May, p. 77).
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•

Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Hereafter (June, p. 84 and July, p. 84)
Niya@z’s interpretation of heaven and hell as states of mind like
happiness and pain, and not places, as well as his views on the
question of hereafter in general; it ran for two issues.
• Philosophy of religion (August, p. 65)
• Reflecting on the Qur’an (September, p. 76)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Should Nama@z be done five times or three times
(October, p. 78)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Nama@z’s significance and philosophy (December,
p. 88)
The issues for 1929 were unavailable to me. In 1930
1930, as in 1928, the
January issue was dedicated to a poet, Z{afar.
Religious issues:
• Mula@h{az}a@t – Discussion on whether there is God (March, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - What is revelation (April, p. 76)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Prayer and Repentance (August, p. 81)
• What was before Adam and Eve? (April, p. 72)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Bible and Qur’an (June, p. 74)
• Does the world need religion, if so which religion? (September,
p. 49, October, p. 55 and November, p. 39)
The above was a series of articles, in which Fateh{puri@ discussed
different types of religions as well as religious concepts. He also
wrote on western philosophy, rationalism, and different trends
among Christians like Jesuits, anti-Christ etc. In conclusion,
Fateh{puri@ wrote that there was definitely a need for religion;
since for teaching akhla@q, one needs a basis to impose laws on
people. And Islam is only religion capable of it, since it is open
to everyone, and its teachings are suitable for any country, in
any age.
On his relations with the ulama@ :
• Ba@b al-Mura@sila wa al-Muna@z{ara - A letter on Fateh{puri@’s,
relations with the ulama@, and his reply (June, p. 66)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – On mental illness (September, p. 2)
He wrote that a person who did not think and did not allow
others to think, was mentally ill. This kind of mental illness,
according to him, was found among religious people, obliquely
referring to the ulama@.
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Mula@h{az}a@t – Criticism of the magazine Qiya@m al-Di@n, published
by Muh{ammad Qutb al-Di@n ‘Abd al-Wali@ of Farangi@ Mahall (July,
p. 2).
Social issues:
• Mula@h{az}a@t – What constitutes progress (October, p. 2)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – About the progress of nations (June, p. 2)
He believed that India is progressing, albeit slowly
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - A series on history of Islam in India (September,
p. 79, October, p. 89 and November, p. 74)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – On the social and political scene (December, p. 2
and continued p. 93)
A significant article, he wrote that Hindus did not seem to be
treating Muslims equally. Even though he was sure that Hindus
wanted Muslims to be part of their polity and fight for Bharat
Mata (Mother India), still, he felt that they did not consider
Muslim language and culture to be part of their country and
were even depriving Muslims of things vital for their
development. Fateh{puri@ noted that everyone was aware that he
supported the Indian National Congress, and always told
Muslims that to live in India, it is necessary to be fellow
nationalists and brothers with Hindus. However, he then gave
examples of the way Hindi was being blatantly promoted (and
Urdu ignored), not just by the Congress party, but by common
Hindus.
The year 1931 was very rich in articles on religious and sociopolitical issues. There were two major issues of discussion in the religious
sphere: one was whether good akhla@q guarantee heaven and the other
Jesus Christ in the light of new knowledge and history. Another
interesting article was on the women’s quest for “freedom.” It was also
Niga@r ’s 10th anniversary issue. In the January issue, Fateh{puri@ discussed
what had been achieved by it and its future aims (Naja@m-o A@g{a@z, January,
p. 132)
Religious issues:
• The surprising viewpoint of our ‘Ulama@’ – Good Akhla@q does
not guarantee heaven (January, p. 86)
Fateh{puri@ asked 32 maulanas: if there is a Muslim, who prays
and fasts and does everything according to Shariah, but in day-
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to-day life is a bad person, easily angered, cruel and mean. While
another is a ka@fir and mushrik, an idolator, but his life is filled
with kindness for other human beings, lives in peace and is
sympathetic. Who is going to heaven, and who to hell, or both
to heaven or neither? Only 16 maulanas replied. He published
all of their letters. He then wrote his response.
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Continuation of the debate
on the above issue. (April, p. 79)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Jesus Christ in the light of knowledge and history
(February, p. 81; March, p. 84; April, p. 85; May, p. 73)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Discussion on some verses
of the Qur’an. (June, p. 79)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Discusses Maulvis among Sufis. (August, p.
84)
Social Issues
• The readers of Naulakshor Press and the favors of Munshi
Premchand on the Urdu language. [Naulakshor press was a Hindu
press publishing in Urdu, Niya@z believed that they have made
Urdu more difficult to understand, wrong and marketable.]
(February, p. 69)
• Mulah{aza@t – He discussed the Indian Muslim situation and said
that they were not thinking of all-round development but only
of material prosperity. Islam, he says, on the other hand, promotes
progress in all spheres of life. He held Muslims responsible for
their situation then. (May, p. 2, continued on p. 82).
• Mulah{aza@t – The edit was about Kanpur Hindu-Muslim riots.
He was in Hyderabad when he heard about what happened to
Muslim women and children; he felt great hatred towards Hindus
forgetting everything else. He said that he was not claiming
that Muslims have not murdered or broken temples but the
special status of being able to kill innocent children and helpless
women was given to Hindus. He discussed why Hindu-Muslim
differences came into being. He still didn’t support separation
among Hindus and Muslims. (June, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Rise and fall of civilizations. Every nation at this
point, seemed troubled. He discussed industrialization,
capitalism and exploitation of producing countries by
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industrialized nations. (July, 2)
Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Which philosophy does Mahatma Gandhi follow?
(October, p. 84)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r (September, p. 78)
a.) A historical look at the use of rosaries.
b.) Use of fire as a weapon in the early phase of Muslim expansion
• The goal of women’s search for freedom is slavery (‘Aurat ki
A@za@di@ ki intaha@ Ghula@mi@ Hai). He says, “Where intention is
concerned, no one can doubt or raise questions about women’s
struggles. What is being discussed here is that whether women’s
increasing desire for freedom is actually leading her to slavery.
I, for one, consider that women under these emotions are
retrogressing, and her current freedom is like a chain in which
she is slowly binding herself.” (November, p. 74)
Historical Issues
• Women in the eyes of people of Persia - A look at women in
Persia, the Persians took care of women’s education and had
specified stages of her development, so that she was always
progressing. (October, p. 82)
• Influence and Authority of Slaves in Islamic times. About slavery,
its origins, and how Islam and Muslims have treated slaves.
(November, 38)
In 1932
1932, the special January issue of Niga@r, was written by Fateh{puri@
on Mirza@ Gha@lib. This was another important year for articles on religious
subjects.
Religious Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Discussion on how God punishes (February, p. 2)
• Does God exist? (February, p. 55)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Discussion on Surah Luqmaan and the wise man
mentioned in it (Holy Qur’an, 31) (March, p. 59)
• Ancestor worship in religions of the World. (April, p. 47; May,
p. 9)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - ‘A@la barzakh – The place where spirits live and
will live until eternity, what does it mean? How did it come in
Islam? (April, 62)
• Discussion on major incidents mentioned in the Old testament,
like Adam’s Expulsion, Noah’s storm, the story of Moses and
•
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Yunus (May, p. 25)
Mulah{aza@t – Discussion on Abd al Majid Daryabadi’s views that
divorce is acceptable (July, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The purpose of the mention of Ha@ru@t and Ma@ru@t
in the Qur’an (two angels mentioned in the Qur’an who were
sent down to test the people at Babel (Babylon). (November, p.
61)
• A critical look at spirituality (December, p. 37)
Socio-political Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Kashmir Issue (February, p. 67)
• A strange expression of service of Urdu by Hindustani Academy,
Allahabad (April, p. 35)
• Mulah{aza@t - Lucknow and Shi’a-Sunni issues (August, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - On the condition of the Indian Muslim community
(November, p. 2)
Historical Issues
• Aryan philosophy from today’s viewpoint. [Differences between
the old philosophy and its current violent form, where Germans
were claiming their superiority on the basis of being Aryans.]
(March, p. 44)
• About Salah al-Di@n Ayyubi@ (April, p. 23)
An interesting collection of Niya@z Fateh{puri@’s articles was showcased
in the January special issue of Niga@r in 1933
1933. Fateh{puri@ wrote a number
of articles, which were of interest this year, particularly on reason and
religion, and on the M’iraj of the Prophet, and about the different
revelations.
Religious Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Reason and religion (March, p. 2)
• Music in the time of the Prophet and the Pious Caliphs (March,
p. 44)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – The M’iraj of the Prophet
(discussion in light of new western scholar’s view) (March, p.
73; May, p. 59; August, p. 58))
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - About revelations: Why are there differences in
the different revelations, Qur’an, Bible and the Old Testament?
Did revelations tell people about things they didn’t know before?
If Muslim belief is right that by coming of the Qur’an all other
•
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revelations are null and void, why did God not tell the others to
switch books? (April, p. 71)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The struggle between reason and religion, and
refutation of God. (June, p. 50)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Transmigration of soul; b) Prayer; c) Birth
Control; d) Is Prophethood really finished? (July, p. 54)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - A letter against Niya@z’s views
on Eternal life of the soul and afterlife, and its reply. (July, p.
59)
• Mulah{aza@t - God from the viewpoint of secularism (August, p.
2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Where does the peace and quiet of the world lie, in
religion or away from it? (October, p. 2)
• Day of Judgment is a surety (October, p. 36)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Masnavi@ of Maulana Rumi@ (October, p. 62)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The Prophet’s Seerat (December, p. 65)
Historical Issues
• A lost page from the history of the Indian Revolt (1857) (March,
p. 40)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - About Ha@ji@ Sari@’at Allah - 1764 A.D. (September,
p. 66)
• Lucknow, fifty years ago (October, p. 43)
• Some surprising historical and religious analysis of the elders
of Islam (October, p. 58; November, p. 55)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Some discoveries related to Dar al-‘Ulu@m Nadwah
(April, p. 2; May, p. 2)
• Fateh{puri@’s speech on the occasion of Janamashtami (May, p.
32)
• Mulah{aza@t - The secret of the destruction of a community, lies
in its worship of traditions (June, p. 2)
• Psychology and religious festivals (October, p. 39)
• Mulah{aza@t – The future of Muslims (November, p. 2)
• The new influence of the world of Islam (November, p. 9)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Purdah (November, p. 61)
• Mulah{aza@t – Luxury or Happiness? (December, p. 2)
• The bad results of following tradition and our ‘Ulama’s
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exemplary situation (December, p. 38)
General Interest
• Observation of creation and destruction in nature, and other
wonders (February, p. 52)
• European people closer to nature – The increasing return to the
wild of the Europeans, they have stopped wearing clothes, and
started eating raw. (February, p. 55)
• An analytical look at the perplexity of life - In earlier times,
men did not care about death so much, it is a new consideration.
(May, p. 50)
1934 started with a special issue on literature, it was called the story
of lips. There were some interesting articles this year, for instance, if
religions can be changed, the difference between religion and religiosity,
and also in the absence of religion can secularism give peace of mind.
There were two interesting articles on the issue of women as well, about
their future in India, as well as on education and purdah. From November
this year, a series of articles was started on Mustafa Kemal of Turkey.
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - About changes in his religious
opinions. (February, p. 68)
• Mulah{aza@t - If religion is from God, can it be changed? (April,
p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Discussion on where does
the peace and quiet of the World lie – in religion or away from
it? (April, p. 57)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Can secularism give peace
of mind? (August, p. 67)
• Mulah{aza@t – The trap of Bukhari@ [Hadith collection] (May, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Why did God create this world? (June, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Resurrection of Christ (July, p. 58)
• Life and Beyond Life (September, p. 34)
• Mulah{ a za@ t - Knowledge and Belief – Faith and Religion
(November, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Religion and Religiosity (December, p. 61)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Claim to be Mahdi@ [a reader
accused Niya@z of so doing, Fateh{puri@’s response] (June, p. 67)
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Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t- The future of women in India (September, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – Women, Education and Purdah (October, p. 2)
• Muslim celebration of Prophet’s birthday (July, p. 2)
Historical Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - A look on Hadith from a Historical and Artistic
point of view (September, p. 58)
• Fine Arts and Islam during the medieval age (October, p. 9)
• The fashions of Arab women – During the period of Jahaliyya
and Islam (September, p. 9)
• Some interesting pieces of Mustafa Kemal’s life (November, p.
37; December, p. 37)
The January issue was dedicated to Urdu poetry in year 1935
1935. There
were some important socio-political articles this year, one on the political
system of India, its education system, and also on women and their
demand for more rights.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The new political system of India (February, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The touchstone of human life and our ‘ulama@’-i
Kara@m (March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - We and our present education (April, p. 2; May, p.
2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The importance of language in the structure of a
community and a look at the future of Urdu language (September,
p. 2)
• Mulah{ a za@ t - Which religion should Dr. Ambedkar adopt?
(December, p. 2)
• The logic of women – when they are ready for war (September,
p. 57)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Women and the present
“freedom” (November, p. 62)
Historical Issues
• Some interesting pieces of Mustafa Kemal’s life (in continuation
from last year) (February, p. 24; March, p. 25; April, p. 23)
• Mustafa Kemal and Turkey revolutionary government (May, p.
33; June 53)
• Mustafa Kemal and the Great War (July, p. 34)
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Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Mahdawi Group and Imam Mahdi@ (February, p.
71)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Mahdi and Mahdaviyat (May,
p. 70)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Allama Ibn Taymiyyah (March, p. 70)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The Prophet and the number of marriages (June,
p. 70)
• Mulah{aza@t - Our religious education and our religious guides
(July, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The light of Muhammad and the Pull-S{ira@t
[According to popular belief, a razor-thin bridge is to be crossed
in the hereafter, where good people will crossover to heaven
and the evil would fall into hell]. (July, p. 73)
• Mulah{aza@t - The story of spirit and spirituality (August, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Sira@t Nabwi; b) Tawhid; c) Hanafi@ school of
law (August, p. 70)
• Mulah{aza@t - Need for a new theologian (November, p. 2)
• The battle of religion against freedom of thought and propagation
of knowledge (December, p. 9)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - The blind following of
tradition by religion. (December, p. 69)
General Interest
• The frauds of Western spirituality (October, p. 41)
• Mulah{aza@t - Dar al-‘Ulu@m Deoband’s magazine Qasi@m al-‘Ulu@m’s
ignorant mentality (October, p. 2)
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APPENDIX B
SECOND PHASE (January 1936 – December 1946)
ged atmosphere in South Asia
charged
Pre-partition politically char
After Urdu poetry issue published in 1935, the special issue of 1936
was dedicated to Hindi poetry, from the ancient times till then. The debate
he started on Khila@fat and Ima@mat this year, continued for a long time
with different scholars sending in their own views on the subject.
Religious Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The matter of Khila@fat and Ima@mat – from my point
of view (February, p. 2; March, 2)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Sayyid Muhammad Jaunpuri@
and Mahdawi@ Group (February, p. 61)
• Mulah{aza@t - Self-representation and understanding of God (April,
p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Adam and the forbidden genealogical table
(April, p. 69)
• Is religion a natural phenomenon? (May, p. 9)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Reason and Religion (May, p. 55)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Dante and Islam (June, p. 63)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The existence of soul and its transmigration –
Exorcising spirits (July, p. 62)
• Mulah{aza@t - In the marketplace of Islam, an abundance of all
kinds of unbelief (September, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Is it necessary to give zaka@t in India? (October,
p. 70)
• Mulah{aza@t - The dichotomy between the dream of Islam and its
interpretation (November, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Sikhism – From a religious and historical point
of view (December, p. 42)
Socio-political Issues
• Astrology and human future (March, p. 60)
• Mulah{aza@t - Congress and Socialism (May, p. 2)
• Suicide – from a psychological point of view (May, p. 34)
• Mulah{aza@t - Urdu-Hindi Dispute (July, p. 2)
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Mulah{aza@t - Our disease and its cure – Religious schools
(October, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Life and Strength of Reform
(November, p. 60)
• Mulah{aza@t - The issue of Palestine and India (December, p. 2)
General Interest
• The importance of petrol in today’s politics (April, p. 56)
• Curiosities of Western Journalism (June, p. 28)
• The story of life of communities which are alive (July, p. 47)
• The dreadfulness of a future war (November, p. 67)
The year 1937 does not start with a special issue. However, it was
an important year in terms of writings on religious subjects. It can be
seen below with the variety of articles published.
Religious issues
• Secularism – Religion from the eyes of secularism. Discussion
on reason and religion. According to him, reason says believe in
what makes sense, while religion says that it is too perfect for
human reason to understand it. He felt that there was a new
kind of unbelief that worshipped the almighty dollar, and
materialism was gaining ground, people of religion should
counter it but since they considered reading about new things
sins, they were unable to counter it. (February, p. 51)
• Secularism – What do today’s heretics say? (April, p. 35)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Explanation of the connection
between akhla@qiyat and spirituality and unbelief (April, p. 71)
• The journey of Moses in the light of new knowledge (June, p. 9;
August, p. 48; September, p. 53)
• Mulah{aza@t - Faith and Discernment (August, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Who is Satan? And why is he found in all
religious traditions? (August, p. 71)
• Mulah{aza@t - Idol-worship and Idol-breaking (October, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Christianity and reason-religion (October, p. 73)
• The Future of religion (November, p. 9)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Is change possible in Islamic shariah? The
question is that if Shariah can change, then there would be no
concrete shape of how we know Islam, it will keep changing.
(November, p. 61)
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Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) The killing of an apostate; b) Vande Mataram;
c) Congress and the matter of language (December, p. 59)
General Interest
• Mulah{aza@t - Present and Future [He felt as if the world then was
sitting on top of a volcano from a political point of view, which
was preparing to burst any day, there were new developments
every day] (February, p. 2)
• Secularism – One great and acceptable rebel of the Christian
world, Voltaire (March, p. 39)
• Do other planets have life? (December, p. 9)
• The biggest reward of nature – The sun and its beams (December,
p. 30)
Socio-political Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The use of Arabic and Persian in Urdu (February,
p. 73)
• Mulah{aza@t - Our young men and their improper mimicry of the
West (March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The New Constitution and the Congress (May, p.
2)
(Government of India Act 1937 - The British plan for the new
administration of India went into effect, which established the
All-India Federation and a central legislature, greater autonomy
for provincial governments, new relations between with the
British Raj, and the separation of Burma from Indian
administration. The refusal of the All-India Congress Party,
which dominated the January-February elections, to form an
administration resulted in political deadlock. http://
www.indiana.edu/~league/1937.htm)
• Mulah{aza@t - Community’s Shared Language (June, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Congress and Muslim League (September, p. 2)
• Mulah{ a za@ t - Muslim League’s noise without occasion
(November, p. 2)
Historical Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The military and financial administration of the
Mughal period (March, p. 63)
The special issue of January 1938 was dedicated to Islam in India –
Ta@rikh Islami@ Hind (continued in February, p. 61; March, p. 139; May, p.
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163; June, p. 175). It is an important topic, traces the history of Islam in
India, and also showcases Fateh{puri@’s views on it. The issues from July
to December of 1938 were unavailable.
General Interest
• European politics (February, p. 48; March, p. 30; June, p. 49)
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Idol worship (February, p. 60)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Daru@d Sharif (March, p. 59)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Worship, Religion, Conscience and Sufism (May,
p. 51)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{ a za@ t - The wrong policy of States in the matter of
federation (May, p. 2\ )
• Mulah{aza@t - Does Congress really want complete independence?
(June, p. 3)
Special issue dedicated to poet Mus{hfa@ in January 1939. Fateh{puri@
gives much attention to the Second World War, which started this year.
Other interesting articles were on Hyderabad, and what he thought
Muslims should do.
About war
• Mulah{aza@t - What will happen now? – About the political
situation of the world at the time, Munich Agreement not being
able to stop the war in Western Europe. (April, p. 2)
• If there is a war, what then? (April, p. 56)
• Future war and the atmosphere of strength – War is to be
declared, and India might also be attacked. So, he discussed latest
military weapons and how to use them. (May, p. 60)
• In the coming war, which nation will support which? (July, p.
45)
• British influence on the politics of Middle East (September, p.
9)
• The secret behind not taking sides with Italy but with Russia
(December, p. 46)
• What we should learn from the war between Japan and China?
(August, p. 23)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{ a za@ t - Hyderabad and the Arya Samaji Movement
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(February, p. 2)
Mulah{aza@t - What should Muslims do? (March, p. 2)
Mulah{aza@t - India’s future education programme (May, p. 2)
Ba@ b al-Istifsa@ r - Khaksar Movement (founded by Allama
Mashriqi in 1930 to free India from foreign rule) (August, p. 61)
• Mulah{aza@t - A look at the ongoing war (October, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - About Jamia Millia – He greatly admires the
university but points out what he has recently found wrong
(November, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Hyderabad’s constitutional reforms. (Hyderabad
declared new reforms on 19 July 1939) (August, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Editorial in reply to criticism of his views on
Hyderabad’s reforms (September, p. 2)
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Sulaiman Farsi (Companion of the Prophet);
b) Which religion of the world is better? (February, p. 65)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Sulaiman Farsi (continuation) (March, p. 66)
• The darkness of the religions of the world (About religions and
the progress of the people) (March, p. 55)
• Mulah{aza@t - Superstitious beliefs of religions (June, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Iran and Shi’a government (June, p. 55)
• Mulah{aza@t - A moment of thought for our ‘Ulama@’-i Kara@m – In
praise of Mawlana Abdullah Sindhi (July, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Allama@ Mashriqi and the direction of Qibla
(September, p. 55)
General Interest
• Russia’s glorious future (May, p. 9)
• One day with Mussolini (June, p. 19)
• The unaccountable, concrete and mechanical strength of the
governments of countries (June, p. 42)
• Why I am an unbeliever? – Prof. John Huksley, a British
scientist’s views on the subject. (August, p. 36)
• The future war and our industry and business (September, p.
38)
• The terrible cost of war to all humans (November, p. 28)
Historical Issues
• A historical look at India’s military system (October, p. 9)
•
•
•
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The special issue of Niga@r, in January 1940 was dedicated to Naz{ir
Akbarabadi@. Other than world politics issue, internal politics between
Congress and Muslim League were also taken up this year. An interesting
article was on what Qur’an being the word of God means. Another issue
he took up was on the follies of reason, and hell that is created by
knowledge.
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Aatish-i Namrud (June, p. 68)
• Is Qur’an the speech of God? (July, p. 59)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Answering the question – Are you Muslim? (July,
p. 75)
• Mulah{aza@t - What does Qur’an being the word of God mean?
(August, p. 20
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Reward and Punishment; b) Luh Mahfuz (the
protected tablet, divine tablet recording all mankind’s doings)
(August, p. 61)
• There is only Mulhid (Niya@z Fateh{puri@) and one Muslim (Abd
al-Majid Darya@ba@di@) in this world (August, p. 71)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Difference between the language of Qur’an and
Hadith (September, p. 52)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Maulana Kifayat-ullah; b) Two angels writing
down our deeds; c) Islam and socialism; d) Religiosity (October,
p. 61)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Answering the question, if Fateh{puri@ refutes
tenets of Islam he shouldn’t be Muslim (December, p. 67)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The war between Congress and Muslim League and
of both with Britain (March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Our political gatherings! – Edit about then recent
political gatherings of Congress and Muslim League. (April, p.
2)
• Isms – Some political reforms (April, p. 9)
• Some interesting political discoveries
Discussion on K. Zilliacus’s book, Vigilantes between two wars:
The Lessons of the Last World War in Relation to the
Preparations for the Next, London: Penguin Books Limited, 1939
(July, p. 66)
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An interesting story of the purpose of man in the workshop of
nature (October, p. 25)
General Interest
• What did people in ancient times not know? (February, p. 9)
• The story of today’s world (February, p. 31)
• Hell that is created by knowledge. (February, p. 52)
• The follies of reason (October, p. 31)
• The amazing aspects of the human body (March, p. 24)
• Some explanations of political issues – a) League of Nations; b)
Anti-Comintern Pact; c) Communist International; d)
Appeasement Policy; e) Berlin-Rome Axis; f) Munich Pact (June,
p. 46)
• The biggest telescope in the world (November, p. 50)
• Book review – History of Revealed Books (November, p. 55)
World Politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Future possibilities in the war – news about the
war, writer’s viewpoint, future expectations. (February, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The results of the present war (February, p. 67)
• The present war and Japan (March, p. 41)
• Mulah{aza@t - The present war and the political mistakes of Britain
(May, p. 2)
• Germany cannot be defeated by blockade (May, p. 54)
• Mulah{aza@t - About the war (June, p. 2; July, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The pace of war (October, p. 2; November, p. 2;
December, p. 2)
Historical Issues
• A historical and economical look at the Russian system (July, p.
29)
• Before and after World War I (September, p. 24; October, p. 9;
November, p. 26)
January-February 1941 special issue was on poet Aarzoo Lucknowi.
Unsurprisingly, a lot more articles on the ongoing war than any other
subject.
World politics Issues
• Discussion on - Will Russia declare war on Germany? (March,
p. 53)
• Germany’s umbrella like military (April, p. 35)
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Mulah{aza@t - The story of war from September 1939 to 13 July
1941 August 2
• National Socialist Party’s program and Hitler (1922) (August,
p. 9)
• How much is Britain spending in this war? (August, p. 12)
• The effect of Syria’s independence on this war (August, p. 23)
• Why did Mussolini fail? (August, p. 39)
• Mulah{aza@t - Two years of war (September, p. 2)
• The future of Spain in present situation’s light (September, p.
45)
• Mulah{aza@t - The decisive phase of the war (October, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The terrible consequences of war (December, p. 2)
• Today’s times – About Stalin (December, p. 59)
Religious Issues
• The biggest magician and conjurer of the 20 th century –
Houdinism (March, p. 47)
• Mulah{aza@t - The Akhla@q of Nadwis (April, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Burning dead bodies (April, p. 51)
Socio-political Issues
• The biggest issue of the time – with the progress of humankind,
human strife is also increasing….the reason for which is basically
distribution of wealth. (May, p. 17)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Discussion on Ha@li@, Nazir Ahmed, Shibli, Azad
(June, p. 54)
• The economic system of India during the war (August, p. 62)
• Mulah{aza@t - The war and India (November, p. 2)
• Today’s times – Women and Russia, The Present Iran (November,
p. 59)
Historical Issues
• The revolution in Uthmani rule – a historical outlook (June, p.
22)
General Interest
• Is it possible to reach other planets? (March, p. 9)
• How are Nazi soldiers prepared? (March, p. 45)
• Many lies that are considered true – Myths and scientific facts
(April, p. 6)
• Sea power (August, p. 34)
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Niga@r, January–February 1942 special issue was on Urdu poetry.
There were not many religious articles this year, however, there was an
interesting one on Yazi@d and people who like him.
World politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - a) Politics of newsprint; b) After Singapore; c)
Russia’s war front (March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – a) Japan’s future intent; b) Russia’s war front (April,
p. 1)
• Mulah{aza@t – a) The war situation; b) India and Burma; c) Japan
and Russia; d) Russia and Germany; e) Germany and Turkey; f)
America and England (May, p. 20
• Japan’s frightening intentions (May, p. 11)
• Mulah{aza@t - The present stage of war (June, p. 1)
• From Czar to Stalin (June, p. 29)
• Mulah{aza@t - The pace of war (August, p. 1; September, p. 2;
October, p. 1)
• The frightening cost of war – From the viewpoint of an American
war expert (September, p. 32)
• Mulah{aza@t - About the war situation (December, p. 1)
General Interest
• Sixty years hence – The coming new world (March, p. 17)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Some problems with Astronomy (May, p. 33)
• Europe and the East – Letters from a Chinese lady (September,
p. 20)
• Some knowledgeable ways of spying (September, p. 35)
• Journalism today in Russia (October, p. 23)
• A secret society in China (October, p. 26)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Uniqueness of Turkish language (December, p.
29)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - About the present situation (in India and abroad)
(July, p. 1)
Religious Issues
• Ba@ b al-Istifsa@ r – Are people in favour of Yazi@ d , Satan
worshippers? (August, p. 31)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Islam and Law and Truth (October, p. 33)
The 1943 special issue of Niga@r was dedicated to the poet Riya@z.
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There were not many articles on religious and socio-political issues,
however, there was an interesting article on Hindu-Muslim unity, and
another on the idea of God.
Religious Issues
• Soul and its continued existence – From the viewpoint of
knowledge and Islam (March, p. 3)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Taqlid (following tradition) and Ijtihad (fresh
thinking) (October, p. 37)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – The idea of God (December, p. 48)
Socio-political Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Hindu-Muslim Unity (May, p. 30)
• Mulah{aza@t - About the war and also about Hyderabad during
the time (September, p. 2)
World politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The pace of war (August, p. 2)
General Interest
• Mulah{aza@t - Danger of Third World War (April, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - After Tunis (June, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The future of the world (October, p. 2)
The special January – February issue of 1944 was unavailable. A
few interesting articles, on Hindu-Muslim Unity, and reasons for
contention. He also discussed Muslim League in those terms.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The mentality of Muslim League (April, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - About two types of human groups a) Community
and religion & b) Nation (May, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Muslim League and Hindu-Muslim Unity, What
should Muslims do? (July, p. 45)
• Mulah{aza@t - About conferences on Urdu (September, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Gandhi-Jinnah Talks (October, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - About different Urdu schools (October, p. 46)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Are Hindus and Muslims part of one community?
(November, p. 44)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Hindu – Muslim contention (December, p. 42)
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – The last Prophet and Ima@mat. (March, p. 39)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Sikh; b) Tajik [and some of them coming to
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India and settling here]. (June, p. 44)
Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Kabir, from a historical point of view; b)
Islam and slaves (September, p. 37)
Historical Issues
• The mysterious death of Alexander I (April, p. 25)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Islam, philosophy and war [He enumerated the
stages of Islamic history] (April, p. 39)
• Alexander the Great as a philosopher (August, p. 18)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – French Revolution (August, p. 51)
World politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The pace of war (March, p. 2)
• Turkey and the present war (April, p. 22)
• Siege of Leningrad [About the war and Russia] (May, p. 17)
• Mulah{aza@t – About the war (June, p. 2; August, p. 2)
• Russian influence over the Balkans (July, p. 27)
General Interest
• About using our own will to progress – examples of great people
from the past to learn from them. (August, p. 34)
• The present economic problems of China (July, p. 42)
Special issue of Niga@r in January – February 1945 on the Sources of
the Qur’an – The writings of Dr. W. St. Clair-Tisdall (the whole issue
was written by him).
Articles in it:
1. The influence of old Arab beliefs and traditions on Islam (p. 12)
2. Islam and Sabean and Jewish Views (p. 19)
3. The influence on Islam of fallibility of Christianity (p. 59)
4. Elements of Zoroastrianism in Qur’an and Hadith (p. 93)
5. The Hanafi School of Law and its influence in the early phase
of Islam. (p. 114)
6. A general review of Dr. Tasdil’s criticisms (p. 120)
Religious Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Discussion and addition to the previous issue about
the Sources of the Qur’an (March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - What kind of answer is expected from the issue
“Sources of the Qur’an” (April, p. 2)
• After reading “Sources of the Qur’an” – Readers who wrote in
about the issue. (April, p. 36)
•
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Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Discussion on January issue
(September, p. 47)
• Religion and Lust (July, p. 9)
• A fundamental discussion on the Sources of the Qur’an - An
addition and explanation of his views in the earlier issue (July,
p. 28)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Mosques and political gatherings (November,
p. 49)
General Interest
• Hindi Poetry of today (March, p. 32)
• The possibilities of the end of world (September, p. 39)
Socio-political Issues
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Hindu Muslim communalism
(March, p. 46)
• Mulah{aza@t – a) Syria–Lebanon issue; b) Lord Doyle’s Plan; c)
Hindustani Academy and the life of Shibli; d) Terrible political
crisis in the state of Rampur (July, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Hindu-Muslim Communalism
(July, p. 67)
• Mulah{aza@t - The failure of Shimla Congress (August, p. 2)
• The debt of India on England – Sterling Balance (August, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - Life of Shibli and Hindustani Academy (October, p. 1)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Hindu-Muslim contention
and Pakistan (November, p. 54)
World politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - About the war and its consequences (June, p. 2)
• Russian influence in Romania (June, p. 45)
• The new weapons of war (June, p. 47)
• An earth-shattering invention – Atom Bomb (September, p. 16)
• Victory on Berlin (October, p. 31)
• About Spain – Bodily crisis (November, p. 19)
In 1946
1946, the emphasis was definitely on literary topics. The January
special issue was on Urdu literature and was continued in February –
March of that year. In the September issue as well, the articles were all
on literary topics.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - a) Another great danger (Cold War); b) Decision on
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India’s future; c)
U.P.’s Congress government (April, p. 5)
Mulah{aza@t - The decision of the Cabinet Mission (June, p. 4)
Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Relationship of husband and wife (June, p. 55)
Mulah{aza@t - a) The complicated politics of the Middle East; b)
The future of India (July, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t - The present situation (October, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The most important question of the time – HinduMuslim situation
He discusses it in various places, Delhi, Patna, Chhapra (in
Bihar), Calcutta (places where riots took place) (November, p.
2)
• Ba@ b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{ a rah – The status of Shibli
(December, p. 56)
Religious Issues
• The Ismaeli sect (August, p. 51)
World politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The reality of the Triple Alliance (May, p. 4)
General Interest
• A fraud Scientist – Montgomery Lo (May, p. 36)
• The art of making tea in China (May, p. 44)
• The bloody sports of Rome in olden times (August, p. 45)
• Chinese art of medicine (August, p. 56)
•
•
•
•
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APPENDIX C
THIRD PHASE (January 1947 – July 1962)
In Independent India
1947
1947, needless to say, was a very important year in South Asian
History. He started the year with a literary special issue called Maji@d
Wali@n Number. There was just one religious article, but quite a few
interesting articles on partition.
Relating to partition
• Mulah{aza@t – Our duty in the matter of partition of India [Partition
had been accepted, the areas going to Pakistan were less
developed, but still independence and self-government was an
important achievement.] (July, p. 3)
• Mulah{ a za@ t – 15 August and After [Hindus’ thinking had
completely changed, they do not just consider Pakistan another
country but an enemy country and were also against Muslims
even those who chose to stay in India.] (August, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – The most important question of the time [First
time in history when two communities of the same nation had
massacred each other like this, even though the flag of
independence was flying high, peoples’ hearts are sorrowful.]
(September, p. 3)
• Independence and Partition – a) Weaknesses of the Congress
[Congress did not try to convince Muslims, and address their
issues, the ones who stayed with it were motivated by love of
the nation, not by Congress.]; b) Who won? [Muslims suffered
bigger losses]; c) What did Muslims get?; d) What should
4,50,00,000 Muslims do? [Those left in India]; e) What is the
way ahead? (September, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t – The duties of the government and public in these
painful times [The biggest issue is to establish peace once again.
These circumstances were created by people getting too
emotional. He is asking for following Maulana Azad’s call that
leaders of all religions go to strife-ridden areas and promote
peace. (October, p. 3)
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Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Before and After Partition
(October, p. 57)
• Mulah{aza@t – Drunken state and hangover [Muslims were drunk
before partition with their emotional demands for Pakistan. After
the creation of Pakistan, they were realizing that the hangover
was as bad as the drunkenness.] (November, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – India’s terrible future [Communal riots had begun
a while back in Bengal, Bihar and had spread to Lahore but postpartition massacres were much worse. Even Delhi was not safe
from it. It had bad effects for both India and Pakistan.]
(December, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - What is going to happen? [Fateh{puri@ said it was
not independence of humans but of animals.] (June, p. 2)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - About Hyderbad (April, p. 1)
• Mulah{aza@t - Anjuman Taraqi-e Urdu and Hyderabad (May, p. 3;
June, p. 29; Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – July, p. 53)
• Government of God or Socialist form of government? (June, p. 50)
Religious Issues
• Religious beliefs and science (July, p. 40)
General Interest
• Mulah{aza@t - What should the future system of civilization be
like? (March, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Adab and carnal instincts (March, p. 45)
• How was the world populated [How did people come into being
– scientific article] (May, p. 35)
• Ba@ b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{ a rah – Freud’s viewpoint on
sexuality (September, p. 38)
• A historical look at Persian Adab (October, p. 32)
World Issues
• The story of Mussolini’s murder (September, p. 46)
• England’s economic downturn (November, p. 21)
The special issue of Niga@r in 1948 was called Pakistan Number. It
was also a jubilee issue, in the 26th year of Niga@r. Fateh{puri@ wrote the
whole issue himself. The idea was to give Pakistan a lesson in history,
about the good qualities of Muslim rulers of the past: their religious
tolerance, their encouragement of fine arts, even about Muslims’ first
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democracies, about Arab women, even about Islamic governments in
India and promotion of Sanskrit.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – a) The personality of Mahatma Gandhi (he died on
30 January, 1948); b) The mistakes of Congress and Congress
government (March, p. 5)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Letter from someone who migrated to Pakistan.
His new experiences and inability to forget India. (March, p. 53)
• Mulah{aza@t - A worrying future for the government of India (April,
p. 3)
• Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh [About its history, and how it
functioned in India then] (May, p. 17)
• Mulah{aza@t - Kashmir (June, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t - Communal viewpoint and clash between what is said
and what is done [Are Hindu-Muslims, people of one community?
He considered it a very important question] (July, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - The political problems of India-Pakistan [In front
of India is the question 1)America 2) Russia 3) Neither] (August,
p. 4)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Islamic Laws and Pakistan (August, p. 37)
• Mulah{aza@t - Urdu ‘Adab – Government – And us (September, p.
4)
• Mulah{ a za@ t – a) Hyderbad’s Venture – Challenging Indian
government; b) Death of Quaid-e Azam and Pakistan’s future;
c) Convention on Hindustani Language (October, p. 4)
World Politics Issues
• America and Hejaz’s oily unity [About the politics of war]
(March, p. 15)
• Britain’s economic crisis (March, p. 36)
• The reality of Marshal Plan (April, p. 16)
• Palestine and Zionism (April, p. 30)
• Mulah{aza@t – a) The future of Iran; b) Palestine and Middle East;
c) Russian views on Germany; d) India and Pakistan (May, p. 4)
• Turkey in the imperialistic grip of America (May, p. 26)
• American and Russian intrigues in the matter of Palestine (June,
p. 21)
• Is Russia ready for war? (August, p. 21)
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• The weaknesses of Russia (September, p. 34)
• Difference between Lenin and Stalin (November, p. 34)
General Interest
• The most amazing miracle of Nature - The birth of a human
being (September, p. 24)
• What will future wars be like – and how they can be stopped?
(October, p. 40)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) First Congress Convention after independence
(held in Jaipur);
b) Convention on Hindustani Language; c) Conference of
Commonwealth Ministers; d) China’s worrying incidents
(November, p. 6)
The special issue of January–February 1949 was dedicated to Afsanah
(Stories) Number. The emphasis this year was definitely on socio-political
issues of newly independent India. Fateh{puri@ was looking at the future
with some concern.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Red Shadow [Without doubt independence is a great
thing but what to do with it. And in the light of present happenings
what can be predicated about the future.] (March, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - Religion, culture and communalism [Are people of
India from one community? If they are, is the difference because
of culture? Religion has been considered less in this article, the
subject is considered more in terms of culture and national
feeling.] (April, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - Where is the Congress headed? [The successors of
Gandhi, Nehru (political) and Vinoba Bhave (spiritual), are both
unhappy with the direction Congress is taking.] (May, p. 5)
• Mulah{ a za@ t - India and Commonwealth [Explaining what
Commonwealth is and India’s considerations.] (June, p. 5)
• Asia and socialism – China, Malaysia, India and Indonesia are
considered in this respect. (June, p. 36)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) Unlucky India; b) Pakistan and Russia (July, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - Two years after independence (August, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t – a) Decisive Times – The four crore Muslims that have
been left in India, need to decide their future; b) India’s National
Language [on Hindi being considered it] (September, p. 5)
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Mulah{aza@t - Rupee – Sterling – Dollar [Value of Currency then]
(October, p. 5)
• Mulah{ a za@ t - The current mentality of Muslims in India
(November, p. 6)
• Mulah{aza@t - About Indian PM being welcomed in United States
(December, p. 6)
• Hungry and disease-ridden India (December, p. 57)
Religious Issues
• The soul of the Babi Movement (October, p. 31)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Bohra Group (October, p. 48)
General Interest
• The secret of life, and science - How did life come into being,
science’s struggle to understand (May, p. 38)
• The strange laws of Britain (July, p. 15)
• Taking off the veil from the wonders of the world - As we
discover the vastness of the universe, we also discover the
greatness of God. (July, p. 43)
• To the moon in three days (October, p. 44)
• Animals’ world (December, p. 59)
In the January–February issue of Niga@r in 1950
1950, Fateh{puri@ did not
contribute much, articles were written by others on literary issues. He
continued to write more on socio-political issues, undoubtedly, the issue
topmost in the minds of the thinkers of the time.
Socio-Political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Wrong Plans [Mentioned Nehru’s speech at the
beginning of the year, asking people to think of what they have
achieved and what they have lost and to try to become a
responsible nation. He discussed Hindu Mahasabha; and said
Indians have lost more from independence than gained. A
movement has been started for “Hindu Raj”. From the speech
of Dr. Khare the president of Hindu Mahasabha in the annual
meeting in December in Calcutta, it seemed that he still had not
accepted the separate existence of Pakistan.] (January–February,
p. 6)
• Mulah{aza@t - Separation of flesh and nail – The riots in Bengal
have increased tensions between India and Pakistan. (April, p.
5)
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Mulah{aza@t - Discussion on Quami@ Awa@z’s article about why
Muslims from four-five districts of Uttar Pradesh went away to
Pakistan. (May, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - Before and after the Delhi Pact (also called NehruLiaqat Pact) [Discussed the situation where some people in India
had still not accepted partition and kept talking about war to
get it back, and Pakistan’s insecurities where it did not trust
anything India said.] (June, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - About people who have migrated to Pakistan
(September, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) The political side of a communal viewpoint; b)
India’s secular government; c) Pakistan government’s nature;
d) The real reason for partition of India (religion turned into
politics); e) Imprudent thinking of Muslims; f) From Jinnah’s
viewpoint; g) The different parties of Pakistan; h) Muslim rule
or Islamic rule; i) The weaknesses of Pakistan; j) Unity between
India and Pakistan is crucial; k) Necessity for a neutral bloc
(December, p. 5)
World Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - The terrible future of the world [From the context
of being in the 50th year of the 20th century. Although the future
is unknown, the past is shedding a bleak shadow.] (March, p. 5)
• Russia’s five year plans (April, p. 20)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) What should happen now? [About India-Pakistan
relations, he said that the pact is soothing the situation] b) Is
the Korean war a precursor to a IIIrd World War. (July, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - The situation of the Korean War and the future
(August, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - Is Stalin ready for Third World War. (October, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) America’s Kingdom of God [American President
Truman’s speech in the Senate, where he described himself and
his country in such emotional religious terms that Niyaz found
strange.]; b) Truman’s lesson in socialism; c) Korea, Manchuria
(Northeast China) and Tibet (November, p. 5)
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Discussion on Fiqh and
Hadith, taking the views of two scholars of the time into
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consideration. Ma@hir al-Qadri@, editor of Fa@ra@n and Parvez Nadir
of Taloo-e Islam (April, p. 60; May, p. 49)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Standard and Rare Hadith (November, p. 52)
General Interest
• Khayyam’s Rubiyaat (October, p. 43)
• Out of this world – Tibet (October, p. 59)
• The social and intellectual uniqueness of the nation of China
(December, p. 48)
The special issue of January – February 1951
1951, was translation of a
book by Maurice G. Hindus called In search of a future. It was based on
the author’s travels to Iran, Egypt, Iraq and Palestine. Introduction of
the book was written by Fateh{puri@. Translator – Lat{i@f al-Din Ah{mad
Akbara@ba@di@ (p. 4-110). Fateh{puri@ wrote an article in the issue as well:
• The changes in Islamic governments after the Great War [His
observations, analysis and comments on the book. The mental
revolution that is found among Muslim countries is not from
today but from First World War, according to him.] (p. 111-141)
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Nas{i@ri@ and ‘Ali Illa@hi@ - Are both groups similar
or different? If different, what is the difference? (May, p. 36)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Maturi@di@ (June, p. 40)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Religions of the world and the idea of God
(November, p. 41)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - This is India and This is China (March, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t - Pakistan’s cry for Jihad (September, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Congress on Crossroads [Discussed recent situation
when elections were near. Wrote about Hindu Mahasabha and
its birth in British rule; but said that after independence it had
got emboldened. There was an increasing religious emphasis of
Congress as well which was not the case before.] (October, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) Liaqat Ali Khan’s obituary; b) Another danger –
about Middle East; c) Congress’s mental challenge (November,
p. 3)
World Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Korea, Iran or Kashmir? (April, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - About the Korean War (May, p. 2)
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Mulah{aza@t - An important issue of the capability of present
diplomacy. [Iran had become an important issue because of the
importance of its geographic location, economic possibilities
and weak government.] (June, p. 1)
• American dollar and Russian preparation for war [America was
indirectly helping Russia prepare for war] (June, p. 25)
• Mulah{aza@t - Economic situation of not only India but the world
is pretty bad. (December, p. 3)
General Interest
• Immigrants of different parts of the world (March, p. 34)
• Dialogue between a philosopher and nature (April, p. 11)
The special issue of 1952 was literary called Hasrat Number.
Fateh{puri@ added a column called “Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n!” this year, in
which he discussed religious issues. It continued for a long time, some
of these articles were later used in his book, Man-o Yazda@n. He wrote
two interesting articles on religious subjects, one on Kufr and Islam, and
the other, God from the eyes of secularism. Socio-political articles of
interest were on Pakistan’s internal situation where religious people are
getting free rein, also on matter of Kashmir and Pakistan.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{ a za@ t - About India becoming a Republic where the
Constitution declared India to be secular (March, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - About travelling between India and Pakistan (April,
p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - The matter of preservation of Urdu [Signatures were
being gathered by ‘Ala@qa@i Zaba@n Committee of Anjuman Taraqie Urdu for making Urdu a regional language] (May, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - Pakistan and Mullah Raj [The attack of Karachi
Muslims on the speech of Sir Zafarullah Khan on Ahmadiyya
sect. Fateh{puri@ writes about Ahmadiyya sect and of Pakistani’s
behaviour, or Mullah Raj.] (July, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - What is happening in Pakistan? (August, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t - In the service of government of Pakistan, with
apologies (September, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Matter of Kashmir and Pakistan (October, p. 3)
Religious Issues
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The touchstone of Human Progress,
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and our Ulama-e Kara@m (August, p. 39)
Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Iqbal’s philosophy of Khudi [The
teaching of the founder of Islam that has been least understood
by Islamic scholars.] (October, p. 12)
• Disagreement between Kufr and Islam [A traditional and rational
look at shirk and idol-worship and the position of our respected
scholars] (October, p. 33)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - “Kauthar” and “Tasni@m” mentioned in the
Qur’an. What do they mean? They are just used once each, and
are not repeated in the Qur’an. (October, p. 48)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - God – from the viewpoint of secularism
(November, p. 30)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The day of the Prophet of the Muslims
[Prophet Muhammad’s Birthday] (December, p. 25)
Historical Issues
• India – A thousand years ago September34
• History of the epoch of Islam – Begins from early Arab history
(before Islam) and the changes that came with Islam. (November,
p. 18)
• Dispute of Britain and Egypt – From a historical point of view
(March, p. 5)
• Mulah{ a za@ t – Why did the revolution in Egypt happen?
(November, p. 3)
The special issue of 1953 was dedicated to Dagh Dehlvi, the poet.
An interesting article this year discussed if Islam and Shariah mean the
same, and also his ideas on religion and God.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – Some impressions [He went to Karachi twice in
1952, about Pakistan, and Indo-Pak Relations] (March, p. 2)
• A brief historical overview of the Kashmir Valley (March, p. 17)
• Mulah{aza@t – Letter from a friend in Pakistan and its reply (April,
p. 1)
• Mulah{aza@t - Upheaval in Pakistan – Change of government (May,
p. 1)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) Thoughts on the current situation; b) Achievement
of Anjuman Taraqi-e Urdu [in making Urdu a regional language]
(June, p. 3)
•
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Mulah{aza@t – Pakistan’s new government and its future (July, p. 3)
Mulah{aza@t – Pakistan’s future (also Indo-Pak relations) (August,
p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Kashmir’s intractable problem (September, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t – Our education system [is based on British system,
South Asian goals from education were not under consideration]
(October, p. 4)
• War’s terrible history - for the service of both India and Pakistan
(October, p. 37)
• Mulah{aza@t - Maulana Sayyid Sulaiman Nadvi@ and the conception
of government in Pakistan (November, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - Pakistan’s Constitution and Qur’an and Sunnat
(December, p. 3)
Religious Issues
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The viewpoint of our ‘Ulama@’ (March,
p. 41)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - A moment of thought for those who run
the administration of Pakistan (June, p. 35)\
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Our present ‘Ulama@’-i Kara@m (August,
p. 46)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@ z khva@ n ! - Islam – from my point of view
(September, p. 47)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The idea of God and religion – from the
viewpoint of thought and rationality (October, p. 41)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Magic, charms, amulets etc. (October, p. 48)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Our temples and their La@t and Habl
[Islam takes pride in being against idol-worship. Maulvis who
want to restrict Islam in mosques ought to be called idols. God
is same for everyone, Christians, Hindus etc.] (November, p. 40)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Is Islam and Shariah the same thing?
(December, p. 43)
General Interest
• War and spying (September, p. 51)
• There is nothing new in this world [Although there are so many
advances in all technical fields, knowledge and moral values
have not changed through time, the newness is only fresh
infusions and implications] (October, p. 13)
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More and more women – World of the Future, when we would
not need sex for reproduction (November, p. 44)
Global Issues
• The most important aspect of Iran’s current politics, the issue
of oil, and the rise and fall of Prime Minister Musaddaq
(November, p. 5)
• Progress in knowledge and rationality in Soviet government
(December, p. 37)
“The sovereignties of Islam” was the special issue of January –
February 1954
1954. It covered a wide historical period from the birth of the
Prophet to the present. A short history of the Muslim governments:
Muhammad, his times, all four caliphs, Hasan, Caliphs’ times, Ummayids,
Abbasids, and then details of rulers of different areas, Egypt and Syria,
India and Afghanistan, Persia etc. This issue can be an important resource
to understand Fateh{puri@’s views on Islamic history.
Religious Issues
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Why did God create the world? (March,
p. 20)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Dajjal (false prophet, devil) – What do Muslims
believe about Dajjal and what stories are connected to it in
Islamic literature. (March, p. 47)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The right idea of God. (April, p. 48)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Future of religion (May, p. 38)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – The issue of “khamr” (intoxicant)
and the translation of one verse of the Qur’an (August, p. 48)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Khuda, Qur’an aur Muhammad ya
Muhammad, Qur’an aur Khuda (October, p. 35)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - The incident of ash{ab fi@l [Surah al-Fil, Qur’an,
105] (December, p. 44)
Historical Issues
• The education of princesses during Mughal times (March, p. 25)
• A look at Islamic knowledge - a) Arab knowledge before Islam;
b) Period of the Prophet and the Pious Caliphs; c) Ummayad
Period; d) Abbasid Period; e) Egyptian Rule; f) Spanish Rule
(July, p. 5)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - A few interesting pages from the history
of religion (July, p. 47)
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Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – What should Muslims do? [Jinnah, Muslim League
and Pakistan were of historical importance for Pakistan, India
had its Gandhi, Congress and Bharat. After Jinnah’s death,
Muslim League was practically dead too, and after Gandhi’s
death, Congress, if not effectively dead has developed a lot of
differences.] (April, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - Sheikh Abdullah and issue of Kashmir (May, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – Pakistan and Mullaism [Pakistan Prime Minister
Mr. Muhammad Ali has warned Pakistan of two things in the
future, socialism and Mullaism. Everyone ignored socialism but
Maulvi Rais Ah{mad Jafri@, editor of Riyaz, Karachi asked the
PM to explain Mullaism. Discussed Jafri’s question and gave
his own reply.] (August, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – Hindustan’s current riots [Aligarh, Bhopal, Mathura
etc., Nizamabad (near Hyderabad). Almost the same excuses
were used either cow-killing or Pakistani flags were put on
temples. He discussed if the reasons were economic.]
(September, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) Increasing danger of Eastern Asia (China); b)
Pakistan’s Islamic democracy [Praising Pakistani PM
Muhammad Ali on establishing it.] (October, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – After Nehru [A letter from Nehru had been recently
published in which he expressed the desire to leave his
responsibilities and concentrate on academics.] (November, p. 3)
World Politics
• Mulah{aza@t - Pakistan, American and Turkey. [World politics of
the time; Military agreement between USA and Pakistan.]
(March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – America’s political games [Britain and USA have
decided that all future wars will be in Asia now, and Asian
countries will be pitted against each other.] (July, p. 2)
General Interest
• Life and beginning of life – Scientific discoveries about birth.
(August, p. 13)
• A magical moment of the world – All new technological
inventions of the time. (December, p. 47)
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Special issue of Niga@r in 1955 was on Islamic knowledge and Islamic
scholars. Sub-sections included: a) Progress of knowledge and arts during
Islamic governments; b) A look at Islamic knowledge, c) Famous people
and scholars of Islam and d) Indian famous people and scholars. The
special issue was continued in July of that year, with 24 pages on short
bios of Muslim intellectuals.
Of note, are also four articles on Pakistan and two on Kashmir this
year.
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – Political situation in Pakistan is changing so fast
that one cannot predict the future. (March, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - Pakistan’s current position and the mischief of
Mullaism (April, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - Pakistan – A Sick Man (June, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - Pakistan – Land of mistakes and opposites (July, p.
3)
• Mulah{aza@t - Decision on a separate status for Kashmir (August,
p. 3)
• Women and education (September, p. 41)
• Mulah{aza@t - Kashmir chalo – Lets go to Kashmir. [A slogan
being used by some groups in Pakistan.] (October, p. 3)
Religious Issues
• Predestination and misfortune, and Astrology (March, p. 30)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Eternal life of soul and Resurrection
(April, p. 31)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - A viewpoint on religion (June, p. 41)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Happiness or luxury (July, p. 27)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The reality of soul (August, p. 49)
• Fine Arts and Ethics (October, p. 28)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The interesting story of soul and its
eternal life (October, p. 45)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The eternal life of soul and resurrection
(November, p. 34)
Historical Issues
• Material and Cultural System in the age of Ummayads (March,
p. 5)
• Society and trade during the age of Abbasids (April, p. 5)
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Some famous women of the time of Muslim rule in India (June,
p. 45)
• Mulah{aza@t – What is the future of Pakistan? (November, p. 3)
World Politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Middle East and British politics (September, p. 3)
• Predictions about war (October, p. 21)
Special issue of Niga@r in 1956 was – The idea of God and its evolution
– From ancient times until now.
Chapters included:
- Beginning of religion
- Religion in various countries, China, Greece, Rome, Egypt etc.
- Ancient American and Buddhism, Chinese, Japanese
- Judaism, Christainity and Islam philosophy.
- The rise of rationalism
Religious Issues
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Battle of religion and reason (April, p. 41)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Saudi Arabia and Wahabism (October, p. 45)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Bahaii sect (November, p. 45)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Far from the fires of hell and whips of
angels – Nature [or reason says live in peace] or religiosity [living
for another world] (December, p. 30)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – Islamic Democracy of Pakistan [First time in
history, the term democracy will be attached to an Islamic
government. Some people were using it to not take it seriously
and blaming it for being religious. If Pakistan had no place for
Hindus then why do they assume that India had a lot of place
for Muslims. (April, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Pakistan at crossroads [The government in Pakistan
can be called “aristocratic dictatorship.”] (May, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Pakistan’s current phase of contention [between
Muslim League and People’s Party] (June, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t – Next elections and Muslims (August, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - The book “Religious Leaders” and how Muslims
should act [American book “Religious Leaders” has mentioned
Prophet Muhammad among them, in unflattering terms. It did not
raise any dust until it got published in Bombay.] (October, p. 3)
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World Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – a) The clever strategies of Russia and America; b)
Pakistan’s internal troubles (March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – New political ploys [Russia and US] (July, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t – Dispute over Suez Canal is a big danger for Egypt
(September, p. 3)
• Historical and political view of the Suez Canal (September, p.
31)
• Mulah{aza@t – Political Earthquake [Russian influence in Eastern
Europe and even inside Britain, France and America in Stalin’s
time, but what happens after him (he died in 1953). (November,
p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Results of the attack on Egypt [Arab-Israeli Suez
War, 1956] (December, p. 3)
General Interest
• The painful tale of the new civilization – The true features of
polite behaviour and being cultured (July, p. 37)
• Life – ten years from now (September, p. 29)
• Study of the universe - Some interesting astronomical facts
(October, p. 32; November, p. 37)
Urdu poetry special issue was published in January–February 1957
1957.
Another special issue was also published in November 1957 called Hindi
Poetry Number – About its history, its types, Mughal government and
the poetry. It seems separate from other issues. Fateh{puri@ wrote on
Krishna (Hindu God) this year, other articles of note were on God and
Godliness, and about the language to be used in prayer.
Religious Issues
• Religious Issues - Krishanji – About him, how and why he is
worshipped by Hindus (April, p. 33)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - God and Godliness – Views of religion
and irreligion (April, p. 37)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Attempt to take out the body of the Prophet
(April, p. 44)
• Scientific reasons for the existence of God (May, p. 40)
• Mulah{aza@t – Pakistan and the language of prayer [Commenting
on the news that in a mosque in Lahore, an Imam read the
Qur’anic verses with translation in prayer.] (June, p. 3)
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Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Need for an iconoclast (June, p. 36)
Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - The right vision of Islam – Islam does
not share the same narrow-minded view that is found among its
believers. (July, p. 45)
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Is there God or not? (August, p. 43)
• Difference between Islam and Shariah (Islamic Law), Religion
and Way of life (November, p. 50)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – Difference between the dream of Pakistan and its
implementation (April, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Unlucky Pakistan (October, p. 4)
General Interest
• Mulah{aza@t – The destructiveness of reason [Yes, science has
opened up a lot of possibilities for progress, but what is the
meaning of progress?] (May, p. 3)
• Russia’s schools, newspapers and book stores (May, p. 38)
Historical Issues
• The story of crime and punishment [Hammurabi, Law of Moses,
Palestine, Ancient Greece, Roman Law, Laws during Christian
rule, beginning of prisons.] (March, p. 6)
• Refutation of some accusations against Mahmud Ghaznavi@ - a)
Hindus’ Religious Freedom; b) Mahmud’s interest in Knowledge;
c) Firdausi and Mahmud (October, p. 32)
World Politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – Middle East’s lacuna – Battle over Suez Canal
(March, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – About Middle East (July, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t – America in the Middle East (November, p. 4)
The whole issue of January–February 1958 was written by Fateh{puri@,
it was a special issue called “Knowledge number.” It was organized in
four sub-sections: historical, general, religious and literary knowledge.
Most of the topics were historical, and very few religious articles.
Religious Issues
• Gahe Gahe Ba@zkhva@n! - Rational and Religious Ideas about Soul
(September, p. 46)
• Explanation of some Qur’anic verses (November, p. 30)
• I am a Mulhid and irreligious [In religious circles, that is what is
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said. Fateh{puri@ surveyed his ilha@d (straying from religion).
According to him, Ilha@d is defined as the irreligiousness that is
based on refutation of God, and this irreligiousness is based on
not doing religious acts. However, a person who did not practice
any religion can still believe in God. Explained his views, and
asked his readers to do justice on the issue that a religion which
claimed to have such wide-ranging teachings to put being a
Muslim in such narrow terms and confine it to doing certain
things. It is a travesty, he said. (November, p. 50)
• Discussion on whether music and singing are permitted or
prohibited (December, p. 34)
Historical issues
• Shah Wali Allah – A Religious, Akhla@qi and Political Striver of
the 17th century (May, p. 7)
• Sayyid Ahmad Shahid Barelvi (August, p. 27)
• Joan of Arc – A living memory of France’s viciousness (August,
p. 45)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – The matter of Kashmir from a rational point of
view (April, p. 6)
• Mulah{aza@t – The delegation of Anjuman Tariqi-e Urdu and the
President of the democracy (May, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - a) Pakistan’s great trial: Pakistan’s going through a
rough patch from an economic point of view; b) Maulana Azad’s
autobiography limited – Some portion of his autobiography
where to be published in 1988. (June, p. 4)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Shia-Sunni differences in
Pakistan (August, p. 48)
• Mulah{aza@t – Pakistan’s current military government (November,
p. 2)
World Politics Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – The current politics of the Middle East (March, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t – Iraq, Lebanon and Jordan (August, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Middle East after Iraq’s revolution (September, p.
4)
General Interest
• Orientalism and Western scholars (April, p. 41)
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Mulah{aza@t – The difference in character of the East and West
(July, p. 4)
• Natural world, beyond knowledge and comprehension
(December, p. 31)
A very important and interesting issue was published in January 1959
called, Understanding Islam Number. All articles are written by Fateh{puri@,
except two, which are written by “A Muslim”.
Articles:
1. Mulah{aza@t – A historical overview (p. 2)
2. Utilitarian and rational ides of religion (p. 9)
3. Islam’s status in the religions of the world (p. 14)
4. Qur’an is revealed from God but is not the speech of God (p. 33)
5. Kharistan of Hadith (Kharistan is a place in Western Afghanistan,
famous for the battle of Kharistan, p. 737)
6. The strange view of ‘Ulama@-i Kara@m (p. 52)
7. A rational survey of Islam (A Muslim, p. 56)
8. Haroof Maql’a@t (p. 81)
9. What do today’s atheists says? (p. 83)
10. Ah{adi@th have no religious value (A Muslim, p. 104)
11. Explanation of some Qur’anic verses (p. 111)
12. Traditional and rational position of Kufr and Islam (p. 114)
13. The real meaning of the teachings of Islam (p. 122)
14. Miracles and Concealed Knowledge (p. 127)
15. Haq Allah does not mean anything (p. 133)
Religious Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – Maulana Azad as a religious scholar (March, p. 3)
• Place where people undergo temporal punishment (‘A@lim–e
Barzakh) – From a non-Islamic perspective (August, p. 32)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – A religious question (related to January issue)
(August, p. 43)
• Mulah{aza@t – Ahmadi@ Group (August, p. 2)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah - Ahmadi@ Group – A letter with
reaction to his edit and its reply (November, p. 35)
• Ahmadi@ Group and I [He received a number of letters in reply to
his edit, most of them against, he explained his views]
(December, p. 39)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Death Penalty for Apostates (December, p. 41)
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Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – South Asia and inflation [It had been 11 years since
the partition, both India and Pakistan had progressed since then,
but how much of the progress had actually reached the public
remained to be determined.] (May, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – General Ayub Khan and Pakistan’s current military
government (June, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Disturbance in Kerala [He felt that the nation’s
freedom was as big a gift as it was a curse. The people of Kerala
and the government had developed differences. It was the only
state which had a communist government different from other
state governments ruled by Congress.] (July, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t - What should Muslims do? [Incidents in Bhopal and
Mubarkpur show the government was partisan. If they had done
their job, the situation would not have deteriorated.] (August,
p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – Quami@ Awa@z and Niga@r [Quami@ Awa@z discussed
his editorial “What Muslims should do” and raised some
interesting questions. Both Quami@ Awa@z and Fateh{puri@ accept
that Hindu-Muslims have some differences that if not solved
will erupt in riots. He held the government responsible for this,
while Quami@ Awa@z held the Muslims responsible. (September,
p. 3)
Historical Issues
• Caliphate of Mu’awiyah and Yazi@d (October, p. 28)
• Usman, ‘Ali and Mu’awiyah – In the light of history (in continuation
of Caliphate of Mu’awiyah and Yazid. (December, p. 48)
• The literary tastes of Arab women during Abbasid period
(November, p. 42)
General Interest
• Mulah{aza@t – An interesting story of the land of daring and action
[America is more successful, according to him the reason for
that was its special attitude, Americans were always up to
something, getting things done.] (April, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – The moon is not far anymore (October, p. 3)
• Political Akhla@q – From the time of despotism to democracy
and communism (October, p. 6)
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Mulah{aza@t – Red, Yellow and White. Discussing Russia, China
and USA respectively (November, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – There is no possibility of future war [Although
there is a lot of talk of America and Russia going to war, it is not
a possibility. They are both prosperous and it does not seem
likely that they will destroy this prosperity. (December, p. 3)
The special issue of January 1960 was based on a “Selection of
Niya@z’s letters”.
Subsections:
1. A few articles on Niya@z Fateh{puri@, his personality, his friends,
akhla@q and literary tastes etc.
2. Niya@z’s letters to women
3. Poetry-Literature and criticism
4. Miscellaneous
Religious Issues
• Murder of Apostate and Islam [It was not God’s command, Islam
does not have limits or punishments for just apostasy. The
apostates that were killed during the Prophet’s and Pious Caliphs’
time did not just do apostasy but had themselves committed
murder or did something wrong.] (March, p. 41)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Other words about Murtid (Apostate) and of
the same sort (July, p. 93)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Times of prayer [Question: Even though prayer
is good, five times at weird hours is not practical in today’s
lifestyle. The Qur’an itself doesn’t mention them, what do you
think? – Fateh{puri@ discussed the Qur’anic verses which mention
time, 57 mention prayer, only 4 out of those have some mention
of time.] (April, p. 39)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – The reason for the story of ashab al-fil (people
of the elephant, Qur’an, Surah 105 – al-Fil) and their destruction
(May, p. 48)
• Bab al-Intiqa@d – Spiritual World [“Spiritual World” is the name
of a small 72 page booklet written by Prof. Sayyid Abd al-Majid
Gayavi@, in which he claimed to prove the existence of souls and
of life after death. Niya@z discussed it.] (August, p. 42)
• Some hours in Qadiya@n (where Ahmadi@ sect started) (September,
p. 21)
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Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Ahmadi@ group and Ilyas Barni@ (Ilyas Barni wrote
“Qadiyani religion”) (October, p. 44)
• Ba@b al-Murasalah- al-Munaz{arah – Me and Ahmadi@ Community
(December, p. 28)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – a) The rise of magic; b) India-Pakistan relations
[Both had expressed desire for friendly relations, but until then
it was not happening.];
c) Maulana Azad in the light of his letters (March, p. 5)
• Mulah{aza@t – a) About his journey to Pakistan; b) Lahore and
the people there;
c) Karachi and its people and life; d) Comparison with other
Western cities;
e) Unrestrained extravagance of Muslims; f) Insurance by force,
and Quami@ Fund; g) Treasury and Organization of Zaka@t; h)
Pakistan’s current government and its reformist experiences; i)
The sore on Pakistan’s body; j) Right political tendencies; k) A
closer look at the Ahmadi@ community (July, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – World politics at crossroads [The politics of the
world is changing with colonialism being over and there not
being such black-white differences.] (August, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Our class and language conflicts (September, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Nehru-Ayub Meeting (October, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – An opportunity to serve Urdu (November, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Hornet’s Nest and Time Bomb [The two terms used
for the issue of Kashmir in the talks between Ayub and Nehru.]
(December, p. 3)
Historical Issues
• Slaves and girls (female slaves) during the epoch of Islam (March,
p. 9)
• The position of Hindus – During the time of Muslim governments
[An attempt to understand Hindu Muslim contention] (April, p.
20)
• An aspect of Islamic history – The system of Islamic military
(July, p. 9)
In 1961
1961, the emphasis was on literature; two special issues of Niga@r
in January–February and July were on it. The Jan-Feb was called “Ghalib
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Number,” and the other one was dedicated to the writings of Jigar. Some
very interesting religious articles also came out, for instance, Islam and
zinna (adultery), and also explanation of his views on the Ahmadi@s.
Religious Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – The point of view of government and Islam (March,
p. 3)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Islam and punishment for zinna (adultery)
(March, p. 45)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – What was the age of Hazrat Ayesha at the time
of marriage? And why did the Prophet get married a number of
times? (April, p. 29)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Jihad and Jizyah (tax on non-Muslims) (June,
p. 33)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Are the punishments in Shariah, beastly?; b)
Who are the Looth community?; c) Zaidis – where did they come
from?; d) Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad – Ahmadism – Ahmadi
Group; e) Revelation and Gabriel (September, p. 21)
• The art of dance and Islam (September, p. 37)
• Mulah{aza@t – Refutation of a misunderstanding [What Fateh{puri@
wrote about Mirza Ghulam Ahmad and the Ahmadis had been
distorted by “Chattan” newspaper in Lahore, and other Pakistan
newspapers. It had made people believe that he had converted
to Ahmadism. He found it really surprising that a newspaper
like Chattan did not understand his viewpoint.] (November, p.
2)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Ahl-i Qur’an and Ahl-i Hadith (November, p. 41)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t - Sectarian Riots [Fateh{puri wrote that it was sad
that in spite of the government being secular, it was not able to
stop religious rioting. He explained why he called it sectarian.]
(April, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Our education system and its dismal standard [He
believed that the Britishers made education more commonly
available with the establishment of standardized government
schools so that more families were able to get their children
educated. He discussed the situation after independence; and
the need for improvement in the education system.] (May, p. 3)
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Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Waheed Ahmad Khan and Maulana Azad; b)
Difference between “Quam”, “Ummah” and “Millat” and the
two-nation theory; c) The matter of thinking about Halal (what
is permitted) and Pakistan (May, p. 33)
• Mulah{aza@t – Muslim convention [The word Muslim had stopped
being used in name of groups after partition, since Muslims were
afraid of using it, because of Muslim League] (June, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – About his trip to Karachi and the changes he noticed
(September, p. 4)
• Mulah{aza@t – The ruined dream of peace and unity (October, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – Hindu ancestors and Muslims [Muslims had to prove
their patriotism, discussed Sampurna Nand’s statement where
he asked Hindus and non-Hindus to develop respect for nation,
and made it clear he meant Muslims.] (December, p. 3)
Historical Issues
• Islam and Democracy – From a historical point of view (May, p. 6)
• The court of Amir Mu’awiyyah (May, p. 39)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – The tradition among ‘Arabs to bury their
daughters alive. (October, p. 39)
• Islamic government and the postal department – or the office of
spying and garnering information (December, p. 18)
General Interest
• The future ruling race of the globe (May, p. 49)
• The newspapers and magazines of North America (June, p. 31)
• Bab al-intiqa@d – Jesus in Kashmir (June, p. 38)
• Some interesting facts about nature – The miracles of air
(November, p. 18)
• The right way for thought and action (December, p. 41)
The special issue of Niga@ r in 1962 was called Iqba@ l Number.
Interesting religious articles published this year were on the miracles
attributed to the Prophet and also on Islam’s respect for other religions.
The historical articles published in this year are interesting too, on Hazrat
Umar’s period of democracy and on Islam and Fine Arts.
Religious Issues
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) The miracles of Prophet Muhammad (March,
p. 36)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – a) Purdah and Islam; b) A notorious word from
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Islam’s history – Jihad (April, p. 35)
Mulah{aza@t – Islam and respect for other religions [He said Islam
has been understood as a violent religion because of the wrong
propaganda of Christian missionaries, and our religious scholars
were also responsible since they could not refute it, they were
not able to show the right point of view of Islam in terms of
religious freedom.] (May, p. 3)
Historical Issues
• Islam and Fine Arts (April, p. 45)
• The custom of slavery and Islam - Issue of slave women (May, p. 6)
• Mulah{aza@t – Hazrat Umar’s period of democracy [After the time
of the pious Caliphs, there was no sign of democracy in Islam.
The dictatorships and dynasties that came into being were
obviously not democratic, but they were not Islamic either.
Maulana Muhammad Ali had written about Caliph Umar’s
policies and said that the example of democracy that was found
in Umar’s time was not found in even today’s progressive world.]
(July, p. 3)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Who was wrong in Jang-e Jamal – Hazrat ‘Ali
or Hazrat Ayesha? (July, p. 46)
Socio-political Issues
• Mulah{aza@t – The constitution of Pakistan and the basic idea of
an Islamic government [He did not want to discuss or give
suggestions for Pakistan’s constitution. Just the news inspired
him to think about Islam’s first constitution.] (March, p. 2)
• Mulah{aza@t – India’s third elections [Although Congress victory
was not surprising, it was interesting to see Jan Sangh’s role.
He thought it was the same as Mahasabha, except that it was
not just ideological but was political and action-oriented.
Discussed its concept of “Akhand Bharat.”] (April, p. 3)
• Mulah{aza@t – a) Anjuman Taraqi-e Urdu Pakistan; b) The feelings
of Muslims in India – Discussion of Maulana Sayyid
Akbarabadi’s statement about the feelings of Indian Muslims
(June, p. 2)
General Interest
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r –Third World War and the future of democracy
and communism (March, p. 36)
•
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APPENDIX D
LAST PHASE (September 1962 - May 1966)
In September 1962, the name of the magazine was changed to Niga@ri Pakista@n. Niya@z Fateh{puri@ was no longer “editor” but “patron” of the
magazine. The editor of this issue was ‘A@rif Niya@zi@. Beginning in January
1963, Farma@n Fateh{puri@ became co-editor and is now the editor.
Fateh{puri@ did not write much in 1962
1962; even his regular columns
were much shorter. The most striking difference was in his question and
answer column, where earlier he used to give lengthy replies, there were
generally just two or three paragraphs.
• Mula@h{az}a@t - Reason for coming to Pakista@n (September, p. 3)
He wrote that he was hurt by the environment in Lucknow, and
it had left him with no choice but to leave and go somewhere
else, and he chose Karachi, because he had a number of relatives
and friends here.
• Man’s journey to the moon (September, p. 21)
• This Universe (September, p. 56)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r - Discussion on the h{adi@th called “al-Harb
Khad‘ateh”
A question was asked if it was true (as it seems from this h{adi@th),
that the Prophet allowed lies and cheating in situation of war?
• Mula@h{az}a@t - Pakista@n needs jurists (who make new laws), rather
than ‘ulama@’ (who depend on traditions) (November, p. 3).
The highlight of the year 1963
1963, were the two “Niya@z Numbers”,
(March-April and May-June), both of them running to over 300 pages.
• My late father, me and Niga@r (March-April, p. 19)
This was his autobiography; it was later re-published as “Da@stani Haya@t” (July 1966)
Religious issues:
• Ba@b al-Mura@sila wa al-Muna@z{ara - The battle of Khad‘ata
(February, p. 49; August p. 62; and October p. 50)
• The political system of Islam – according to Dr. Taha Hussain
(February, p. 24).
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Who were the S{a@b‘i@n? (January, p. 46)
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Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – On Shiite sub-sects like Qaramitis, Isma‘ilis,
Khojas and Bohras (February, p. 51)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Shi‘a@ and Ra@faz{a (a Shiite sub-sect) (October,
p. 54)
• Jesus’ crucifixion and coming back to life (September, p. 11)
• Ba@b al-Mura@sila wa al-Muna@z{ara – On Jesus (December, p. 60)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Beginning of Islam in Kashmir (October, p. 54)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Free Will and Predestination (December, p. 66)
• A brief analysis of the thought of Ghula@m Ah{mad Parwez
(September, p. 3)
Fateh{puri@ wrote in praise of a speech of Ghulam Ahmed Parwez,
in which the latter had argued that di@n and maz{hab are two
different things.
Politics:
• Mula@h{az}a@t – World political situation (January, p. 4)
a) Conflict between USA and Russia. b) India-China relations.
c) Kashmir issue d) Atomic experience
Only three issues of 1964 were available to me. One of them was on
Momi@n (the poet), although the month of this issue is not clear. Fateh{puri
wrote a number of articles on the subject. He did not write anything for
the May-June issue, in fact, he wrote a separate page “Harf-i Awwal”,
saying that this was the first time since Niga@r began publication that he
has not written anything in it. The December issue is also dedicated to a
poet; it is called the “Ma@jid Wali@n Number,” for which Fateh{puri@ wrote
just one article.
In 1965
1965, he stopped writing Mula@h{az}a@t from the November issue,
and gave full editorial responsibility to Farman Fateh{puri@. He, however,
wrote a number of articles this year, although all of them were much
shorter than they used to be.
Islamic History:
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – the conflict between Hazrat ‘Ali and Amir
Mu‘awiyah (January, p. 51)
• ‘Abd al-Alla@h bin Saba@ and the murder of Caliph Usma@n (March
p. 43)
• Who killed Imam Hussain? (May, p. 28)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – Best time in Islamic history (September, p. 3)
For him, it was the time of the Prophet, simply because of the
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spirit he infused, which made an ignorant and backward
community into such a progressive one.
Religious Issues:
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Discussion on h{adi@th books, Bukhari@ and Muslim
(June, p. 71)
• Ba@ b al-Istifsa@ r – Islam’s vision of government and the
constitutional and political position of the first four Caliphs
(January, p. 51)
• Ba@b al-Mura@sila wa al-Muna@z{ara – Discussion on reason and
religion (February, p. 63)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Discussion on destiny (taqdi@r) (April p. 66)
• Ba@b al-Mura@sila – Discussion on Islamic laws (June, p. 61)
• Military ethics of Muslims (November, p. 18)
• On Iqba@l’s religious views as reflected in his writings (January,
p. 12)
Social Issues:
• Mula@h{az}a@t – a) Kashmir dispute; b) Students of Pakista@n
(February, p. 4)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – India and the problem of language (March, p. 5)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – The trials and tribulations of progress (April, p. 5)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – The problems of the middle class (May, p. 4)
• Mula@h{az}a@t – Muslim University in Aligarh (June, p. 4)
Fateh{puri@ passed away in May of 1966
1966, but he was writing until the
very last issue.
Religious Issues:
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – The reality of Ruh{ (soul) (January, p. 57)
• Amazing story of the soul and its immortality (May, p. 18)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Discussion on Ilha@m and Wah{y (revelation)
(February, p. 70)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Whether it was better to say nama@z with the
translation of Qur’an in one’s own language (March-April, p.
103)
• Ba@b al-Istifsa@r – Time of prayer (May, p. 75)
• Organization of Islamic armies (May, p. 47).
Politics:
• Mula@h{az}a@t – An article about the Tashkent agreement between
India and Pakista@n (March-April, p. 3).
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Glossary
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

A@da@b

Etiquettes of good behaviour, respect and
obedience.

Ajla@f

Ignobles, lower strata of South-Asian Muslim
society

Ah{adi@th

Traditions of the Prophet (plural of h{adith). They
have been collected in book form. The most
respected among them known as the Sihah-Sitah,
or the trustworthy six.

Akhla@q

Ethical spirit/thinking, disposition. A quality
among humans which motivates them to do what
they consider right.

‘A@lim

Scholar, learned man, especially of Islam.

Al-ladhina amanu
wa amilu’s-salihat

Those who believe and do good deeds.

‘Aql

Intelligence, wisdom, understanding, reasoning,
intellect

Ashra@f

The elite in Muslim society are called ashra@f
(honourables, plural of shari@f meaning noble),
mainly consist of Muslims claiming foreign
ancestry, from the Arabs, Turks, Afghans, or the
Mughals. Higher caste Hindus who converted to
Islam also become part of the ashra@f.

A@wa@m

Masses, common people

Be@-ja@ a@za@di

Unrestrained freedom, impropriety

Burqa

A long, loose, tent-like garment, in white, black
or blue colour.

Fatwa

Religious statement or juridical opinions/verdict.
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Fiqh

Islamic jurisprudence

Guna@h

Sinful acts

H{adi@th

Saying/tradition of the Prophet (see Ah{adith)

H{ajj

Pilgrimage to Makkah. It is an obligation that must
be carried out at least once in lifetime by every
able-bodied Muslim who can afford to do so.

H{ala@l

Allowed by Islamic Law.

H{aqi@qi@ Nisva@ni@yat

Real femininity

H{ara@m

Forbidden by Islamic Law.

Hazrat

Title of great respect for a religious figure.

H{uqooq Allah

Duty towards God (or rights of God)

Huqooq ul-iba@d

uty towards fellow human beings (rights of other
human beings)

Ijtiha@d

Fresh thinking, exercise of judgement, or
independent interpretation of legal sources –
Qur’an and Hadith.

Ilha@d

Literally, turning away. Here, turning away from
God.

Ilha@mi

Revelatory, inspired

‘Ilm

Wisdom/Knowledge

Ima@m

Leader, one who leads prayer in a local mosque

Ima@n

Faith

Ira@da@-i insa@ni

Human will

Isla@m

Literally, submission, resignation, reconciliation
(with God). Name of religion.

Ja@hil

Ignorant, uneducated, uncultured.

Jiha@d

Struggle, to endeavour, strive, against one’s own
self, one’s oppressors, with a pen or in the worst
case with force.

Ka@fir

Unbeliever, infidel

Kha@nda@n

Extended family

Khanqah

Building dedicated to Sufi gatherings, usually
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associated with one Sufi brotherhood (tariqa@)

Kufr

Not believing in God, paganism, infidelity

Kul

Whole / everything / all that is

Kala@m

Literally, conversation or discourse, ‘ilm al-kala@m
or Scholastic Theology can also be referred to
simply as Kala@m

Ka@mil

Perfect, genuine, complete, whole.

La@t wa mana@t

Arabs used to believe in these idols before
Prophet’s time. They were considered to be
daughters of God.

Maz{{hab

Religion, faith, way of life.

Maz{lu@m

Oppressed.

Momin

Believer, one who has faith.

Mulhid

One who has turned away from God.

Mushrik

One who associates partners with God.

Muslim

Literally, one who has submitted; member of the
Islamic community.

Maulavi@

Islamic functionary, teacher at an Islamic Madrasa

Maula@na

Islamic functionary, title of respect for Muslim
religious scholar.

Na@ji@

Free of sin; deserving heaven

Na@ri@

Sinful; deserving hell

Nafs

Psyche, soul, ego, one’s baser self

Nama@z

Muslim prayer offered five times a day as part of
religious duty, also known as sala@t

Niz{a@m

system, order, set-up

Pir

Sufi master

Purdah

Confinement, seclusion

Qaya@mat

Day of Judgment

Roza

Fasting that takes place in the month of Rama@da@n,
it is religious duty for every healthy Muslim.
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Samajh

Ability to discern right from wrong

Sang-i ra@h

Road-block

Sawa@b

Reward for good actions

Sharia@h

Islamic Law. There are different schools of law.

Shirk

Polytheism, idolatry, attaching partners with God,
not believing in one God.

Shlok

Mantra, verse repeated a number of times

Sufi@

Mystic

Sultanat

Kingdom

Tadhi@b al-akhla@q

Refinement of morals

Taqli@d

to follow

Tari@qa@

Way, manner, method

Tawhid

Believing in one God

‘Ulama@’ (or ulema)

Islamic scholars.

‘Ulama@’-i Kara@m

Respected scholars of Islam.

Wahy

Revelation

Za@hiri

Literalist, one who understands only the literal
meaning

Zaka@t

Yearly Charity / Wealth tax paid by Muslims as
part of their religious duty, to help members of
the family and community.

